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See You in Minnesota 

Poster created by Scott Jurek for the South St. Louis Soil and Water 
Conservation District's 1985 poster contest. At that time Scott was a 
sixth grader at the Proctor, Minnesota, school. The poster went on to 
be one of three top winners at the state competition. 
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The Society for Rang. Management, founded in 1948 as the American Society 
of Range Management, is a nonprofit association incorporated under the laws of 
the State of Wyoming. it Is recognized exempt from Federal income tax, as a 
scientific and educational organization, under the provisions of Section 501(c) (3) 
of the internal Revenue Code, and also is classed as a public foundation as 
described in Section 509(a) (2) of the Code. The name of the Society was changed 
in 1971 by amendment of the Articles of Incorporation. 

The objectives for which the corporation Is established are: 

—to develop an understanding of range ecosystems and of the principles 
applicable to and the management of range resources; 
—to assist all who work with range resources to keep abreast of new findings 
and techniques In the science and art of range management; 
—to improve the effectiveness of range management to obtain from range 
resources the products and values necessary for man's welfare; 

—to create a public appreciation of the economic and social benefits to be 
obtained from the range environment; 
—to promote professional development of its members. 

Membership in the Society for Range Management is open to anyone engaged 
in or interested in any aspect of the study, management, or use of rangelands. 
Please contact the Executive Vice-President for details. 

Contributlen Policy 
The Society for Range Management may accept donations of real and/or 

personal property, subject to limitations Imposed by State and Federal Law. All 
donations shall be subject to control by the Board of Directors and their discre- 
tion in utilization and application of said donations. However, consideration may 
be given to the donor's wishes by bequests, legacies, devises or transfers from 
private individuals, partnerships, corporations, foundations, sections, organiza- 
tions, estates, and trusts, or a memorial fund established as an expression of 
remembrance to members of real and/or personal property. Donations can be 
sent to the Society for Range Management, Executive Vice-President, 1839 York 
Street Denver, Colorado 80206. 
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Sheep Grazing in Conifer Plantations 
Harley L. Grelman 

During the summer of 1978, a lightning-caused fire burned 
over 2,000 acres of mixed conifer forest in the Tahoe 
National Forest of California. By the following spring much 
of the area had been replanted to conifer seedlings, a stand- 
ard procedure following wildfires. 

Typical of the Northern Sierras, wildfire and other surface 
perturbing activities encourage resprouting of native brush 
species. On this site, deerbrush is the dominant shrub and, 
as a result of the wildfire, sprouted profusely throughout the 
burned-over area, causing the area to be completely reoccu- 
pied with a brush-dominant cover one year after the fire. 
Needless to say, the hardy brush won the competition for 
limited soil moisture required to establish young conifers, 
and seedling survival in the plantation dropped to a mere 
10%. The plantation was considered a failure. 

If this fire had burned five years earlier, the plantation 

would have been treated with an aerial application of phen- 
oxy herbicide to retard brush sprouting and promote the 
establishment of young conifer seedlings. However, fores- 
ters were compelled to look elsewhere for tools to manage 
the competing brush in forest plantations following a court 
suggested suspension of aerial herbicide application by the 
United States Ninth Circuit Court. Likewise, a vocal compo- 
nent of citizens in the mountain community of Downieville, 
located adjacent to the burned-over lands, provided added 
incentive to find an alternative method for controlling brush 
with herbicides. 

Control Options 
The timing was critical to establish this plantation before 

the brushfield totally dominated the burn. Aerial application 
of herbicide would have been the most cost efficient of the 
traditional control methods, with current costs averaging 

Free growing ponderosa pine in grazed area of plantation. 

Author is with the Range and Watershed Staff, U.S. Forest Service, San 
Francisco, Calif. 

Deer brush, (Ceanothus integerrimus) ungrazed area. 
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about $70 per acre. Mechanical treatment, (where slope and 
soils permit), costs from $1 00 to $200 per acre. Hand clearing 
brush, the most costly method, averages several hundred to 
over one-thousand dollars per acre, and would have pro- 
vided only short-term results because of the immediate 
resprouting characteristic of brush cuttings. 

A literature search indicated livestock grazing of planta- 
tions to control Invading brush would be a token approach at 
best. Most plantation grazing efforts had been focused in 
other areas of the country and were usually grazed by cattle. 
Also, documented applications In California pointed to high 
levels of damage and mortality to planted seedlings by indis- 
criminant browsing and trampling by livestock. Silvicultu- 
rists had little reason to consider grazing within plantations 
when the culture of professional values forbade grazing 
anywhere near young trees. Although several examples of 
plantation grazing can be found in California, standard 
procedures called for grazing only after young trees had 
become established, the plantation had been treated by 
other methods, and resprouting brush was well on the way to 
becoming established. To graze the same year young seed- 
lings are planted, and graze heavily to keep the brush down, 
was indeed a novel effort. However, a couple of motivated 
silviculturists, David Thomas and Phillip Aune of the Tahoe 
National Forest, with some encouragement from a range 
conservationist ranger (the author), worked out a program to 
graze the plantation with sheep in lieu of other more costly 
methods of brush control. Calvert McPherrin, of McPherrin 
Sheep Co. near Live Oak, Calif., comes from a second gener- 
ation of woolgrowers, with years of experience grazing 
sheep in this part of the Sierras. Considering McPherrin's 
success at grazing sheep in a nearby burned-over area, his 
was a logical operation to contact as propsective grazer on 
the new plantation. 

An agreement was reached to graze 1000 head of dry ewes 
over a 600-acre section of the burn. Grazing would begin 
immediately, with an objective of heavy grazing in areas 
planted three years or more, and light to moderate in planta- 
tions less than three years old. The grazing season would be 
from June through October. 

The results were most gratifying. Sheep have successfully 

razed this area since 1981 and have met the pre-planned 
objective of reducing brush competition favorable for conifer 
establishment. Silviculturists were pleased to see a savings 
iwith no monetary investment in plantation maintenance. The 
grazing permittee, Calvert McPherrln, was likewise pleased 
to see his dry ewes leave summer range In excellent condi- 
tion for winter lambing. 

As with any grazing prescription used to accomplish a 
vegetation management objective, sheep grazing within 
plantations requires careful planning, execution, and moni- 
toring to meet the desired outcome. Following are some 
I management guidelines suggested for consideration in plan- -. n grazing: 

1) Select only those areas with brush species found pal- 
atable to sheep. (deerbrush, bittercherry, black oak- 
sprouts, and wedgeleaf ceanothus are highly palatable. 
Greenleaf manzanita, whitethorn, and chinquapin have 
low palatability). Browsing of conifer seedlings is assured 
if desirable brush is not availablel 
2) Season of use is a critical factor in utilization of less 
desirable browse species. Greenleaf manzanita and white- 
thorn will be browsed early in the season. Desirable spe- 
cies will be utilized season-long. 
3) Age of sheep appears to be critical to minimize brows- 
ing damage to conifers. Lambs and young sheep show a 

Young pine growing tree from brush competition through grazing. 

Exclosure within plantation showing grazed area in background. 



tendency to graze anything, conifers included, while 
older sheep are more selective to the more palatable spe- 
cies only. 
4) Sheep require water sources relatively close to the 
plantation being grazed; if natural sources are not availa- 
ble, provisions for water must be made. 
5) Bedding and "shading up" areas need to be provided in 
areas on or near the plantation where damage can be 
sustained. 
6) Close coordination with the livestock operator is criti- 
cal to the success of grazing in plantations. Direct con- 
tacts with the herder are necessary to "force feed" some 
areas to achieve desirable results. Periodic monitoring by 
a silviculturist is also critical. 

Advantages of Plantation Grazing 
1) Obtain vegetation control of unwanted and competing 

brush in forest plantations where palatable brush species are 
present. 

2) Create up to 30% scarification of vegetation for site 
preparation to plant trees. 

3) In this situation, the Forest Service received $1,350.00 
per year in grazing fees on the allotment, resulting in a net 
income of .30 to .40 cents per acre per year of plantation 
grazed. Traditional methods of maintenence would have 
resulted in considerable monetary investments to accomp- 
lish the same results. 

4) Wildlife biologists' assessment of the area grazed 
revealed enhanced values to the wildlife habitats for a 
number of wildlife species by providing a variety of openings 
and age classes of brush. 

5) Grazing of livestock is a socially accepted form of plan- 
tation maintence and, in this area where a number of local 
citizens were opposed to herbicide spraying, obtained excel- 
lent local acceptance. 

6) Damage to tree seedlings was limited to 1 to 2%. 

7) Sheep effectively decreased vegetation densities of 
preferred brush species and maintained or increased the 
range value by keeping desirable vegetation to a low height, 
therefore utilizable to livestock and wildlife on a sustained 
basis. 

Summary 

Sheep and cattle grazing of conifer plantations in Califor- 
nia National Forests has been used to some extent for several 

years. However, the potential for this kind of grazing has not 
been significantly realized. Currently, draft National Forest 
Land Management Plans in California project approximately 
50,000 acres of regeneration harvest (clearcut) per year on 
lands that will resprout to palatable brush species if not 
controlled. 

Certainly livestock grazing can provide a significant con- 
tribution to plantation site preparation and maintenance, 
save considerable expenditures of dollars otherwise com- 
mitted to this same effort, and provide food, fiber, and pro- 
ducts otherwise not realized from these lands. Today, many 
areas of our public grazing lands are the focal point of com- 
peting pressures from other uses and users; perhaps we 
should take a look at providing lands such as forest planta- 
tions for grazing uses as an alternative to some of those areas 
traditionally grazed and under the eye of critical interests. 
After all, much of our public land grazing in the future must 
consider the objective of vegetation management through 
livestock grazing. Such an emphasis is not only good busi- 
ness, it's good range management! 

Literature CIted 

Thomas, David F. 1985. The use of sheep to control competing 
vegetation in conifer plantations on the Downieville Ranger Dis- 
trict, Tahoe National Forest: 1981-1984. Symposium for Weed 
Control for Forest Productivity in the Interior West. Spokane, 
Wash., February 6, 1985. 
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Un grazed portion of burn, brush averages 8 feet in height. 
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Protective Exclosure Evaluation: Oregon Salt Desert Shrub 
Forage Production Potential 

Robert R. Klndschy 

The Salt Desert Shrub rangeland community is one of the 
least studied ecosystems in the Great Basin of the north- 
western United States. Yet this vegetative type is extensive, 
covering approximately 41 million acres in western North 
America. Among the reasons for the apparent lack of 
research are the comparatively low forage production of the 
community and the fact that the majority of the land is admin- 
istered by the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM), an 
agency that, traditionally, has not been funded for research. 

Alkali Flat Test Plot #1 was established in 1961, as one of 
the nearly two dozen similar plots built by the Vale District of 
the BLM to determine the site potential for livestock forage 
production from Introduced grasses and other values includ- 
ing native range recovery potential when protected from 
livestock use. Members of the Malheur Chapter of the Pacific 
Northwest Section, Society for Range Management, jointly 
conducted a field analysis of the vegetative production of 
this 26-year old experimental exclosure in June of 1987. 

This test plot Is located in one of the northernmost salt 
desert shrub communities In western North America. It is 10 
miles southwest of the community of Adrain, in Maiheur 
County, Oregon, and 10 miles west of Homedale, Owyhee 
County, Idaho. The vegetation Is dominated by shadscale 
saltbush with understory grasses of bottlebrush squirreltail, 
Sandberg bluegrass, Cusick bluegrass, and exotic annual 
cheatgrass. Annual precipitation varies greatly among years 
but seldom exceeds 8 inches, most of which falls during the 
winter months. Summers are hot and dry at the 2,900 ft. 
elevation of the study site. Soils are of a silty clay loam 
texture to a depth of about 10 inches. A clay pan then res- 
tricts root penetration. Soils have been classified as a fine, 
mixed, mesic, shallow xeric durargid. The potential natural 
vegetative community is very likely shadscale saltbush and 
bottlebrush squirreltail grass, the dominant vegetation at 
present. Livestock use was excessive on this range, located 
near farming communities, from the late 1800's to the mid 
1960's. Sheep, cattle, and horses typically grazed the area 
yearlong. Since that time, use has been conservative at 16 
acres per animal unit month (acres/AUM). 

In October of 1961, a two-acre area (300-ft X 300-ft) was 
fenced with barbed wire. Poultry fence was additionally 
Installed in an effort to exclude blacktailed jackrabbits. Two 
thirds of the area was disked and harrowed to form a 
seedbed. Three grass species were planted separately on 
1/2-acre plots, all by drilling at a rate of 6 lb/acre. Russian 
wild ryegrass, crested wheatgrass, and a mixture of interme- 
diate wheatgrass and fescue. Nomad alfalfa was then broad- 

cast seeded and harrowed on all three plots. The remaining 
one third of the site was left undisturbed to enable assess- 
ment of the recovery potential of the then depleted vegeta- 
tion. 

I had taken photographs of the plot on July 17, 1962, 
during the first growing season following seeding, and again 
on April 21, 1986. On June 6, 1987, seven members of the 
Malheur Chapter divided into teams to dig soil examination 

pits and conduct vegetative production sampling, using 
standard range inventory techniques in each vegetative type. 
Some of the results of the team's sampling were the following: 

1. Crested wheatgrass and Russian wild ryegrass were 
very similar in productivity, producing 154 lb/ac and 153 

lb/ac, respectively. The intermediate wheatgrass and fescue 
mixture had disappeared entirely. Crested wheatgrass and 
Russian wild ryegrass occupied this portion. Occasional 
robust plants of alfalfa persisted among the seeded grasses. 

2. Native range plants, following 26 years of protection 
from livestock use, produced slightly over half as much 
(59%) useable forage as the introduced wheatgrass and rye- 
grass. The latter could be properly stocked at 5.2 acres/AUM 
while the recovered native plants required 8.8 acres/AUM. 

3. Native range plants, outside the protection exclosure, 
that had historically been grazed at various utilization levels, 
produced 26% the usuable forage of the recovered native 
plants and only 16% the usable forage of the introduced 
grasses. 

4. Soil barren of vegetation was greatest In the Russian 
wild ryegrass (59%) and crested wheatgrass (55%) although 
grazed native range, at 46%, was a close third in rank. Rested 
native range, with only 23% bare soil, was 2 1/2 times more 
vegetated than the wheatgrass and ryegrass stands. 

The author Is grateful to the following members of the Maiheur Chapter of 
the Society for Range Management for their meticulous efforts in field data 
collection: Phil Rumpel, Ken Knothe, Michelle McSwaln, Gerry Kreltner. Kathy 
O'Connor, and Ken Derby. 
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5. Native perennial grasses were most common in fre- 
quency of occurrence in the rested native site (42%). The 
g razed native range supported 18% frequency of these grass 
species. Cultivation and subsequent competition from the 
more aggressive introduced wheatgrass and ryegrass effec- 
tively reduced native perennial grasses. Sandberg bluegrass 
occurred at 10—15% of the points in these stands. 

6. Annual grasses and forbs were nearly absent in the 
seeded plots. In the native vegetation, annual grasses were 
quite similar in frequency of occurrence in the grazed (25%) 
and ungrazed (29%) sites. 

7. The frequency of shrubs was greatest in the grazed area 
(11%), and least (absent) in the crested wheatgrass stand. 
Rested native vegetation supported only one third as many 
shrubs as the grazed rangeland. The prevalent shrub was 
shadscale saltbush in all cases. 

8. Crested wheatgrass appeared to be a bit more aggres- 
sive than Russian wild ryegrass at this site. Crested occurred 
at 35% of the points in its stand as compared to 23% for 
ryegrass in its stand. The native bluegrasses were one third 
more common when associated with ryegrass than when 
associated with crested wheatgrass. 

9. Based upon dry weights of all plants, bottlebrush squir- 
reltail grass was nearly 1 1/2 times more productive in the 
rested native site than on similar soils under grazing use. 

10. Shadscale saitbush was most productive, according to 
dry weight production, when protected from livestock. This 
contrasted to the frequency of occurrence data which 
showed only 1/3 as many saltbush shrubs in the protected 
area. This can be explained by the probability that browsing 
by livestock has reduced the size of the saltbush causing a 
lesser productivity. In fact, dry weight production was 4.8 

times greater in the protected area at 115 lb/acre as opposed 
to 24 lb/acre in the grazed area. 

11. Dry weights of vegetative production illustrated that 
the diminutive bluegrasses occupied a greater proportion of 
total production in the grazed site when compared to the 
protected native range site. More productive squirreltail 
grass decreased with grazing. Thus explaining the differ- 
ence in present forage production between the sites. 

12. Numerous dead shadscale sa(tbush stumps were ob- 
served inside clumps of ryegrass and crested wheatgrass. 
This suggested that competition from these introduced per- 
ennial grasses may be killing shadscale and, at the least, 
preventing shadscale recruitment. 

13. Litter from past vegetative production was more com- 
mon on the protected native vegetation site than with either 
Russian wild ryegrass or crested wheatgrass, which were 
also protected from grazing by livestock. The grazed native 
range showed little litter accumulation. 

14. Fecal pe'lets from wild hare were more common within 
the exclosure than without. The poultry fencing had become 
ineffective many years ago. 

A couple of items were noteworthy from this field exercise. 
First, the forage production of similar portions of Oregon's 
salt desert shrub community could be greatly increased 
through the seeding of Russian wild ryegrass or crested 
wheatgrass. How well these grasses would withstand graz- 
ing on such sites is open to question. They would likely have 
to be managed with gentle hands. Sites with soil erosion 
problems are best protected by high vigor native vegetation 
due to greater soil cover. Second, SRM members can con- 
tribute a real service toward the advancement of rangelarid 
knowledge through efforts such as that of the Malheur Chap- 
ter. A great number of protective exclosures have been 
established throughout the West and, unfortunatley, many 
have never been evaluated. 
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'Hatch' Winterfat: A Quality Shrub for Ranges and Wildiands 
Richard Stevens and Stephen B. Monsen 

A superior strain of winterfat called 'Hatch' was recently 
released for planting semiarid range and wildland sites 
within the lntermountain West. 'Hatch' was selected for its 
ability to establish, persist, and provide winter forage in the 
sagebrush and pinyon-juniper communities. Big game and 
livestock have demonstrated a preference for 'Hatch' over 
other accessions tested. The cultivar has excellent winter 
hardiness and drought tolerance. It is mostly erect, leafy, 
with moderately tine stems, and produces a considerable 
amount of seed and forage, particularly in years of heavy 
snow. Plants tend to be evergreen, with leaves persisting 
through the winter. 

Hatch' Is an erect half-shrub, 4-5 feet tall, that has been 
successfully seeded on rangelands and used to revegetate 
mine disturbances and depleted sites. Its rapid growth rate 
has made the plant useful for stabilizing, wind-blown soils 
and extensive barren sites caused by wildflres. The selection 
can be successfully seeded with other shrubs, grasses, and 
forbs. 'Hatch' isa high seed producer with good germination. 
Excellent seedling vigor contributes to its relatively good 
establishment. Seedlings develop rapidly, but they can be 
damaged by frost. Plants reach maturity quickly and under 
favorable conditions will produce seed the first year. It is best 

Richard Stevens is project leaderand wildlife biologist forthe Utah Division 
of Wildlife Resources, Great Basin Experiment Area, Ephraim, Utah 84627. 
Stephen B. Monsen is a botanist with the lntermountain Research Station, 
Forest Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Shrub Science Laboratory, 
Provo, Utah 84601. 

The authors recognize the efforts of A.P. Plummer, Kent A. Jorgensen, and 
Wendell Oaks in various phases of work leading to release of this cultivar. 
Monies from the Pitman-Robertson W-82-R (Job #1. #2, and #5) project for 
restoration of wildlife habitat helped facilitate this research. Some of the work 
was performed at the Snow Field Station, which is operated cooperatively by the Intermountain Station, the Utah Division of Wildlife Resources, Snow 
College, and Utah State University. 

The use of trade or firm names in the paper is for reader information and 
does not Imply endorsement by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, or Utah 
Division of Wildlife Resources of any product or service. 

adapted to areas of 12 to 16 inches average annual precipita- 
tion, but once established it will persist with as little as 8 
inches. 

OrigIn and Study Sites 

A. Perry Plummer collected the original seed in 1953 from 
a native stand located a quarter mile northwest of the Mam- 
moth Creek Fish Hatchery, southwest of Hatch, Utah (map). 

The collection site was at an elevation of 7,270 feet within a 
mixed pinyon-juniper and mountain big sagebrush com- 
munity. The site receives 11 to 12 inches of average annual 
precipitation. Soils are medium to'fine textured. 

Seeds from the original site have been planted at 26 loca- 
tions in Utah and compared to 58 other winterfat accessions. 
Subsequent plantings were extended to the short and tall 
grass regions of the Midwest, the ponderosa pine habitat 
type of the Intermountain region, and the salt desert shrub- 
lands of the Southwest. In addition, plantings have been 
made on mine-disturbed soils in combination with other 
accessions. 'Hatch' has been tested in Utah, New Mexico, 
Nevada, Wyoming, Idaho, Colorado, Arizona, Montana, and 
Oregon. 

In most planting sites 'Hatch' has proved equal or superior 

Three-year-old 'Hatch' winterfat over 4 ft tall. 

Original collection site and areas where 'Hatch' winterfat has been 
planted. The circle designates the original collection site. The solid 
dots are the test sites. 
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to other accessions tested. The plants are relatively uniform 
in most vegetative growth characteristics, but differences in 
seed production have been recorded among individual 
plants. Important forage and seed production traits are 
inheritable. 'Hatch' was most competitive with broadleaf 
perennials and annuals. It established and persisted better 
than any accession when planted in Wyoming big sage- 
brush, basin big sagebrush, and pinyon-juniper types. 'Hatch' 
has the ability to establish and persist on a wide range of 
sites, more than any other tested accession. Plantings have 
not persisted well in areas that are occasionally flooded, 
sites with high water tables, or on soils with shallow imper- 
vious horizons in arid salt desert shrub communities. Sour- 
ces of winterfat collected from salt desert sites have survived 
better than 'Hatch' when planted in extremely arid sites. 
'Hatch' is more adapted to upland sites than any other source 
tested. Preferring open, sunny exposures, it is not shade 
tolerant. 

'Hatch' originated on a fine-textured soil but has proven to 
be well adapted to sandy soils. The accession is adapted to 
neutral and slightly alkaline sites and is particularly adapted 
to poorly developed mine spoils. It is not well suited to soils 
or sites with pH less than 6.5. 

Seeding of 'Hatch' 
'Hatch' can be successfully seeded. Seeds should nor- 

mally be planted as whole fruits. Like other winterfat acces- 
sions, seeds of 'Hatch' are fairly difficult to process and plant. 
Fruits are lightweight and hairy and tend to stick together. If 
processed through a hammermill the seed can be damaged 
and will stick together or ball up. Seed processed through a 
barley debearder are damaged less and do not ball up or 
stick together. It is difficult to meter cleaned fruits through 
conventional drills. Agitators are needed in the seed boxes 
on various drills and broadcast planters to aid in seed distri- 
bution. 'Hatch' seed can be incorporated in pellets, seed 
tapes, or by fluid drilling or hydroseeding, or mixed with 
seeds of other species. Fruits should be placed on or nearthe 
soil surface and covered no more than a quarter inch. 'Hatch' 
can be successfully seeded by broadcasting or through a 
thimble type seeder. If broadcast, the surface of the soil 
should be harrowed or chained to lightly cover the seed. 

Field and Greenhouse Plantings 
Seed of 'Hatch' can be grown under cultivation. Seeded 

rows should be spaced 30 to 42 inches apart. Seeding rate 
should be about 3 pounds per acre pure live seed. Produc- 
tion may be greater than 300 pounds per acre (clean seed) on 
nonirrigated sites. Following establishment, over watering 
should be avoided. Plants are susceptible to Simazine, but 
tests have not been conducted using other herbicides to 
control weeds. 

Seed normally ripens from late September to early October 
but should not be harvested until after the first killing frost. 
Fruits can be harvested with a combine, stripper, or beater, 
or be hand stripped. Seed is best prepared for seeding and 
storage with a barley debearder under minimum pressure 
and then screened over a 5/16-inch hardware cloth. Seed 
should be allowed to dry and then stored for 2 to 3 months to 
afterripen before germination is determined. Reasonable 
germination for filled utricles is about 80%. There are approx- 
imately 112,000 utricles per pound. Generally, a large number 
of utricles are not filled. 

Fruits (filled and unfilled) can usually be cleaned to a 
purity of about 65%. Stored in an open warehouse, seeds 
retain good viability for about 2 years. 

Seedlings are susceptible to damping-off and can be diffi- 
cult to grow in a greenhouse. Fusarium or Rhizoctonia may 
be found in weakened plants. Field plantings usually are not 
affected by these fungi. Plants have not been damaged by 
grasshoppers which often destroy other shrubs or asso- 
ciated herbs. 

Where Seed Can Obtained 
'Hatch' was developed by Utah Division of Wildlife Re- 

sources, and Intermountain Research Station, Forest Ser- 
vice, and the Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture. The Agricultural Experiment Station of Utah 
State University, the University of Idaho, and New Mexico 
State University participated in the release of this cultivar. 

Recognized seed classes are breeder, foundation, and cer- 
tified. Breeder plants are maintained at the Los Lunas Plant 
Materials Center, Soil Conservation Service, Los Lunas, New 
Mexico. Foundation seed will be produced by the Los Lunas 
Center. 

Univ. of Idaho Has New Range Dept. Head 
Kendall L. Johnson, a University of Idaho alumnus and a 

director of the international Society for Range Management, 
has been named head of the Department of Range Resour- 
ces in the University of Idaho College of Forestry, Wildlife, 
and Range Sciences. He will assume his new position later 
this spring, said John C. Hendee, dean of the college. 

Since 1979, Johnson, 54, has been a faculty member and 
extension range specialist at Utah State University, where he 
headed the range extension program. His responsibilities 
include providing technical assistance to University of Utah 
extension agents, developing and conducting educational 
programs for the public, and acting as liaison between Utah 
public agencies and ranchers. 

Johnson replaces David A. Bryant, who resigned in June 
1987, to assume the deanship of the College of Agriculture 
and Biological Sciences at South Dakota State University, 
Brookings. 

Dean John Hendee said he was looking forward to John- 
son's arrival. "We are extremely pleased to have attracted a 
proven leader, a director of the Society for Range Manage- 
ment, to head our Department of Range Resources. We 
couldn't have done any better." 

Originally from Rock Springs, Wyoming, Johnson received 
a B.S. in range management from the University of Wyoming 
in 1955 and an M.S. in range management from the Univer- 
sity of Idaho in 1957. Following his graduation from the UI, 
he went on to Rutgers University, and from there to Colorado 
State University, from which he received a Ph.D. in watershed 
management in 1966. 

Previous to his employ at Utah State University, he worked 
for the U.S. Forest Service and was a faculty member of 
Colorado State University and the University of Wyoming.— 
George Savage 
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Duluth-an Inland Seaport 
Donald C. Wright 

For more than a century the Port of Duluth, Minnesota, 
with its sister harbor in Superior, Wisconsin, has been Mid- 
America's gateway to the world, first with fir and timber, then 
with the great bulk cargoes: iron ore, grain, and coal. An 
international port deep in the continent at the western tip of 
Lake Superior, Duluth-Superior provides world access to a 
half-million square miles of unmatched resources and pur- 
chasing power through the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Sea- 
way system. Each year the port moves more than 30 million 
tons of Iron ore, grain, cement, limestone, metal products, 
machinery, twine, farm products, and coal and coke on some 
300 oceangoing ships plus hundreds of "Lakers" which ply 

the Great Lakes. Although 2,340 miles from the Atlantic, the 
port is just 14 days sailing time from Scandinavia, Northern 
Europe, the Mediterranean, West Africa, and South America. 
It is the largest port on the Great Lakes and the 11th largest in 
the nation. 

Long before the Welland Canal or the opening of the St. 
Lawrence Seaway, fur trade vessels, large and small, rowed 
or set sail from Duluth bound for Canada, inland U.S. ports 
and, eventually, to open seas; but the port's major develop- 
ment began in the 1800's with the advent of prairie wheat 
growing and the building of the railroads. Congress autho- 
rized the first inner-harbor improvements in 1871, and the 
port began to develop rapidly. Today, Iron ore and taconite 
pellets from Minnesota's historic Mesabi Iron Range are the 
Twin Ports' leading shipments, followed by grains, grain 

The author a with the Seaway Port Authority of Duluth, 1200 Port Terminal 
Dr., Duluth Minn. 55816. 
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products, and coal. The first iron ore docks, built in 1892, 
opened modern era developments which have continued to 
the present. In 1987, the two ore terminals, operated by 
Burlington Northern (Superior) and Duluth Missabe and Iron 
Range railroads, loaded about 18,0000,000 long tons of tac- 
onite pellets—processed iron ore for the nation's steel mills. 

ForeIgn "salties" and U.S-flag lake carriers enter and 
leave by the harbor's two entrances: the natural Superior 
entry and the man-made Duluth ship canal where vessels 
pass under the unique and world-famed Aerial Lift Bridge. 
The Duluth-Superior harbor covers 19 square miles of land 
and water and 17 miles of dredged channels varying from 21 

to 27 feet deep. Three miles of upper channel have been 
designated for deepening and widening. Along the 49 miles 
of waterfront are 66 public and private berths handling all 
forms of commerce from bulk to packaged general cargo. 
The port is served by five major railroads and several inter- 
state highway systems. 

Private grain terminals operated by Archer-Daniels-Midland, 
Cargill, General Mills, Harvest States Cooperatives, Interna- 
tional Multifoods and Peavey (ConAgra) are served by 12 

loading berths at the elevators and can store more than 70 
million bushels. In a year, over 200 million bushels of agricul- 
tural products pass through the port bound for overseas, 
Canada and domestic destinations. Algeria is the largest 
single destination for bulk grain from the Twin Ports, 
accounting for about one-third of the total. Barley exports 
showed a marked increase in 1987 as did soybeans. The 
Clure Public Marine Terminal, operated by Meehan Seaway 
Service, is the port's general cargo facility, loading and 

unloading bagged, boxed, and crated commodities. More 
than 6,000 lineal feet of dock space with berths dredged to 30 

Background 
The Reinvest in Minnesota Resources Act of 1986 has been 

called by some the most significant agriculture and natural 
resource legislation ever passed in Minnesota. The concept 
of "reinvesting" in Minnesota's natural resources was the 
brain-child of the 1984 Governor's Citizen Commission to 
Promote Hunting and Fishing in Minnesota. Composed of 20 
men and women with varied experience in business, natural 
resources, and legislation, the Commission's goal was to 
develop a plan for improving and promoting hunting, fishing, 
and tourism opportunities in the state. 

Outdoor recreation is a one billion dollar industry in Min- 
nesota. However, the Commission reported that a combina- 

feet are available. Terminal facilities also include 315,000 
square feet of warehouse storage, a 1.8 million gallon tank 
farm for liquid storage and Minnesota's only operating For- 
eign Trade Zone. The Port Authority's commodities bagging 
plant—the only one of its kind on the Great Lakes—Is located 
adjacent to the General Mills elevator near the Port Terminal 
for sacking bulk grains, seeds and beans. Three government 
Food for Peace shipments to needy nations were allocated to 
the Port of Duluth last year because of the bagging plant: 
durum wheat for September shipment to Somalia and Ethio- 
pia and spring wheat for Nepal. The facility also is available 
for commercial cargoes. In addition, the Port Terminal hand- 
les bagged grain products, pinto beans, dry milk, twine, steel 
plate and coils, machinery, project cargoes, and other 
imports and exports. The Superior Midwest Energy Terminal 
is the port's major coal loading facility, transferring Montana 
low-sulpher coal into 1,000-foot long lake vessels for ship- 
ment to domestic users. For the 11th straight year the ultra 
modern facility set a new record in 1987, loading more than 
11,000,000 tons. 

A recent analysis shows the Port of Duluth-Superior 
generated nearly 3,000 jobs and a total economic impact on 
the region of $160 million in 1986. A transit port, it imports 
and exports cargoes produced or consumed at points far removed 
from the harbor. Most agricultural and mining users are 
within 250 miles but some, like Montana coal mines, are more 
than 1,000 miles away. Duluth-Superior, just hours overland 
from Denver, Fargo, Bismarck, Sioux Falls, Winnipeg, Omaha, 
and Minneapolis-St. Paul, is a crossroads of traffic to and 
from major world ports—five days to the Atlantic from the 
Great Lakes waterways through the St. Lawrence Seaway. A 
major world port for America's heartland. 

tion of increasing human population, decreasing wildlife 
habitat, and inadequate natural resource funding was severely 
limiting recreation and tourism opportunities and diminish- 
ing the overall quality of life. Adding insult to injury, the 
report also concluded that "Minnesota sportsmen annually 
export millions of dollars, making them the single most 
important source of out-of-state license and tourist money to 
almost every state and Canadian province on our borders." 
The report concluded that "it is good economics to invest in 
the outdoor recreation industry, one of the largest industries 
of our state; and we think it is a legitimate request that the 
equivalent of the 6% sales tax on an industry that produces a 
billion dollars of revenue per year be reinvested in that 
resource." The 6% sales tax is equivalent to $60 million per 
year. The Commission recommended that this amount be 
reinvested annually for 10 years. Thus, Reinvest In Mm- 

Innovation in Natural Resource 
Management—the Reinvest 
in Minnesota (RIM) Program 

Wayne A. Edgerton 
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Wayne A. Edgerton is the RIM Reserve Coordinator with the Minnesota 
Department of Agriculture. 90 West Plato Boulevard. St. Paul, Minn. 55107. 
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nesota—commonly called the RIM initiative—was born. 
However, the growth of the initiative and an assurance of 
state funding was no easy matter. 

L.gl.Iativ. Efforts 
Like motherhood and apple pie, everyone, including legis- 

lators, supported the concepts outlined in the 1984 Commis- 
sion report. Minnesota natural resources were compared to a 
well-used factory that must have major reinvestments to 
keep its machinery running and insure continuing returns to 
Its stockholders. The advantages of the RIM idea were many: 
fish and wildlife resources would benefit greatly, and the 
Minnesota farm economy would also receive a much-needed 
boost. The RIM bill emerged from the 1985 legislative ses- 
sion full of options for improving Minnesota's natural resource 
base. The main features of this bill were: 
• A conservation reserve program to retire marginal agricul- 

tural lands from cropping by providing payments to land- 
owners; 

• a critical habitat private sector matching fund to enable 
private donations to be matched with public (RIM) money 
for the acquisition of key habitat areas; 

• a fish and wildlife short and long-range planning process 
so that issues and needs are tied into the legislative budget 
process; and 

• an aspen recycling program in northeastern Minnesota to cut 
and regenerate old unmarketable aspen stands. 
The bill was molded, guided, and prodded through the 

legislative session by the largest and most diverse coalition 
of environmental and agricultural groups ever assembled in 
Minnesota history. Known as the RIM Coalition, this group 
was formed solely to pass legislation based on the Commis- 
sion's report. It was a diverse group with over 40 members 
ranging from the Sierra Club to the Minnesota Corn Growers 
Association. These organizations had never united forces on 
any one Issue before; more often they had opposed each 
other. With the support of the RIM Coalition and the public, 
the RIM bill sailed through the Minnesota House and Senate 
in 1985. However, to the surprise and disappointment of the 
RIM Coalition, no funding was provided and RIM remained 
only so much rhetoric. The results of the 1985 legislative 
session drew the RIM Coalition even closer together in its 
efforts to see not only that RIM passed, but that it was funded 
at a realistic level. The Coalition's efforts were rewarded a 
year later with the passage of the Reinvest In Minnesota 
Resources Act of 1986 with $16 million in funding from 
general revenue bonds. The bill passed the legislature with 
only six dissenting votes. Although far short of the $60 mil- 
lion requested, it was a good start—a pilot effort of sorts. The 
$16 million was allocated to two departments: $10 million to 
the Department of Agriculture for the conservation reserve 
and $6 million to the Department of Natural Resources for 
the critical habitat matching account, fish and wildlife 
enhancement and aspen recycling. 

The 1986 RIM Act 
As stated earlier, $10 million was appropriated to the 

Department of Agriculture for the conservation reserve por- 
tion of the law referred to as RIM Reserve. The $10 million 
was alloted in the following manner: 

• $500,000 to the 91 Soil and Water Conservation Districts for 
local program administration 

• $100,000 to the State Soil and Water Conservation Board 
for overall program administration, and; 

• $9.4 million for easements, seeding, tree planting and 
required land title review. 
The 1986 sign-up lasted for two weeks from September29 

through October10. During this time over 2,100 applications 
were received to enroll over 60,000 acres. To satisfy all the 
requests RIM Reserve would have required over $25.5 mil- 
lion. It was a success that even the most optimistic RIM 
supporters found hard to believe. 

Approximately 800 easements were finalized from the 
1986 sign-up enrolling over 18,000 acres Into ten-year and 
perpetual easements. All easement acres have been seeded 
down to permanent vegetative cover. Approximately 15% of 
the easements also had tree and shrub plantings applied on a 
portion of the enrolled area. 

The 1987 RIM Law 
The 1987 Legislative session found much interest by cer- 

tain legislators to "fine tune" the RIM Reserve portion of the 
RIM Law. One major change was to eliminate the ten-year 
easement option and to offer only a perpetual easement 
program. The main reason for this is that bonds sold to fund 
RIM mature and in approximately 17 years, so payment on 
the bonds lasts about 7 years longer than the easements. 
Other proposed changes centered around payment rates to 
landowners, residency requirements, and additional pro- 
gram options such as wetland restoration and living snow- 
fences. 

When the dust settled at the end of the 1987 legislative 
session the following changes were made: 

1. Easement duration options are twenty year or perpetual; 
2. Emphasis must be placed on securing perpetual ease- 

ments; 
3. Landowner payments may be based on a cash rental 

rate formula; 
4. Minnesota residency requirement was dropped; 
5. A Wetland Restoration Program; and 
6. A Living Snowfence Program was added to help reduce 

snow drifting on highways and provide wildlife habitat. 
In addition to these, a major change was made in the 

funding level. The 1986 funding level of $10 million for one 
year was reduced to $9 million for two years (4.5 per year). 

The 1987 Sign-Up 
The changes made in the 1987 legislative session are 

reflected in 1987 sign-up results. The $9 million for the bien- 
nium was split In half, making $4.5 million available for the 
two-week October sign-up. Here's how the 1986 sign-up 
compares to 1987: 

1986 1987 
Total applications 2,149 417 
Total acres applied for 60,000 12,000 
Total $ applied for $25.5 million $5.5 million 

The main reasons expressed for the lower sign-up were: 
a) 20-year easements are too long; and 
b) payment rates are low compared to the Federal Con- 

servation Reserve Program. 
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Two very bright spots in the 1987 sign-up are the shift to 
perpetual easements (58% of applications) and landowner 
acceptance of the Wetland Restoration Program. Over 100 of 
the 417 applications are to restore drained wetlands. 

Summary 
The RIM concept is truly an innovative approach to natural 

resource management. It is an idea with a very high "com- 
mon sense factor," one people can understand, and support. 
The RIM Reserve Program has come along at the right time, 
when our natural resources need help and the agricultural 
economy needs a financial hot in the arm. Securing a per- 
manent funding mechanism for RIM remains a tremendous 
challenge. For two years, the bulk of RIM funding has 
from bonds which the legislature is very reluctant to con- 
tinue. This has resulted in a much lower funding level than 

needed and requested. The RIM Coalition, the governor, and 
a number of legislators are exploring many other options for 
funding. Presently momentum is picking up for an Environ- 
mental Trust Fund, placing one billion dollars into a trust 
over a period of years and using the interest to fund a number 
of environmental programs including RIM. Exactly how RIM 
will be permanently funded is yet to be determined. 

The bottom line is that RIM is an idea whose time has 
come. With the support of the public and the acceptance it 
has received from legislators and landowners, we feel that 
RIM will continue. Its impacts will surely become more vis- 
ible as the years pass with improved hunting, fishing, and 
tourism, and a strengthed agricultural economy. RIM is truly 
a win-win program for the people and natural resources of 
Minnesota. 

Minnesota's Prairies: Past, Present, and Future 
Bob Djupstrom 

Pralrl& 
There is something magical in the variety of impressions one 
gets from the sight of the prairies. One never wearies of it. 
Seeing a prairie from a hollow or from a height, climbing on a 
slope toward a plateau crossing these undulating plateaus 
formed from the thousand little rises or a thousand little valleys 
that come together, branch off, and cross again, and then des- 
cending to the opposite slope of this plateau to find the vast low 
prairies, whether it takes an hour, a day, a week—one always 
finds compensation a hundredfold in the fresh and lively sensa- 
tions that make you forget the ennui of your travels. The heat of 
the day, the scarcity of water, the vast and unvarled view that 
surrounds you can increase the heavy burden of monotony, 
privation, and fatigue. But this does not last long. The fresh 
breeze that springs up from time to time, the absence of any 
danger close by (as one can see all around), the lack of any 
difficulty on the route, the sweet verdure everywhere, the flow- 
ers bedecking it, the blue of the sky, the variations of the atmos- 
phere operating always on a grand scale, all of these things 
combine to arouse one, to free one's spirit. The always active 
imagination is prepared to grasp the slightest change occurring 
in the physical natural of the country, or In the aspects of the 
mirages occurring so constantly on these plains, or in the airy 
perspective which the least change in distance relative to 
neighboring objects modifies so astonishingly. In summer all Is 

gay, laughing, gracious, and life-giving on these prairies. The 
soul is pleasantly aroused and excited. It is the life of the 
eclogue and Idyl; herds of buffalo, antelope, and deer enliven 
the solitudes. 

Indians, with their private morals, the laws of their families, 
their customs, and the moving language they speak which is so 
little known, are the heroes here. They and the metis and whites 
refer to the prairies by only two expressions: large, beautiful 
prairie, and pretty, 

So wrote explorer Joseph N. Nicollet of his impressions of 
traveling the prairies of Pipestone County, Minnesota, and 
adjacent areas on June 29, 1838. In another passage Nicollet 
referred to "traveling on this beautiful prairie as pleasant, 
and uniform as the green carpet of a royal salon,...". Other 
earlier and well known explorers like George Catlin des- 
cribed his impressions in the following quote: 

..where no ought on earth is seen in distance save thousand 
treeless, brushless, weedless hills of grass and vivid green 
which all around me vanish into the infinity of blue and azure."2 

Eighteen million acres of native prairie covered Minnesota 
in 1838. Just as the native grasslands were the largest vegeta- 
tional unit in North America in presettlement times, so too 
was it in Minnesota. In presettlement times this vast expanse 
of prairie stretched diagonally across Minnesota from the 
southeast tip to the province of Manitoba, Canada, on the 
north. Known as the tall grass prairie or true prairie it is stated 
to have the greatest rainfall and greatest north-south diver- 
sity of any ecological association of the North American 
grassland system.3 

The Minnesota Tallgrass Prairie Association represented a 
continuum of prairie types that graded into one another 
depending on soils and topography. Based on the underly- 
ing soils and topography various grass species such as big 
bluestem, Indian grass, cordgrass, bluejoint, little bluestem 
or side oats grama, among other grasses, dominated. Flow- 
ering plants too were abundant and presented a colorful and 
changing array from late April until the first frosts of Sep- 
tember. Depending on rainfall and length of the growing 
season Minnesota's prairies contained anywhere from 300 

2Rose Arthur. 1911. An Illustrated History of the Counties of Rock and Pipe- 
stone. Northern History Publishing Co., Luverne, Minn. 
RIsser, PG., Blrney, E.C., Blocker, HO., May, SW., Parton, W.J., and Wiens, 
J.A. 1981. The True Prairie Ecosystem. 

The author Is supervisor, Scientific & Natural Areas Program, Department of 
Natural Resources (DNR), Box 7, 500 Lafayette Road, St. Paul, Mlnn. 55155. 
Minnesota Historical Society Press—1976—Joseph N. NicoHet on the Plains 
and Prairies. 
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plus plant species in the southeast to approximately 200 in 
the far northwest. This sea of grass likewise supported mil- 
lions of waterfowl, prairie song birds, and lesser species 
such as butterflies. Similarly, countless numbers of elk, buf- 
falo, and other large mammals were dependent on this vast 
grassland resource. 

By the late 1800's most of Minnesota's native prairie had 
been plowed under. The first prairie to go was the mesic deep 
soil prairie portion, today Mrnnesota's corn and soybean 
fields. Later improvements in drainage (tiling, ditching, etc.) 
and fence row to fence row agricultural policies resulted in 
the destruction of the remaining wet deep soil prairies. In 
1983 alone, for instance, one of Minnesota's largest contigu- 
ous prairies, over 5,000 acres in size, was leveled, ditched, 
rock raked, and plowed. That prairie which plowing didn't 
destroy intensive grazing and range improvement practices 
severely altered. Today maybe 75,000 acres, or less than 1/2 
of 1%, remains of what was once over 1/3 of Minnesota. 

Today's praIrie resources In Minnesota vary from small, 
isolated remnants to a few large complexes. Today's prairies 
also vary from severely degraded to high quality examples 
and combinations in between. Approximately half of the 
remaining prairie acreage today is in public ownership (State 
natural areas, wildlife areas, etc.) or owned by The Nature 
Conservancy, a private conservation organization. Another 
10,000 acres is enrolled in the Minnesota Native Prairie Tax 
Credit Program. Under this program qualifying privately 
owned prairie lands are exempt from taxes. Private land- 
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owners may continue to use these lands for haying but other 
land use practices are not permitted. In addition, through 
1988, landowners are also given a tax credit for prairie lands 
enrolled under this program. 

The future of protecting native prairie in Minnesota is 
improving, however. In 1987 the Minnesota legislature enacted 
two pieces of legislation that hold significant promise for 
accelerating prairie protection efforts. 

One law directs the Department of Natural Resources to 
develop and manage permanent prairie landscape reserves 
in order to maintain the native plant and animal populations, 
landscape features, and habitat types characteristic of intact 
native prairie ecosystems. Further, this legislation notes that 
prairie landscape reserves are composed of an integrated 
network of protected prairie lands, prairie restoratior sites, 
and private prairie lands. TNs legislation further provided for 
the establishment of a prairie biologist under the State Scien- 
tific and Natural Areas Program to plan, develop, and man- 
age native prairie reserves and prairie land. Minnesota's first 
prairie biologist was hired in October 1987 and is perman- 
ently stationed at Fergus Falls. 

The second significant piece of legislation was simply 
called "Prairie Bank." Developed as a part of the "Reinvest in 
Minnesota" conservation legislation, "Prairie Bank" permits 

the purchase of easements for the protection of native 
prairie. This landmark legislation specifies that priority must 
be given to permanent easements for prairie protection. 
Minnesota's prairie biologist is utilizing this important pro- 
tection tool to assist in developing prairie landscape reserves 
as well as to protect other key prairie tracts in danger of 
being destroyed. Using this important protection tool the 
Department of Natural Resources will be implementing 
prairie protection and management while working with pri- 
vate prairie landowners. Management of prairie bank ease- 
ments and other prairie lands may consist of prescribed 
burning, prescribed grazing, and regulated haying or com- 
binations thereof to enhance and maintain the native prairie 
resource at any given site. The actual management prescrip- 
tion will depend on site resources and rare resources pres- 
ent, among other things. One thing is clear, however; the 
long term outlook for the protection of the remaining native 
prairie in Minnesota is brighter today than it has been for 
years, although a lot of work remains to be done to see that it 
happens. 

Those Interested In vIsIting one of Minnesota's remaining 
protected prairies should contact the author: Bob Djup- 
strom, Supervisor, Scientific & Natural Areas Program, DNR, 
Box 7,500 Lafayette Road, St. Paul, Minn. 55155. Telephone: 
612-297-2357. 

Minneapolis/St. Paul: An Agricultural Hub 
David S. Dahi 

In ancient Greece a metropolis was the mother city of a 
colony. Minneapolis/St. Paul today is the double-headed 
metropolis for that far-reaching, agriculturally oriented area 
of the United States often referred to as the Upper Midwest. 
The Twin Cities, as the Minneapolis/St. Paul metropolitan 
area is frequently called, is home to about 2 million people, 
making it the nation's 16th largest urban area. In fact, across 
the northern tier of states, Minneapolis/St. Paul is the largest 
economic complex between Milwaukee and the Pacific 
Coast. 

The Twin Cities serves a region which includes Minnesota, 
Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, northwestern Wis- 
consin, and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. The region 
stretches 1,800 miles from east to west and encompasses 
411000 square miles. Although the Upper Midwest accounts 
for 12 percent of the nation's land, only 3 percent of the 
nation's population resides here (roughly 8 million people). 

One of the distinguishing features of this vast area is its 
strong orientation toward agriculture. As a significant pro- 
ducer of a wide range of agricultural products, the Upper 
Midwest: 

. contains 12 percent of the nation's grassland pasture, mak- 
ing it an important livestock producer; 
produces 26 percent of the nation's wheat, 11 percent of 
its corn, and 10 percent of its soybeans; and 

• accounts for 15 percent of the nation's milk production. 

The Upper Midwest's development into a preeminent agri- 
cultural producer and Minneapolis/St. Paul's evolution into a 

major urban center were intertwined. In the late 1800's as the 
railroads pushed west from the Twin Cities, immigrants 
began to develop the Upper Midwest's agricultural potential. 
They relied on railroads to supply goods and to ship crops 
and livestock to market. One of their major markets became 
the Twin Cities. Millers in Minneapolis had coupled the 

power of St. Anthony Falls on the Mississippi River with 
growing wheat production in the Upper Midwest to develop a 
booming flour milling industry. Two of the largest flour 
millers were C.A. Pillsbury and Company and Washburn- 
Crosby Milling Company (later General Mills). Their success 
resulted in Minneapolis becoming known as the "Mill City." 
The Twin Cities has diversified into an important finance, 
high tech manufacturing, education, business services, and 
medical center that serves national and international markets. 
Nevertheless, many Minneapolis/St. Paul businesses con- 
tinue to have close ties to Upper Midwest agriculture. Twin 

The author is public affairs economist, Department of Public Affairs, Federal 
Reserve Bank of Minneapolis. 
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Cities businesses influence the prices farmers and ranchers 
receive for their crops and livestock; what they pay for seed, 
feed, fuel, and machinery; and the availability and cost of 
transportation and credit to them. 

The Twin Cities is an important transportation interchange 
where grains are brought in from the Upper Midwest by rail 
and transferred to barge for shipment down the Mississippi 
River to gulf ports. In 1986 several barge companies shipped 
6.9 million tons of grain from the Twin Cities. Several rail- 
roads serve Minneapolis/St. Paul, the most dominant lines 
being: Burlington Northern, Inc.; the Soo Line Railroad, 
which has its corporate headquarters in Minneapolis; and 
the Chicago and Northwestern Transportation Company. 

Numerous Minneapolis/St. Paul firms supply Upper Mid- 
west farmers and ranchers with machinery, feed, fuel, and 
seed; assist them with their marketing; and process their 
commoditIes. Three of the most prominent are: 

I.nn.apolls Grain Exchang.: By bringing together buyers and 
sellers, It Is the centralized marketplace for grain grown in the 
Upper Midwest. It has cash markets for several grains and a 
futures market for hard red spring wheat. About I million 
bushels are traded each day on its cash markets and about 6 to 8 
million bushels per day on Its futures market. 

Carglll: Headquartered in a French chateau on an estate out- 
side of Minneapolis, Cargill, with $32 billion in revenue, is the 
nation's largest privately held company. Most of this revenue 
comes from buying, storing, transporting, and selling agricultu- 
ral products, It is the nation's No. 1 graIn exporter, No. 1 egg 
producer, No. 2 beef packer, and No. 3 wheat miller. Cargill's 
elevators, located across the Upper Midwest, buy and store the 
region's grain. 

Land O'Lakes: With more than 325,000 farmer members in 8 
Midwestern states, Land O'Lakes, with corporate offices in 
Arden Hills, a Twin Cities suburb, is the nation's third largest 
farm cooperative. It proccess and markets its members' milk 
production; operates meat processing plants; and provides Its 
members with feed, seed, fertilizer, chemicals, and petroleum 
products. Land O'Lakes' presence in the Upper Midwest Is 

evidenced by the fa. that it feeds 1 in 5 daIry cows in the region. 

In addition to relying on Twin Cities companies for fuel, 
feed, seeds, and transportation, many Upper Midwest farmers 
look to Minneapolis for financial services. Located in down- 
town Minneapolis in an architecturally striking building Is 
the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis. It assists the 

Upper Midwest's 1,394 commercIal banks, 658 of whom 
primarily serve agricultural customers, in moving funds in 
and out of the region as well as within it. The Minneapolis 
Fed, for example, daily processes over 3 million checks and 
transfers $15 billion electronically. At the end oil 966, Upper 
Midwest banks accounted for $4.3 billion, 14 percent, of the 
$32 billion of agricultural loans held by United States com- 
mercial banks. Located in St. Paul is Farm Credit Services of 
St. Paul, which makes mortgage and operating loans to 
farms and cooperatives in Minnesota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, 

Reflecting the vitality of Twin Cities economy are the new office buildings that dominate the downtown Minneapolis skyline. 

The Minneapolis Fed's office tower is suspended over three 
underground levels that comprise two-thirds of the building's space. 
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and Michigan. It is the largest of the nation's 12 Farm Credit 
Services Banks, and at the end of 1986 its outstanding loans 
amounted to $8.7 billion. 

Recent years have been difficult for Twin Cities businesses 
supporting agriculture as well as for Upper Midwest farmers 
and ranchers. Agricultural exports collapsed in the early 
1980's, and farm commodity prices plummeted. The stress 
this placed on farmers is manifested in the fact that the 
number of Upper Midwest farms declined 10 percent between 
1981 and 1986. Farmers' financial stress was in turn transmit- 
ted to their Twin Cities suppliers. Farm Credit Services of St. 

When the Forest Service transferred me from Colorado to 
Minnesota in June 1978, one of the first questions that I 
asked was, "Where do you keep the horses?" I got a blank 
stare followed by a short reply: "We don't have any horses." I 
then asked, "How do you ride the range?" Another short 
reply: "We don't have any range." This was my introduction 
to range management on the Superior National Forest in 
Minnesota. 

The subject was not brought up again until some months 
later. The Forest biologist was looking at a document one 
day. He had a perplexed look on his face, then looked at me 
and said, "We have to address range management in the 
Forest plan." I figured it would be an easy task—no demand, 
no capability, and no suitability. It didn't take long to find out 

Paul increased the amount it set aside for loan losses from 
$217 million in 1982 to $694 million in 1986. But for now, the 
worst appears to be behind for Upper Midwest agriculture. In 
late 1987 Upper Midwest bankers responding to a Federal 
Reserve Bank of Minneapolis survey reported that the 
region's farm income was up from a year ago and that the 
sharp slide in farmland values was over. With some brighten- 
ing in agricultural prospects. Minneapolis/St. Paul should 
experience some pickup in its agriculturally related busi- 
nesses and continue to be the primary agricultural service 
center in the Upper Midwest. 

that there was a demand. Two rancher/farmers on the district 
expressed an immediate interest. A short chat with the Forest 
soil scientist enlightened me to the fact that the Forest soils 
were quite capable of producing livestock forage. The only 
thing left was to determine if grazing was a suitable man- 
agement activity for the Superior National Forest. 

Description of Area 
Minnesota is divided into three broad vegetation zones 

(see map). The Superior National Forest is well within the 
forest zone. The "natural" state of northeastern Minnesota is 
forest. Natural openings are lakes, rock outcrops, and 

Pioneering a Grazing Program on the Superior National 
Forest 

Gerald R. Rustad 

"Welcome" to old field pasture. 

The author worked with USDA Forest ServIce 8 years in Colorado, 10 years 
In Minnesota, Asst. Dist. Ranger in Range WIldlife and Recreation, and cur- 
rently president of North Central Section SAM. 



The next step was an environmental analysis (EA). Through 
the EA process, It was decided that a five-year administrative 
study would be used to give grazing a "trial run" on the 
Superior National Forest. The EA identified some concerns: 

1. Damage to seedlings by livestock. 
2. Loss of livestock to timber wolves, theft, and vandalism. 

Emphasis of the project would be to determine the viability of 
a grazing program on the Superior National Forest, includ- 
ing cost/benef It Information and the opportunity to provide 
an area for demonstrating range management to the public, 
forest personnel, and other agencies and organizations. 

An administrative study plan/allotment management plan 

was prepared and grazing permits issued. As there had never 
been any grazing, water holes were dug for each pasture, 
fences were built by the Youth Conservation Corps, and 

corrals were built. By the spring of 1981 everything was 
ready and cattle were grazing for the first time on the Super- 
ior National Forest. During the five-year study period, moni- 
toring was done on trees, wildlife (deer, ruffed grouse,and 
woodcock) water quality, and forage production. There were 
three pastures with a rotation schedule so that each pasture 
was grazed no more than 30 days and at different times of the 
grazing season each year. 

There were basically three types of tree communities. (1) 
Old field/white spruce community—these areas were the 
lands that had been cultivated or pastured at one time and 
had been planted to white spruce. (2)Jack pine/red pine 
community—this area was logged, slash piled, and planted 
to red pine. Jack pine regenerated naturally and makes up 
about half the stocking. (3) Old growth mixed aspen, paper- 
birch, pine, spruce, fir—this area didn't have any treatment 
since the logging in the early part of the century. 

Old field/white spruce community—prior to grazing the 
major non-woody plants were bluegrass, timothy, wheat- 
grass, goldenrod, and strawberry. After five years of grazing. 
the goldenrod completely disappeared and clover appeared. 
Bluegrass was considerably reduced, and the others varied. 

Jack pine/red pine community—the dominant non-woody 
plants were rice grasses, bracken fern, and strawberry. 
Blueberry shrubs were abundant throughout the pasture. 
This was the poorest growing site on the study area and the 
plant response to grazing wasn't as dramatic as the other 
communities. After five years the bracken fern was almost 
eliminated. Clover came in where none had been before and 
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swamps. There are no naturally occurring grassland types. 
Following the large scale logging during the first part of 

the century, farming was attempted on some of the lands. 
Many were abandoned, especially during the drought years 
In the 30's and the Forest Service eventually became the 
manager of the land that was within the declared National 
Forest boundaries. Over the years most of these "old fields" 
were planted to conifer seedlings. 

Study 
Because the area Is forested and there are few natural 

openings, one of the Forest objectives is to maintain per- 
manent grassy open areas for wildlife and visual diversity. 
Along with herbicides, mowing, prescribed fire and mechan- 
ical cutting, we believed that livestock grazing could be 
another tool to maintain openings. 

As there had never been any grazing on the Superior 
National Forest, we had to start from scratch. The first step 
was a range overview done by the University of Minnesota, 
Duluth. The next step was a range analysis contracted to the 
University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point. This analysis also 
recommended that lands which produce less than 500 lbs/a- 
cre/yr should not be considered for pastureland. 

Water hole constructed to SCS specifications. 

Forage Changes 

Sign next to the highway by old field/white spruce pasture. 
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the other plants remained about the same. 
Old growth mixed community—before grazing the non- 

woody plants consisted almost entirely of northern boreal 
forbs: large leaf aster, Canada mayflower, wild sarsaparilla, 
bunchberry, violets, blue bead lily. Ninety percent of the 
herbaceous cover on the forest floor consisted of large leaf 
aster. After grazing, traces of large leaf aster remained with 
the other northern boreal forbs increasing along with slight 
increases in clover and woods grasses. There was a consid- 
erable increase in litter and bare ground. During the rest 
period large leaf aster would grow back. 

WIldlife 
Whitetail deer were monitored by using the state pellet 

count procedure. There were two routes set up on the graz- 
ing area 5 years prior to the start of the project so there was 
information previous to grazing. These two routes were then 
compared with two other routes in ungrazed areas. Results 
indicate that there was increased use by whitetail deer in the 
grazed areas. A ruffed grouse and woodcook survey route 
was set up to cover the grazing study area. After five years 
the results showed that there was no change within or imme- 
diately adjacent to the pastures as compared to survey 

(upper photo) Plantation Release area after 3 years of grazing. (upper photo) Site Preparation Area white spruce seedling after 4 
(lower photo) Un grazed on left side of fence and grazed for 3 years growing and grazing seasons. (lower photo) Site Preparation Pas- 
on right side, Plantation Release Area. ture after 6 years of grazing on the left of the fence and ungrazed on 

the right. 
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routes in the ungrazed general forest zone. 
Some general observations: black bear use of grazed areas 

appeared to increase. There seemed to be more late summer 
and migrating use by woodcock. Cowbirds were suddenly 
present In abundant numbers on the district. Thirteen-lined 
ground squirrels were seen on one of the pastures. They are 
rare; their range extends only a little way into the forest zone. 
There was a tremendous increase in tree swallows and blue 
birds. The uncommonly seen redtailed hawk was frequently 
seen using the area. The ponds were immediately populated 
with amphibians and reptiles, a person could often hear the 

melodies of frogs floating through the air. 

Timber 
The primary concern was the damage to young seedlings 

that had been planted. There were two plantations in which 
surveys were taken to determine the amount and kinds of 
damage to seedlings. The white spruce plantation had a 
good stocking of about 1 foot high seedlings when the first 
grazing season started. At the end of five years the trees 
averaged 5 feet tall and were virtually undamaged. The only 
damage that occurred was in loafing areas, and that was 
minor. Mortality due to cattle was less than 0.1%. The red 

(upper photo) Plantation Release Area after 3 years of grazing. 
- 

(upper photo) Blue bird house. (lower) Lateral stepdown damage, 
(lower) Terminal leader broken, the only one found, Plantation Plantation Release Area. 
Release Area. 
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pine/jack pine plantation was also well stocked with trees 
averaging 3.5 feet high. In 1986, at the end of the growing 
season, the trees averaged 10.5 feet high. Growth rate on the 
control was the same as on the grazed area, so in five years 
there was no measurable difference. Trees in this plantation 
were relatively tall at the beginning of the grazing and didn't 
suffer any damage, even in loafing areas. 

Plantation Release 

After the first year of grazing on the administrative study 
area the reforestation forester came to me and said he was 
going to spray herbicide on a couple of plantations unless I 

wanted to put some cows out there instead. These were two 
red pine plantations with seedlings less than a foot high, 
some of which had just been fill-in planted. The following 
spring we blasted waterholes in low areas and in the summer 
the Youth Conservation Corp were out building fence. 

The first year we put the cattle on during the first week of 
July. Over the next three years we increased the stocking 
level and put the cattle on earlier. Now they go on the first 
week in June and stay until the end of August or first part of 
September. 

After five years: 
— the trees have grown without mortality 
— the amount of forage almost doubled 
— lateral branches were stepped down (broken), its un- 

likely that it hurts the tree. 
— a two wire (both live) electric fence will hold cattle 

Summary 
After six years of grazing on the Superior National Forest 

we have found that grazing is a viable resource management 
tool to meet timber management objectives and at the same 
time provide forage for livestock. The cows did not eat the 
trees, or any portion of the trees. 

Although there was one confirmed kill by a timber wolf 
during this time period, there were two confirmed timber 
wolf kills on the permittee's pasture within sight of his house. 
No cattle were rustled or shot. This has been a real fear of the 
permittee. 

The cost/benefit ratio is favorable when compared with the 
use of herbicide for release. It depends on the amount of area 
enclosed, but we have found that the cost of improvements 
including an electric fence can be half the cost of conven- 
tional methods. The grazing fees also help to offset the cost. 

This was an exciting project and it proved that transitory 
range in conifer plantations in a northern boreal forest is not 
only possible but can be a practical and effective manage- 
ment tool. 

Historical Sketch and Facts—Minnesota 
Herbert R. Boe 

Generally accepted recorded history of Minnesota dates 
back to around 1654 when Radisson and Groseiliers, 
French traders, made an exploration into the west, reaching 
what is now called Minnesota country. Another event, dis- 
puted by some, was the discovery in 1898 of the Rune Stone 
in western Minnesota. This stone had an inscription which 
stated that in 1362 twenty-two Norwegians and eight Goths 
travelled from Vinland westward to the location where the 
stone was found. In 1680 Father Hennepin discovered and 
named the Falls of St. Anthony. In 1727 the French estab- 
lished a Fort Beaucharnois on Lake Pepin, on the Mississippi 

River in southeastern Minnesota. In 1763 France ceded the 
part of Minnesota east of the Mississippi to England. From 
1650 until the early 1800's the French and later the English 
Hudson Bay Co. carried an extensive fur trading in northern 
Minnesota and Canada. The Pigeon River served as the con- 

necting link with trading posts and inland waterways and 
Lake Superior and then through the Great Lakes to eastern 
markets and eventually Europe. This was the era of the 
famous Voyageurs and their large cargo canoes transporting 
supplies and trading goods into the trading posts and furs 
back out. 

DurIng these early years, parts of Minnesota, at different 
times, belonged to Spain, France, England, and the USA. 
Also, before statehood various parts of Minnesota were 
within the territories of Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, 

Snail energizer and battery. 

Herbert R. "Russell' Boe Is a retired District Conservationist for the Soil 
Conservation Service at Duluth, Minnesota. He served in Montana and Minne- 
sota. Past President Minn. Chapter of The Soil & Water Cons. Society of Amer.. 
currently Pres. Elect Northcentral Section SAM, and Publicity Chrm. & Market- 
ing Coord for the 1988 SAM Summer Meeting in Minnesota. 
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background. 
Wisconsin and finally the Territory of Minnesota covering 
the area now known as the State Minnesota. 

Two great Indian "families' of major importance in Minne- 
sota history were the Sioux or Dakotas, and the Chippewa or 
Olbway. The Sioux were a large Confederation of seven 
tribes or council fires. The Santee tribe lived primarily in the 
area of Minnesota. Some archaeologists have dated artifacts 
as far back as 1000 B.C. And, a skeleton found in 1931 
indicates a homo sapiens lived in this area ten to twelve 
thousand years ago. This is believed to be a group of humans 
oredating Indians. Some evidence indicates Indians may 
,iave lived and hunted in Minnesota six to seven thousand 
years ago. 

The Sioux tribes extended as far west as west of the Mis- 
souri River and south into Iowa and Missouri. The Chippe- 
was moved into northern Minnesota from eastern regions 
and displaced the Sioux in the early 1700's. The Chippewas 
iad earlier contact with white people and had adopted some 
of their customs and material things, including firearms, 
which gave them a decided advantage in fighting the Sioux. 
Some think they may also have had counsel and leadership 
from the French. 

Th. fIrst US milItary expedition into Minnesota territory 
was In 1805, led by Lt. Pike. He received his orders (not from 

the President) but from General James Wilkinson stationed 
in St. Louis. His instructions given to Lt. Pike were compre- 
hensive and well conceived. Pike was to go up the Missis- 
sippi and find its source if possible and to conciliate the 
Indians and "attach them to the United States." He was 
instructed to learn about their population and lands as well 
as the kinds of skins they bartered and the people with whom 
they traded. He was to confer with the Indians about building 
military posts, "trading houses" as part of a "factory system" 
at critical points which included the Falls of St. Anthony at 
the mouth of the Minnesota River, and to keep a diary of his 
observations. The young officer observed his instructions 
faithfully. He asked the Indians to stop their trade with the 
English and signed a treaty with them allowing the Ameri- 
cans to build a fort at the location now known as Fort Snel- 
ling at the confluence of the Mississippi and Minnesota 
Rivers. 

The building of Fort Snelling was completed in 1824 and 
named after Col. Josiah Snelling, its first commander. Col. 
Snelling was given the mission to direct relations with the 
Indians, trade (the British still operated trading 
posts in the territory), prepare for the coming of missionar- 

Farming scene in southeastern Minnesota with contour strips in the foreground and rolling hills with pastures and woods in the 
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les, and guide settlement and exploration. No master plan 
existed, except for the broadly expressed and somewhat 
open-ended mission. However, diverse talents of naturalists, 
cartographers, engineers, writers, artists, men of the cross, 
and even observant tourists contributed to the total informa- 
tion about the territory. 

In 1734 LaVerendrye queried the Indians about iron. They 
were familiar with iron but their reports of locations were 
further west than the large mines of later years. As early as 
1826 a treaty was signed with the Chippewa Indians on the 
St. Louis River near the western tip of Lake Superior, giving 
the United States "The right to search for, and carry away 
any metals or minerals from any part of their country." But it 
wasn't until 1854 that iron ore was discovered in northcentral 
Minnesota, later to become known as the Iron Range. Actu- 
ally there are three ranges: the Vermillion, the first one to be 
developed; the Mesaba, the largest; and the Cuyuna, which 
contained large amounts of manganese. This range supplied 
nine-tenths of the U.S.'s manganese needs during World War 

A U.S. geologIst, DavId Owen, made extensive surveys in 
northern Minnesota and published a report in 1852 contain- 
ing references to iron ore. The Chippewa land cession of 
1854 is commonly called the "miner's treaty" and copper and 
gold seemed to be uppermost in men's mind at that time. 
There was a minor gold rush in 1865 and 1866, but nothing 
came of it and Iron proved to be the principal ore of the 
region. However, development was delayed until financing 
could be arranged from eastern bankers for actual mining 
operations and to construct railroads plus handling and 
loading facilities for shipping on the Great Lakes to haul the 
ore to steel mills. The first train load of ore arrived at Two 
Harbors, Minnesota, on the western shore of Lake Superior 
in August 1884 with twenty-two cars containing 220 tons of 
ore. From then until the late 1950's, iron was king on the iron 
range. Workers from many nations streamed to the iron 
mines; "range cities" were founded and grew. When the 
years of rich natural ore seemed numbered, laboratory 

research opened ways to the profitable mining of lower 
grade ore called taconite. In 1953 only 81,000,000 tons of ore 
were shipped, but already research at the University of Min- 
nesota's Mining Experiment Station had developed the tech- 
nique for processing taconite Into pellets with enough iron 
content to be profitable. Many taconite plants were built and 
remained in full production until the late 1970's when world 
competition in mining and steel production caused a major 
shut down of mining on the famous "Iron Range". This 
greatly reduced rate of mining has brought on great unem- 
ployment, caused migrations of many of the younger fami- 
lies, and closing a large numbers of support industries. 

Lumber, after fur, ranked as the second industry of Minne- 
sota from the 1820's until 1900, when wheat became a major 
crop and flour milling a major industry. By 1930 the State 
Planning Agency became alarmed that only a third of the 
state remained forested. An estimated two thirds of the land 
had originally been covered by commercial timber. The 
timber industry supplied lumber at a time of tremendous 
expansion and growth of the nation. The first sawmills were 
located on the St. Croix River at Marine and Stiliwater. The 
extensive river systems in the state provided means for float- 
ing logs to mills or "landings" to be loaded on rail cars. 
Timber remains a major resource today and is under better 
management by the Minnesota Department of Natural Re- 
sources, the U.S. Forest Service, County Foresters, other 
resource agencies, and private consultants assisting private 
land owners and commercial companies. State, Federal, and 
private forests now cover about two thirds of the state. 

Wheat became the major agrIcultural crop in the 1850's. By 
1890 there were 5,900,000 acres of tilled land in Minnesota 
with wheat grown on half of it. Wheat has now been replaced 
by corn, soybeans, and alfalfa, with dairying a major farming 
enterprise. Cattle and hog feeding flourished for many years 
but is no longer as extensive. Minnesota is second in the 
nation in turkey production. Current farm census figures list 
6.5 million acres of cropland in Minnesota, with about 5 
million eligible for the for the Conservation Reserve Pro- 

Beet cattle on improved tame pasture in central Minnesota. (SCS photo) 
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gram, which requires that it must have a potential rate of at 
least 2 tons per acre. To date Minnesota ranks fifth in con- 
tracted CRP acres with 1.5 million acres. 

Minnesota became a state in 1858, with St. Paul as its 
capita). it is 406 miles long and 358 miles wide. The largest 
county is St. Louis, which is also the second largest county in 
the United States. Water flows in three directions—to the 
Hudson Bay, to the Atlantic, and to the Gulf of Mexico. The 
number of lakes larger than 10 acres is 15,201. Navigable 
rivers are the Mississippi, Minnesota, St. Croix, Rainy, St. 
Louis Red River of the North, and the Red Lake River. The 
largest lake is the Red Lake, 440 square miles. It is well 
known that Minnesota lies on the western shore of Lake 
Superior (locally known as the North Shore) with approxi- 
mately 140 miles of shoreline. Average mean temperature of 
44 degrees, summer mean of 70 degrees F. Average precipi- 
tation 24.71 inches, and annual snow fall 42.3 inches. The 
state bird is the Loon; flower, Pink and White Lady Slipper; 
fish, Walleye; tree, Red Pine (or Norway Pine); grain, wild 
rice; mushroom, Morell; drink, Milk; and the State motto, 
L'Etiole du Nord (The North Star), and the State song, Hail 
Minnesota. 
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Wetland Mitigation Banking—How It Works in Minnesota 
Sarma A. Jatnieks-Straumanis and Lawrence E. Foote 

Minnesota widely advertises its 10,000 lakes, but It has 
many more wetlands. The glaciers that created Minnesota's 
famous lakes also formed thousands of low areas which 
eventually developed into wetlands. These wetlands vary 
according to the state's major ecological units or biomes. 
Northeastern Minnesota is characterized by boreal forests 
and extensive peat bogs. Western Minnesota is character- 
ized by tallgrass prairie with its pothole wetlands. South- 
eastern Minnesota is characterized by hardwood forests and 
high plateaus which are dissected by numerous streams and 
floodplain forest wetlands. 

Wetlands provide valuable and essential habitat for fish 
and wildlife and maintain environmental quality by removing 
excess nutrients and sediments from watercourses. Since 
settlement, the draining or filling of wetlands for agriculture 
and urban development have caused the loss of many of the 
state's wetlands. The Minnesota Department of Transporta- 
tion (Mn/DOT) fills wetland habitat in the course of improv- 
ing and maintaining the state's highway system. During the 
past two decades, actions affecting wetlands have been reg- 
ulated by a variety of federal and state laws and regulations. 
To insure that wetland impacts were assessed and mitigated 
In an appropriate and efficient manner, Mn/DOT in coopera- 

tion with other state and federal agencies has developed 
wetland mitigation banking. In this banking system the loss 
of unavoidable wetland habitat is offset by wetland enhance- 
ment, restoration and creation. 

Activities in Minnesota's wetlands are regulated by the 
Army Corps of Engineers (in consultation with the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service) and the Minnesota Department of Natu- 
ral Resources. When federally funded transportation pro- 
jects affect wetlands, it is Mn/DOT's responsibility to mit- 
igate these losses (Executive Order 11990). Wetland Habitat 
Mitigation Banking is a formal procedure that quantifies and 
qualifies both wetland impacts and wetland mitigation. It 
encourages maximum use of resources and opportunities 
available on or adjacent to highway projects. Mitigation 
banking promotes cost effectiveness by allowing projects 
affecting wetlands to proceed without costly delays. 

Mn/DOT has, in the past, mitigated wetland impacts with- 
out a mitigation banking process. However, the old ad hoc 
approach to mitigation sometimes resulted in problems 
including high cost for the amount of mitigation gained, 
project delays, and loss of the wetland resource. Significant 
and moderate level impacts were mitigated, but much time 
was spent in coordination and negotiation with natural 
resource agencies. Coordination was done on a case-by- 
case, piecemeal basis. Agreements reached on a given pro- 
ject might not necessarily apply to other projects. Cost effec- 

Canoeing in the Boundary Waters Canoe Area (BWCA) in north- 
eastern Minnesota. The BWCA is a specially managed recreational 
area within the Superior National Forest. Many of the lakes are 
designated as non-motor lakes. 
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Mn/DOT and the Director of the Environmental Services Section of Mn/DOT. 
respectively. The Environmental Services Section is located in Room 704. 
Transportation Building, St. Paul, Minnesota 55155. 
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Bank manager. evaluate 
existing and anticipated site conditions 

Final design prepared 
Bank managers give final 
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Construction of mitigation 
begun 

Credits enter into bank 

FIg. 1. Mitigation banking flow chart for debits and credits. 

tiveness of on-site mitigation was variable. High costs were 
not always indicative of the quality of the benefit received by 
the wetland resource. 

Sometimes extra mitigation measures were possible on a 
given project, but there was no incentive to do a better job 
than warranted by the project's impacts. When mitigation 
more than compensated for project impacts, the extra effort 
went unrewarded. Small impacts, not mitigated on-site and 
too small to warrant off-site mitigation, caused much work 
and costly delays. Sometime they "fell through the cracks" 
and were not mitigated. This meant a loss to the wetland 
resource with all the concommitant adverse impacts to wild- 
life and to the human population. 

The banking guidelines were developed with the active 
involvement of the cooperating federal and state agencies: 
Federal Highway Administration, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- 
vice and the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. 
They were issued in the form of a Minnesota Department of 
Transportation Technical Memorandum, which is binding 
on Mn/DOT's operating districts. 

The banking process has solved the problems identified 
above by speeding up inter-agency coordination, standard- 
izing the approach to mitigation requirements, and outlining 
a means of mitigation acceptable to all agencies involved 

(see Figure 1). An accounting system keeps track of both 
impacts and mitigation to make sure that maximized mitiga- 

tion efforts are being rewarded. Banking also provides 
Mn/DOT with the opportunity to mitigate off-site, if on-site 
mitigation is not practicable. WHMB consists of treating 
wetland impacts as debits and wetland mitigation as credits. 
The accounting process where the two cancel one another 
out is the bank account. Similar to a checking account, the 
WHMB account ideally maintains a positive balance. 

Debits come about when a construction project (1) affects 
wetlands, (2) on-site mitigation is not feasible, and (3) the 
entire impact is debited. These kinds of projects typically 
involve little or no right-of-way acquisition and include 
bridge replacements, shoulder regrading and addition of 
turn lanes. Debits can also enter the account when a con- 
struction project (1) impacts wetlands, (2) onsite mitigation 
is feasible but does not entirely compensate for the impacts, 
and (3) the excess impact is debited. These kinds of project 
involve some right of way acquisition (where ponds can be 
created or small wetlands enhanced within right of way lim- 

its) including straightening of dangerous curves and upgrad- 
ing from two lane to four lane divided highway. 

Credits come about when a construction project (1) 
impacts wetlands, (2) on-site mitigation more than compen- 
sates forthe impact, and (3) the excess mitigation is credited 
to the bank. Such projects include borrow areas where the 
removal of material needed for construction leaves behind 
depressions that extend down to the ground water table. 

DEBITS CREDITS 

On-site mitigation is 
less than impact 

Site is approved Site is 
I rejected 

(start over) 

Engineering investiga. 
tions done for prelim- 
inary design plan 

Debits enter into bank 
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Credits also enter the account when a construction project 
does not incur wetland impacts, but Mn/DOT takes advan- 
tage of on-site opportunities to enhance, restore, or create 
wetlands. Such projects may involve rest areas where wet- 
lands are created or enhanced for aesthetic purposes as well 
as wildlife habitat. When pond construction is needed along 
the roadway for stormwater detention, the pond designs can 
Incorporate features (gradual slopes, shallow depths, etc.) 
which makes them attractive and beneficial to wildlife. In 
addition to on-site mitigation measures, WHMB gives Mn/DOT 
the opportunity to provide off-site mitigation in areas away 
from highway projects where enhancement and restoration 
can be undertaken on a larger scale. Oft-site mitigation may 
be accomplished on public lands or private lands. Ease- 
ments or fee title are obtained by Mn/DOT, and the improve- 
ment project is constructed. Usually the completed mitiga- 
tion project is turned over to natural resource agencies for 
upkeep and management. 

To use a banking concept, a common denominator or 
currency is needed to represent both impacts (debits) and 
mitigation (credits). To derive this currency, wetlands are 
evaluated on their particular quality as well as type and size. 
The procedure used in Mitigation Banking is a modified 
version of the Habitat Evaluation Procedure (USFWS 1976). 
Patterned after the USFWS method, it is an ecologically 
based procedure which evaluates wetlands on the basis of 
quality, type, and size. A habitat value is derived by evaluat- 
ing the food, cover, and reproductive potential of a wetland 
for eight species of wildlife representing four feeding niches 
and four reproductive niches. This habitat value represents 
the value of a particular wetland on a per-acre basis. This 
per-acre value is then multiplied by the total acreage of the 
basin to arrive at the number of habitat units representing the 
wetland's worth. 

The habitat evaluation procedure allows a numerical value 
to be assigned to a given wetland based on its type, size and 
particular value to wildlife. In the banking procedure the 
same analysis is applied to impact areas as well as mitigation 
areas, thus insuring a consistent method for accounting of 
both debits and credits. Because the wetlands in Minnesota's 
ecological regions vary in frequency of occurrence and spe- 
cies composition, consistency is also maintained by locating 
mitigation in the same ecological region as the wetland 
losses. 

Examples of Mitigation Banking Projects 
in Minnesota 

On-site mitigation measures have included the creation or 
enhancement of small wetlands within highway-right-of- 
way. Oft-site mitigation measures have included restoration 
of drained wetland basins, enhancement of existing wetlands 
(Figures 2 and 3) and wetland creation during borrow opera- 
tions (Figures 4 and 5). 

Lamperts Marsh, a 28 acre wetland in the northern prairie 
pothole region, was enhanced by adding an elbow to the 
highway centerline culvert at its inlet (Figure 2). The water 
level increase of approximately one foot changed Lamperts 
Marsh from a seasonally inundated, cattail-choked basin, 
with a habitat value of approximately 65 points per acre, to an 
open water marsh, with a habitat value of approximately 92 

points per acre, (Figure 3). The cost of the venture was 
estimated at $2,000. The amount of wildlife habitat units 
gained can offset future impacts to approximately 8 acres of 
marsh habitat in the prairie pothole region. 

The Lake George Borrow Pit was created when borrow 
removal penetrated the ground water table in the boreal 
forest region. The 40-acre borrow site, adjacent to the high- 
way for which the borrow was needed, contains 8 small 
wetland basins of various sizes and depths (Figure 4). When 
the site has completely revegetated, it will support a 12-acre 
wetland complex including fresh meadow, shallow marsh, 
and deep marsh wetland types (Figure 5). The habitat value 
gained was approximately 84 points per acre. Because the 
borrow was needed for highway improvements, the project 
was done at little extra cost to Mn/DOT. These gains can 
offset future impacts to approximately 12 acres of marsh 
habitat in the boreal forest region of Minnesota. 

The banking mitigation process insures that decisions 

FIg. 2. Spring runoff flows over the culvert outletting Lamperts 
Marsh. Before the elbow was added, much of this water drained 
of f, leaving the marsh in a seasonally wet condition. 

FIg. 3. While the center of Lam perts Marsh opens up, remnants of 
the dense cattail stand are still visible. 
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made within banking guidelines follow a consistent, stand- 
ardized approach to impact assessment and mitigation 
requirements between various agencies (Figure 1). Mutual 
agreement among all the agencies is needed for a project to 
successfully go through the bank. While this means a single 
no-vote can stop the progress of a project, it also means no 
one agency must follow a course of action it does not want. 

Mitigation banking was not intended to apply to all pro- 
jects. its purpose is to make coordination and mitigation 
easier for most projects, especially those with small areas of 
impact. Banking as a process will become ineffective if bur- 
dened by controversial projects or projects that require spe- 
cial documentation, such as those projects affecting public 
park lands or federal management areas. 

The importance of mitigation banking for the resource and 
for the various agencies involved is that the agency respon- 
sible for construction projects does not have to mitigate all 
impacts on site, especially where mitigation would not be 
cost-effective. The establishment of a few large mitigation 
areas can compensate for many small impacts. This saves 
time by avoiding project delays and increases the cost- 
effectiveness of mitigation efforts. Large mitigation areas 
(15-20 acres or more) are considered to be of more benefit to 
wildlife. The overall result is increased benefits to the 
wetland resource as well as the taxpayer. 
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Visiting Scholars Sought 
The College of Natural Resources (CNR) at Utah State 

University announces the Quinney Visiting Scholar Program 
made possible by a grant from the Joe and Jessie E. Quinney 
Foundation. Awards are available for established scholars 
who would like to spend between three and twelve months in 
the College of Natural Resources at Utah State University. 

The purpose of the program is to facilitate interchange 
between the scholars and the students and faculty of CNR in 
new, exciting areas of teaching, research, and management 
of natural resources. It will provide an opportunity for the 
visiting professionals to explore new and innovative ideas 
free from the demand of their work place. it will also broaden 
the perspectives of the CNR students and faculty. Letters of 
inquiry should be directed to the Dean, College of Natural 
Resources, Utah State University, Logan, Utah, 84322-5200. 

FIg. 4. Excavation of borrow from the Lake George Borrow Pit 
resulted in a series of basins that will eventually become a wetland 
complex. 

Fig. 5. The Lake George Borrow Pit wetlands complex is in Minne- 
sota's northern boreal forest region. 



Natural temperate grasslands occupy 2.4 million km2 or 
one-quarter of the area of China. They form a broad belt from 
the plains of the northeast to the Tibetan Plateau of the 
southwest (Fig. 1). 

The nature and distribution of the grassland is determined 
in large part by the influence of the monsoon. In the north- 
east where the monsoon is well developed, the grassland 
owes its existence to dry conditions in the spring. Westward 
and southwestward where the monsoon influence is weaker, 
the grasslands occupy higher elevations (to as high as 5,000 
m) in response to the semiarid and arid regional climate. 
Similarly, temperate grasslands occur at high elevations in 
mountains of the desert region in northwestern China, far 
beyond the continuous grassland belt. Some 4,000 species 
of flowering plants comprise the vegetation of these temper- 
ate grasslands. About 200 are important forage species. 

The livestock population in China is about 130 million 
cattle units. Most of the livestock are dependent on these 
natural temperate grasslands. 

Grassland Types 
Based on the concept of zonal vegetation, the natural 

temperate grasslands of China can be divided into two major 
types: steppe and meadow. Steppe vegetation is zonal, 

responding to climate and distributed in the form of a belt. 
Meadows are not zonal; they are controlled by local envi- 
ronments. About 80 percent of the area of grassland is occu- 
pied by zone steppe types and about 20 percent by meadow 
types. 

Needlegrass (Stipa breviflora) typical steppe covers the Inner Mongolian plateau. August is the best season for cutting. 
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Grassland Resources and Development of Grassland Agriculture in 
Temperate China 

Zhu Tinachen 

Fig. I Steppe zone of China 
1.Meadow steppe, 2.Typical steppe. 3.Desert steppe. 
4. Shrub steppe. 5. Alpine steppe. 
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An important characteristic of grasslands is the grass spe- 
cies composition, particularly the dominants. The latter and 
their water ecological characteristics have been used to 
subdivide the types. 
1. Steppe 

Five types of steppe are recognized in China: Meadow 
Steppe, Typical Steppe, Desert Steppe, Shrub Steppe, and 
Alpine Steppe. 

(1) Meadow Steppe occurs in the eastern part of the grass- 
land belt, extending westward to the eastern edge of the 
Inner Mongolian Plateau. The principal dominants are Stipa 
baicalensis and Leymus chinensis. 

(2) TypIcal Steppe lies west of Meadow Steppe in the 
Inner Mongolian Plateau. Here the dominants are St/pa 
grandis, Stipa kry!ovii, and St/pa breviflora. 

(3) Desert Steppe occupies the western part of inner 
Mongolia and extends southward into parts of the near pro- 
vinces. The principal dominants are Stipa glareosa, Stipa 
klemenzii and Stipa gob/ca. 

(4) Shrub Steppe has a discontinuous distribution due to 
irregular topography. It occupies the midwestern parts of the 
Yellow Soil Plateau. The dominants are Stipa bungeana 
Themeda Triandra, and Bothr/ochloa ischaemum. The most 
common shrubs are V/tax negundo and Zizyphus spinosa. 

(5) AlpIne Steppe occurs over much of the Tibetan Pla- 
teau at elevations of 4,000 to 5,000 m. The most important 
dominants are St/pa purpurea and several cushion plants: 
Androsace tapete and Arenaria musciformis. This type of 
steppe is suited to grazing by yak and Tibetan sheep. 

Moisture and Temperature Relationships In Steppe 
The relationship of the five steppe types to moisture and 

temperature gradients are shown in Figure 2. Typical Steppe 

is located midway on both gradients. Increasing moisture 
favours development of Meadow Steppe, while decreasing 
moisture results in Desert Steppe. Likewise, increasing 
temperature favours Shrub Steppe and decreasing Temper- 
ature results in Alpine Steppe. 

2. Meadows 
According to their habitats, the meadows are classed in 

three types; Typical Meadow, Marsh Meadow, and Salt 
Meadow. 

(1) TypIcal Meadow occurs as a type under somewhat 
moister conditions than Meadow Steppe, and is located in 
the forest zone proper as well as in and near the zone of 
transition to forest. The dominant plants are mesophytic 
forbs. Members of the L/liaceae are common, particularly 
Lu/urn dauricum and Hemerocall/s rn/nor both of which are 
widely distributed in Typical Meadows of far eastern Asia. 

(2) Marsh Meadow occupies imperfectly drained low- 
lying habitats throughout the grassland region and also in 

Gobi neea,e grass (Stipa gobica) aesert steppe covers we western Chinese steppe zone. Here the grasses are short, so this kind of steppe is 
adapted only to grazing uncontrolled Sheep. 

Sore 

Fig: 2 Ecological 
series of Steppe 

types 

Increasing humidity in sere I 
Decreasing humidity in sere F 
Rising temperature in sere III 
Droping temperature in sore J\ 
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(3) Salt Meadow characterizes saline and alkaline low- 
lying areas in various parts of the grassland and desert 
zones. The vegetation consists of salt-tolerant herbs such as 
the widespread dominant Achnatherum splendens that 
reaches heights of 120 to 200 cm. 

Characteristics of the Grasslands 
Various characteristics distinguish these grasslands from 

others in the North Temperate Zone. Ephemeral plants are 

absent because of the long winter coupled with a short but 
dry and windy spring. Because 60 percent of the annual 
precipitation coincides with the warm season, a midsummer 
dormant season does not occur. Therefore, plant growth is 
concentrated in the period June to August when a single 
peak in the production curve occurs. 

Climatic conditions greatly affect certain characteristics 
of the vegetation that are important to livestock production 
(Table 1). 

Table 1. Nutrient contents of herbs In various Steppes (%). 

Type 

Coeff i- 
cient of Crude 
humidity protein 

Crude 
fat 

Crude 
fiber 

free 
extract 

Nitrogen- 

Ash 

Meadow 
steppe 0.6 -1.0 6.63 3.29 23.27 49.25 4.96 

Typical 
steppe 0.3 -0.06 13.16 2.93 28.66 30.16 5.80 

Desert 
steppe 0.13-0.3 14.78 2.92 28.13 29.51 6.05 

With increasing dryness, protein content of the herbage 
increases while N-free extract decreases. Herbage with high 
C to N ratios in Meadow Steppes is well suited to production 
of cattle, while Typical Steppes and Desert Steppes are bet- 
ter for grazing sheep to produce wool. Camels can make 
good use of the herbage of Dessert Steppes which has high 
ash content. 

Development of Grassland Agriculture 
Grassland agriculture has developed rapidly in China 

The typica. .ishion plants in the Alpine Steppe—rockjasmine— 
scatter on the Tibetan Plateau where the altitude is 4,500 meters. 

the forest region. The vegetation is composed of hygrophi- Achnatherum splendens salt meadow covers the alkali-saline soil bus herbs, mostly of the Cyperaceae and particularly spe- in the semiarid region of China. There is much salt of florescence on 
des of Carex and Kobresia. the soil surface and grasses are sparse. 

Sedge Marsh Meadow covers the beaches of lakes and basins 
between mountains of Tibet-plateau, and the sedge makes up many 
hillocks. 
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The products of grassland agriculture are also important 
for export, contributing about one-seventh of the gross value 
of Chinese export trade. This figure is expected to increase 
further as a result of China's open trade policy. Thus grass- 
land agriculture is expected to play an increasingly impor- 
tant economic role, particularly in the development of west- 
ern China. 

Because of population distribution, economic develop- 
ment is likely to be focussed on sparsely settled grassland 
areas for the rest of this century. In the northwest nearly one 

____________________________________________________ million km2 of grassland with high potential are not at present 
fully utilized. Even in those grasslands that are presently in 
use, replacement of the current unrestrained grazing practi- 

____________________________________________________ ces with a system of rest-rotation grazing in fenced areas is 
expected to increase herbage production by 20 percent. 

Emphasis is being given to selection, breeding, and exper- 
imental seeding of forage crops. More than 30 seed-production 
centres have been established that now supply in excess of 
17,000 tonnes of forage seeds per year. 

Some 7,000 km of shelterbelts have been planted in north- 
ern China to control soil erosion. 

A recently developed feed-processing industry supplies 
more than three million tonnes of mixed feed and formula per 
year. 

On rangeland, attention is being given to additional means 
of increasing stocking rates. Expansion of the area of seeded 

grassland, which at present is only one percent of the area of 
the natural grassland, would assist greatly in the further 
development of grassland agriculture. 

Progress has been made in research and teaching in the 
area of grassland ecology and grassland science. Units for 

kg man) grassland research, grazing resource surveys, and extension 
services to herdsmen have been established at national, pro- 
vincial, and county levels. Departments of grassland science 
have been established at four major educational institutions, 
and this discipline is included in the curricula of about 20 
other universities and agricultural colleges. To support 
research and education, the Grassland Society of China was 
established in 1980. 

10 
Despite the advances mentioned above, a large difference 

exists between the importance of of China's extensive grass- 
lands and the minimal scientific resources so far assigned to 
their study. The nation has about 1,000 grassland scientists; 
only one for every 300,000 ha of grassland. 

If the goal of expansion of grassland agriculture is to be 
reached, major support will be needed to train more and 
better qualified grassland scientists, and to support more 
specialized research on grassland ecosystems. 

..0 
Fig. 3 Number of large stock(1), meal production (2) anb 

mean meal consumption of per man (3) in China. 

since the mid-century, based on a combination of natural 
and seeded forages. The value of outputs from grassland 
agriculture in 1983 was 10 times that in 1949, and it presently 
amounts to more than 15 percent of the gross value of all 

agricultural products (Table 2). The proportion is expected 
to continue to increase to 20 percent by 1990 and to 40 
percent by the year 2000. 

Table 2. Output of grassland agriculture compared to the total 
agricultural output In China, for selected years 1949 to 1983. 

Year 
Grassland agriculture 

(billion yuan) 

Percent of total 
value of agricultural 

Production 

1949 3.37 12.4 
1957 6.90 12.9 
1962 4.45 10.3 
1965 8.27 14.0 
1975 17.94 14.0 
1978 19.30 13.2 
1979 22.12 14.0 
1980 23.67 14.4 
1981 35.96 15.2 
1983 30.70 15.5 

Cropland agriculture has been so successful in my coun- 
try that it provides an adequate diet of plant foods to nearly 
one-fourth of the world's human population from only 7 

percent of the earth's total arable land. This success has 

recently increased the demand for more meat, milk, and eggs 
(Fig. 3). 
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Federal Grazing Fees: A Controversy That Won't Go Away 
John P. Workman 

Thinking back on it now, I should have known better. 
Growing up in Wyoming, I knew you could walk into any 
cowboy bar in the state and start a fight just by mentioning 
the words "grazing fees." So when the offer came to work on 
a federal grazing permit study, I should have known enough 
to say "no." But I didn't and due to that old study and a 
natural perception among range managers that we range 
economist types should know something about grazing fees, 
I still get questions about the grazing fee controversy. This 
article attempts to answer these questions. 

Apartment for Rent—an Analogy 
The essential elements of the grazing fee controversy may 

be illustrated as follows. Suppose your neighbor, Person A, 
has an apartment for rent and you, Person B, need a place to 
live. And although the apartment could command a rent of 
$200 per month, Person A is confident that you will take good 
care of the property and issues you a 12-month lease for $100 
per month. Several years pass and each year Person A re- 
news your 12-month contract. 

Of course almost anyone would like to pay only $100 rent 
for an apartment worth $200. So you are not surprised when 
one day Person C stops by and makes an offer for your lease 
contract: 

"Ill give you $20,000 for your apartment lease." 
Naturally you are impressed with this offer and agree to 

accept: 
"Fine! Provided it's Ok with Person A." 

Happily, Person A approves the transfer of the lease to 
Person C., after stipulating that (1) the contract is a privilege 
and not a right, and (2) although the rent has not been raised 
to full market value in the past, it could be in the future. 

The years pass and Person A continues to annually renew 
the contract to Person C. And then one year Person A 
announces that the rent will be raised to $200. Person C is 
shocked and complains to Person A. 

"Hey, wait a minute! I paid Person B $20,000 for that 
contract thinking it would always be renewed." 

"Yes, and I cautioned you that it might not be." 
"But you approved the transfer of the contract." 

"Yes, and I reminded you that the lease was a privilege, 
not a right." 
"But $200 rent means I'll lose most of the $20,000 I paid 
Person B." 

"That's between you and Person B and has nothing to do 
with me. These things happen. I'm sure you've heard 
about the poor fellow who bought the Brooklyn Bridge!" 

Common Coverage of a ContInuing Controversy 
In the popular media, treatment of the federal grazing fee 

issue usually consists of the presentation of a few numbers 
like those in Table 1. Then, based only on these numbers, a 
seemingly obvious conclusion is drawn: "Federal grazing 
permittees are being subsidized by the American taxpayer". 
While the Table 1 data are accurate, they represent only a 
small part of the federal grazing cost story. 

Table 1. ComparIson of private and federal range grazing fees In 
Utah, 1982-86. 

Year 
Grazing fee per Animal Unit Month 

Utah private range' USFS and BLM range 
1982 9.29 1.86 
1983 7.24 1.40 
1984 7.05 1.37 
1985 9.94 1.35 
1986 5.34 1.35 

'Agricultural Sta tistics Board 1986. 

The Rest of the Story 
Recent data from Oregon (Obermiller and Lambert 1984) 

will be used to illustrate the other costs of grazing federal 
ranges. Table 2 compares the various direct (variable) costs 
of grazing Bureau of Land Management and private ranges 
in Oregon. Some BLM grazing costs are higher than private, 
e.g., gather/takeoff costs, due to the greater distances of 
BLM range from the ranch headquarters. However, the graz- 
ing fee, itself, is much lower on BLM than on private leases 
($1.85 per AUM vs. $8.06). The most important comparison 
in Table 2 involves the total variable costs, $11.14 per AUM 
on BLM vs. $14.03 on private range. Thus the variable costs 
of grazing on these Oregon BLM ranges are less than on 
private ranges. But the difference in total variable costs is 
much smaller than the difference in grazing fees alone. 

Capital Value of Grazing Permits 
If it's cheaper to run livestock on federal range, then, like 

the apartment contract above, a BLM permit must be worth 
something. Clearly, any stockman would rather pay variable 
grazing costs of $11.14 than $14.03. And for the same reason 
that Person C was willing to pay for the apartment lease, a 
neighboring rancher would be willing to buy a federal graz- 
ing permit. But how much could a rational investor pay to 
obtain these cost savings? This question is easily answered 
by present value analysis. Applying the real estate appraisal 
technique of capitalization, the present value of a grazing 
permit for 1 AUM is: 

(Value of forage)-(Cost of forage) Real Annual Net Return 
Author Is professor, Range Science Department, Utah State University, Capitalization rate Real Interest Rate Logan, Utah 84322-5230. 
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Type of lease and cost ($/AUM) 
BLM 

Activity Harney/Lake Private 

Turn-out 1.27 1.18 
Gather/takeoff 1.66 1.29 
Management 1.72 1.16 
Maintenance .75 .64 
Salt ing & veterinary .42 .35 
Meetings .18 .03 
Death loss 2.68 1.27 
Fees & rents 1.85 8.06 
Other 61 05 

Total ($/AUM) 11.14 14.03 

'Data from Obermiller and Lam bert 1984. 

The real (inflation free) interest rate is about 8 percent, con- 
sisting of the nominal borrowing rate (12 percent) minus the 
expected inflation rate (4 percent). Substituting the appro- 
priate numbers into the capitalization formula, the present 
value of the Oregon BLM grazing permit is: 

(14.03) (11.14) $36perAUM. 

So a neighboring rancher could afford to invest up to $36 (a 
one-time capital expenditure) for the privilege of paying only 
$11.14 each year for forage worth $14.03. It may be worth 
nothing that this capitalized value is quite close to King's 
(1981) estimate of $30 as the value of Utah federal grazing 
permits. 

By the mid-i 960's, an estimated 85 percent of all USFS and 
BLM grazing permits had changed hands by private sale 
(Nielsen and Workman 1971). These permits were trans- 
ferred along with the sale of dependent private land and/or 
livestock. The above capitalization calculations demonstrate 
why there is an active private market for federal permits and 
how permit capital values arise. 

There is a common misconception among many people 
who may be sincerely concerned with public rangelands but 
who are not familiar with federal grazing permit regulations. 
The misconception is that low grazing fees lead to overgraz- 
ing of public ranges. Certainly low fees do cause many 
ranchers to want to run livestock on public land. And any 
economist will tell you that the way to create excess demand 
for a good or service is to set the price too low. But before 
being allowed to graze livestock on the public range, a 
rancher must hold a federal grazing permit; that is the 
rancher (1) must be the person to whom the original federal 
permit was issued or (2) must have inherited or purchased 
the permit (along with dependent base property or livestock) 
from the former owner. Also, the number of livestock and 
time permitted on a public range are set according to the 
federal agency's carrying capacity estimate for that range. 
Thus the actual stocking rate on public land (and any over- 
grazing that might occur) are not due to the grazing fee rates 
charged by the government. 

Total Costs of GrazIng Federal Ranges 
Let's now examine federal range grazing costs from the 

perspective of the permittee. We must remember that most 
permittees purchased their permits, along with dependent 
base property or livestock, many using borrowed money to 
do so. From the permittee's viewpoint, federal grazing costs 
consist of three parts. First is the grazing fee itself, $1.85 per 
AUM in Table 2. Second are the additional non-fee costs of 
grazing on public land that would not be incurred on private 
leased range. From Table 2, these additional costs on BLM 
range are (11.14 total - 1.85 grazing fee = 9.25 BLM) minus 
(14.03 total -8.06 grazing fee 5.97 private) $3.32 per AUM. 
Third is interest on investment in the grazing permit (.08 X 
$36 permit value) $2.89 per AUM. If the permit was pur- 
chased with borrowed money, this interest is paid annually 
to the Iender.lf the purchase was made with the permittee's 
own money, this amount represents the annual interest for- 
gone (opportunity cost) by having capital tied up in the 
permit. Summing these three parts: 

BLM grazing fee 1.85 
Additional non-fee costs 3.32 
Interest on investment 

Total federal grazing costs 

From the permittee's viewpoint, then, the total costs of 
grazing on federal range are the same as on private leased 
range. This is no surprise and no accident. If additional 
non-fee costs (or the federal grazing fee) increase, both 
grazing permit value and the resulting interest on investment 
decrease, keeping total federal grazing costs about equal to 
total private lease costs. If the federal grazing fee or non-fee 
costs decrease, permit value and interest on investment 
increase, again keeping total federal grazing costs equival- 
ent to total private costs. Thus the total costs of grazing on 
public and private range leases remain about the same. 

Why the Controversy? 
If total public and private range lease costs are about 

equal, why do we still have a grazing fee controversy? The 
primary source of contention is simply that the federal 
government does not recognize the permittee's investment 
in the grazing permit or the resulting interest on investment 
as true costs. Like the apartment landlord above, the govern- 
ment perceives the sale of grazing permits as a private trans- 
action having nothing to do with the government. However, 
federal agencies do implicitly acknowledge permittee invest- 
ment when they routinely approve new grazing permits 
based on transfers of dependent base property or livestock 
between ranchers. 

The government does recognize both additional non-fee 
costs and federal grazing fees as genuine permittee costs 
(Nielsen and Workman 1971). But since interest costs are not 
recognized, proponents of higher federal grazing fees have 
argued that the sum of the federal grazing fee and the addi- 
tional non-fee costs should equal the private grazing fee. 
From Table 2, this would mean increasing the BLM fee from 
$1.85 to $4.74 (since a 4.74 federal fee + 3.32 additional 
non-fee costs = the 8.06 private fee). 

Where does this leave us? It can be convincingly demon- 
strated that the total permittee costs of grazing federal range 
are about the same as those for leasing private range. But as 
long as the federal agencies do not acknowledge the permit- 
tee's investment in the grazing permit, critics will argue that 

Table 2. A comparIson of the variable costs of grazIng BLM and 
private ranges, Oregon, 1982' 

.08 

2.89 

$8.06 
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federal grazing fees are too low and the controversy will 
continue. 

Summary 
News story coverage of the grazing fee controversy com- 

monly deals only with the fact that private grazing fees 
greatly exceed those charged on federal rangelands. This 
leads to a seemingly obvious conclusion that "federal graz- 
ing permittees are being subsidized." But federal grazing 
fees are only a small part of the total costs paid by ranchers 
who graze livestock on public lands. Federal range permit- 
tees also pay substantial non-fee costs, e.g. transportation 
and death loss costs, that they would not have to pay on 
private range leases. In addition, permittees incur the costs 
of interest on capital Investment in the grazing permit. 

It can be shown that the permittee's total costs of grazing 
federal range are about the same as leasing private range. 

However, as long as the government refuses to recognize the 
permittee's capital investment in grazing permits and the 
resulting interest costs, critics will continue to argue that 
federal grazing fees are too low. 

You can still start trouble In Wyoming's cowboy bars just 
by mentioning grazing fees. And it's not likely that this con- 
troversy will soon go away. 
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The Federal Grazing Fee: A Viewpoint 
Thomas M. Quigley and John A. Tanaka 

Qiscussions of the federal grazing fee among ranchers, 
range managers, environmentalists, politicians, and other 
concerned parties are rarely without emotion and never 
without disagreement: fees are either too high or too low, 
and grazing either should or should not occur on federal 
lands. The decision process that governs the use of federal 
funds for grazing lands includes an economic analysis. We 
discuss the grazing values appropriate for use in these anal- 
yses and separate them from values having only accounting 
functions. 

The mandates requiring public land managers to perform 
economic analyses of potential investments for federal land 
are motivated by the same concern that private ranchers 
have for their investments: both want to invest in practices 
that will help them achieve their objectives. This Is not to 
Imply that the objectives are the same. If economic analyses 
are performed with misinformation, the achievement of pub- 
lic or private goals might not be realized. The economic 
goals of government can be summarized as the achievement 
of efficiency and equity (sometimes called welfare). Effi- 
ciency provides for producing goods and services at the 
least possible expense and selecting the level of production 
that results in the greatest net returns. Equity deals with 
shifts in resource ownership, income distribution, who pays, 
who gets paid, and wealth of Individuals and firms. 

Many economically efficient states exist—each corres- 

ponds to its income distribution, resource endowment, 
technology, and taste and preference. Selection of the "best" 
state depends on a complex political process in which 
economic-equity analysis is but one integral step. Economic 
analysis offers useful information for pointing out incomes 
and wealth attainable under differing circumstances. Final 
decisions on equity for individuals and firms remains a polit- 
ical process. 

Most economic analyses deal with profit, products, and 
costs. Results of these economic-efficiency analyses sug- 
gest optimal rates of production, use of resources, and an 
appropriate product mix to obtain the greatest net revenue or 
produce at the lowest possible cost within biological and 
economic constraints. Economic-equity analyses examine 
the distribution of resources and capital, analyze the trade- 
offs and shifts associated with different distributions, and 
estimate the probable outcome of new policies and pro- 
grams given some starting point. Changes in policy and 
programs that result from equity analyses must remain eco- 
nomically efficient to be politically acceptable over time. 
Thus, whether the goal is to redistribute resources and 
wealth or to achieve a given rate of production, society 
demands the elimination of waste. 

What is the appropriate use of the federal grazing fee in 
analyses of economic efficiency and equity? When the effi- 
ciency of use of federal forage by a privately owned ranch is 
analyzed, the grazing fee is part of the cost of obtaining 
seasonal forage for livestock operations. The grazing fee is 
thus used in the analysis of a profit-maximizing ranch in the 
same way as is the cost of obtaining hay, grain, leased for- 
age, or other resources. Nonfee costs are incurred and must 
be considered. Ranchers make production decisions on size 
of herd, purchase of related resources, and marketing based 

Authors are range economist, U.S. Department of Agriculture. Forest Ser- 
vice, Pacific Northwest Research Station, Forestry and Range Sciences 
Laboratory, 1401 Gekeler, La Grande, Oregon 97850; and assistant professor, 
Department of Agriculture and Resource Economics Oregon State University, 
Agriculture Program at Eastern Oregon State College. La Grande, Oregon 
97850. 
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on expected costs and benefits. Benefits to the ranch are the 
value of goods sold, leased, and consumed. The primary 
market benefit to the ranch of grazing on federal lands is 
marketable livestock products. It is appropriate for ranchers 
to consider the grazing fee a component of the total cost and 
the value of livestock products sold to be the benefit. 

In a competitive economy such as the United States', the 
measure of value is typically the market price. This price 
represents both the "value" that purchasers consider the 
item to be worth to them and the "value" they can receive for 
the item in the market. For most products, a price exists that 
reflects the same value to sellers as to buyers as determined 
by demand and supply. This is the price used by both pro- 
ducers and consumers to make purchase and investment 
decisions. If producers use the wrong price for a product 
when they construct a plant, the production capacity of the 
plant will not be the most efficient. This argument holds for 
private and public resources. For investment decisions on 
federal land, the appropriate value for forage should reflect a 
"price" equating the value ranchers recognize for its use and 
the value the federal government could receive if the re- 
source were sold in a market. This does not imply that the 
nation should consider production or consumption only at 
the "market" rates. Equity considerations are weighed through 
means other than the market place and sometimes result in 
production and consumption rates being more politically 
acceptable than market rates. 

Benefit and cost values must be consistent. The value of 
forage in studies on "fair market value" represent the value of 
forage in the production of livestock and is analogous to the 
stumpage price of timber; it is the price ranchers would be 
willing to pay for the forage. The grazing fee should not be 
confused with the current total price paid by the rancher 
(which includes nonfee user costs and investments) or with 
the value others might be willing to pay for use of the 
resource if it were competitively bid (as is timber). 

The federal government has not allowed consideration of 
permit value. Permit value represents the extra price ranchers 
pay for land/livestock accompanied with the federal grazing 
privilege. This value was transferred from the government to 
the original permittees and then from permittee to permittee 
at market value. Grazing permits are bid on the open market 
when ranches sell. This value implies that the grazing is 
worth more to the ranch operation than the grazing fee. Who 
pays and who receives the benefit if the grazing is worth 
more than the fee? The answer is confounded by the permit 
value and the price paid by the existing permittee for the 
permit. The public clearly "owns" the forage, managed by 
the federal agencies so it could be reasoned that the 
resource owner should receive the full price of the value 
derived from the use of the resource. Most of the disparity 
between the grazing fee and the value derived from resource 
use is the price paid by the existing permittee for the permit. 
The original recipients of the grazing privilege (at the cre- 
ation of grazing rights on federal lands) realized an increase 
in wealth through this granting of a permit at no initial cost. 
The wealth was realized when they sold their cattle or ranch 
with the added value of the permit. Those who bought 
ranches, cattle, and permits paid, up front, a portion of the 
total value derived from use of the resource as a permit value. 
The remainder of the total value exists to cover annual graz- 
ing fees, nonfee costs, and return on investment. Open bid- 
ding for permits conducted by the government would transfer 

wealth (permit value) from current permittees to the federal 
government. Increases in grazing fees will also have the 
effect of transferring wealth from ranchers to the federal 
government. Even if the allocation of permits and resultant 
grazing were to result in efficient use of the forage resource, 
the equity of income redistribution would be a concern to the 
livestock industry. 

One way to estimate the value to society of the forage used 
from federal land by a permittee is to determine the value of 
the product derived from its use (i.e., marketable red-meat 
products). The contribution forage makes to red-meat pro- 
duction is multiplied by the market price of the meat. Ranch 
costs of using that forage (nonfee and fee costs) must be 
considered. An analysis using only the grazing fee as the 
value of forage underestimates the true value to society of 
the forage and results in recommendations for lower invest- 
ment than is appropriate for society to benefit. The resources 
will be misallocated for economic efficiency. If the rancher 
considered the grazing fee as the total cost of using the 
forage, the rancher's decision would be to demand more 
forage than if nonfee costs were also considered. If the fed- 
eral government only considered the grazing fee as the value 
of forage to society, the best decision would be to supply less 
foragethan the efficient allocation would recommend. Equity 
concerns would become manifest given the nonefficient 
resource allocation. 

The proper use of the grazing fee in analyses requires that 
the fee be recognized as a portion of the cost of using federal 
forage to produce marketable livestock and as a return to the 
treasury. The return to the treasury should not be confused 
with the value to society of forage use. The fee has no special 
significance as a benefit in efficiency analyses at the federal 
level but must be considered on the cost side of the analyses. 
The fee is an accounting value useful in determining return 
to the treasury. Current fees are administratively set by a 
complex interaction of Congressional committees, interest 
groups, and agencies expressed in laws, regulations, and 
policies. In general, political processes poorly mimic the 
competitive marketplace. That the fee is administratively 
determined suggests that society has deemed the market 
place inappropriate for allocating federal forage. Through 
control of the market for federal forage by administrative 
rules, the policy participants (Congressional committees, 
interest groups, and agencies) dictate a "more appropriate" 
distribution of resources. Economic analysis can determine 
the most efficient use of the resources given the distribution 
dictated by the political process. Economic analysis can also 
be used to analyze optimal use under several scenarios. The 
appropriate value for federal forage is the value society pla- 
ces on the outputs of the production process and not the 
return to the treasury. The political process can result in 
equating the two values, but because of equity considera- 
tions concerning the transfer of wealth, administrative feasi- 
bility, and other considerations, the process has not equated 
society's value with the grazing fee. 

The argument presented here is not whether the fee is too 
high or too low, nor is it whether grazing on federal land 
should be discontinued or increased. We argue that before 
any decision is made affecting grazing on Federal land, an 
economic analysis should be made and that the grazing fee 
is not the appropriate measure of grazing value for those 
analyses. • 
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Improving Riparian Habitats 

Don Floyd, Phil Ogden, Bruce Roundy, George Ruyie, and Dave Stewart 

In many places in the West, riparian zones serve as focal 
points for the many traditional multiple uses of public lands: 
wildlife habitat, recreation, forage production, watershed 
protection, and wood production. Riparian zones are the 
intersections where demands for public land uses cross. The 
challenge to public land managers and researchers is to find 
successful management strategies to satisfy the varied 
demands of a diverse public. 

Historically, in the Southwest, livestock production has 
been the dominant use of much of the public rangeland. The 
recent Increase in public demand for recreation and wildlife 
habitat dictates more Intensive management of livestock on 
public land to accommodate the other uses. By using graz- 
ing systems that enhance riparian habitats, stockmen can 
increase livestock forage and protect wildlife habitat. On the 
Tonto National Forest, rotational grazing systems are prov- 
ing that enhanced livestock production and improved wild- 
life habitat are not mutually exclusive. 

The management of livestock grazing on riparian areas is 
controversial. There Is little agreement on the effect of live- 

stock grazing in Southwestern riparian zones. There are 
numerous public opinions and research articles on this 
topic. Kauffman and Krueger (1984) list more than 100 arti- 
cles and Skovlin (1984) lists over 300 references in discus- 
sions of riparian zone ecology and management. The failure 
of a 1986 House of Representatives Bill (HR 4811) which 
would have established a National Conservation Area along 
the San Pedro River in southern Arizona came at least partly 
because of disagreements over the exclusion of livestock. 

Exclusion of cattle is not always desirable or necessary. 
This point is illustrated by what happened the last few years 
on two allotments on the Tonto National Forest In central 
Arizona when permittees, agency managers, members of the 
environmental community and the Cooperative Extension 
Service cooperated for better riparian management (see 
map). 
The Sedow allotment is located between Globe, Ariz., and 

the Salt River, about 100 miles east of Phoenix. The vegeta- 
tion in this area is a mixture of chaparral, grassland, and 
Upper Sonoran desert shrubs. Rainfall averages between 12 
and 18 inches per year with about 40 percent falling in the 
autumn and winter. The remaining moisture comes mostly 
from summer thunderstorms. 

The Common Black Hawk, an endangered species dependent upon riparian habitats. (Arizona Game & Fish Dept. photo) 

Authors are respectively Extension range management specialists, Univer- 
sity of Arizona, Tucson 85721; assistant professor of range management, 
University of Arizona; and range staff officer, Tonto National Forest, Phoenix, 
Arizona. 
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Trees per acre by diameter class, Fremont cottonwood, Sedow 
allotment, Tonto National Forest. 

Diameter Class 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 

20+ 8 8 8 8 2 
4-10w 9 9 9 70 81 
2-4 0 55 70 130 32 
.1-2 0 214 190 220 324 
Total 17 286 277 428 439 

Typical upland species include turbinella oak, mountain 
mahogany, squawbush, and desert ceanothus. Grasses 
include sideoats; hairy, blue, and black gramas; curly mes- 
quite; sand dropseed; and squirreltail. There is often a large 
spring annual component including filaree and red brome. 

In the riparian areas, Fremont cottonwood, Arizona syca- 
more, Arizona walnut, willow, false indigo, baccharis, pinyon 
pine, and juniper are common. These species are particu- 
larly important as nesting habitat for birds and hawks includ- 
ing the Common Black Hawk, which is endangered in 
Arizona. 

The Sedow allotment encompasses almost 14,000 acres 
divided into six pastures for 430 head of cattle. Management 
includes a rotational grazing system started in 1978 (a rota- 
tional system was initiated in 1966). The riparian pasture 
evaluated is approximately 7,000 acres and since 1978 has 
been used mostly in winter. 

Data were gathered on the distribution of diameter classes 
of Fremont cottonwood between 1978 and 1984. Additional 
data were collected in 1986 on the cottonwoods. Since 1978, 
the estimates of the total number of cottonwoods on the 
Sedow allotment has increased from 17 to 439 trees per acre 
(Table 1). There is a good distribution of age classes with 
more than 25 percent of the stems in the two inch or greater 
classes. This is important because defoliation of the seed- 

lings had limited the number of trees reaching the sapling 
stage. 

In addition to increased density in the cottonwood, the 
adjacent uplands are also responding to better management. 
Monitoring of nearby slopes and hilltops indicates that the 
frequency of sideoats grama (regarded as the key species) 
has increased from 29 percent of all plots in 1981 to 36 
percent of all plots 1985. While not statistically significant, 
the change indicates an improving trend in this nutritious 
grass that provides forage for both livestock and wildlife in 
the critical late spring months after the annuals are no longer 
palatable. 

Because of the improvement in the riparian habitats and 
adjacent uplands, the Forest Service has recently restored 
100 animal units of grazing that was in non-use. In addition, 
another 100 animal units will be gradually added to the 
allotment pending monitoring results. 

On the Roosevelt allotment about 50 miles east of the 
Sedow, rancher Dwight Cooper manages Upper Sonoran 
shrub lands dominated by saguaros, mesquite, cholla, prickly 
pear, and jojoba. The allotment is divided into four pastures 
in a flexible rotation grazing system. Each pasture is grazed 
from six to 12 months and then receives from 18 to 24 months 
rest. Approximately 170 cattle grazed this allotment in 1978. 

Because of a positive response of the vegetation to intensive 
management programs, the Forest Service increased the 
permit to about 230 head. 

Cooper says the key to managing cattle in the Roosevelt 

Map of Arizona showing Tonto National Forest and the Sedow 
Allotment. 

Rancher Jimmy Griffin and U of A Extension range specialist Phil 
Ogden monitor uplands using plant frequency. 
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allotment is the distribution of water through an extensive 
pumping and gravity system to tanks and troughs on the 
uplands away from the riparian zones. By providing addi- 
tional watering sites, the heavy utilization of forage in the 
riparian areas was reduced as utilization on uplands was 
increased. Previously the uplands were used only lightly by 
livestock. Developing water away from the fragile riparian 

zones may be a key to improving wildlife habitat without 
reducing cattle numbers. 

On both allotments, the riparian zones were formerly used 
as places to gather and trail livestock because there was little 
vegetation there. Now the density of the riparian vegetation 
is so thick that this is no longer practical. The area of the 
canyon bottoms actively supporting cottonwood and syca- 
more trees has increased. In late spring and early summer 
these green belts of brush, trees, and running waterattract 
nesting hawks, songbirds, quail, and small mammals. A hik- 
ing club has "adopted" the trail that leads through the 
Roosevelt allotment, providing maintenance and periodi- 
cally picking up litter. 

Both of these allotments demonstrate what can happen 
when diverse public land user groups work together. Ripar- 
ian and upland wildlife habitat has been improved through 
better control of livestock in the creek bottoms and devel- 
opment of additional upland watering points. The additional 
forage that has resulted means a larger herd and better 
profitability for the livestock producers. 
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Burning Costs in Oklahoma Rangelands 
David M. Engle 

Rangelands are a vital element of the Oklahoma economy. 
Beef cattle obtain the major portion of their nutrient require- 
ments from range forages, and are a billion dollar industry in 
the state (Jobes 1986). The.application of range manage- 
ment practices is, however, insufficient to support this graz- 
ing demand and to remedy current and emerging range 
management problems. Eastern redcedar encroachment, for 
example, is a major threat to the integrity of the state's range- 
lands that can be arrested with currently available prescribed 
burning technology. 

Rangeland managers in Oklahoma have tended to ignore 
the subtle, early-stages of range deterioration. Maintenance 
treatments, including prescribed burning, and improved 
grazing management could prevent range deterioration at a 
low cost. These maintenance treatments are often over- 
looked in the early stages of deterioration, and as a result, 
high-cost intensive chemical or mechanical plant control is 
required to restore productivity. 

Prescribed burning, long used as a species composition 
and forage quality management tool in the nearby Kansas 
Flint Hills (Launchbaugh and Owensby 1978), is a rarely 
used management technology in Oklahoma. Despite the 
production incentives for stocker cattle operations (Launch- 
baugh and Owerisby 1978) and the economic incentives 
favoring periodic or annual prescribed burning (Scott et al. 
1987, Bernardo et al. 1987), Oklahoma ranchers and land 
managers throughout the state have been reluctant to use 
this management tool. 

The reluctance to use prescribed burning is partly a result 
of an ingrained fear of fire and a common misunderstanding 
of the beneficial role of fire in rangeland ecosystems. Suffi- 
cient information to alleviate these fears is available on fire 
ecology and prescribed burning techniques (Launchbaugh 
and Owensby 1978, Wright and Bailey 1982, McPherson et al. 
1986). Oklahoma range managers should thus consider 
prescribed fire as a biologically and technically appropriate 
management tool for their rangelands. 

When profitability or investment considerations are impor- 
tant, the decision to incorporate prescribed burning in the 
range management plan requires information on the benefits 
as well as the costs associated with the practice. Benefits 
associated with prescribed burning in Kansas have been 
reported (e.g., Launchbaugh and Owensby 1978). The costs 
associated with burning are not widely available for Okla- 
homa rangelands. Experience with prescribed burning has 
been relatively rare for virtually all Oklahoma range types. 
The data source for this report comes from four years (1984- 
1987) of burning in the tallgrass prairie and the Cross 

Timbers of northcentral Oklahoma. We have identified some 
of the sources and levels of costs associated with burning in 
two different range types. Although this information was 
obtained from a limited region in Oklahoma, it may have 
some applicability elsewhere. 

Cross TImbers 
The Cross Timbers covers nearly 12 million acres of land in 

Oklahoma, Texas, and Kansas (SCS 1981). As the western 
extension of the Ozark Plateaus, the Cross Timbers is the 
western edge of the oak-hickory ecosystem (Figure 1) (Gar- 
rison et al. 1977). A mosaic of low-statured upland forest and 

prairie occupying soils derived from interbedded sandstone 
and shales is typical of much of the Cross Timbers. The 
forest overstory is dominated by dense stands of post oak 
and blackjack oak and the prairie openings are dominated by 
little bluestem (Rice and Penfound 1959, Dwyer and Santel- 
mann 1964). The land is hilly and dissected by deep drain- 
ages. Because this land type does not produce economically 
important timber or wood products, livestock grazing consti- 
tutes the primary economical use of the land (Byrd et al. 
1984). 

Maintenance burns were prescribed to control herbicide- 
resistant woody and vine species on the Cross Timbers 
Experimental Range in northcentral Oklahoma (Engle et al. 

1987). A secondary benefit to the burning was an increase in 

weight gains of stocker cattle grazed season-long from mid- 
April to mid-September (McCollum et al. 1987). 

Labor is the major cost associated with prescribed burning 
in the Cross Timbers (Table 1). To burn 80-acre pastures, our 
crews are usually composed of 7 or 8 personnel, 1 or 2 to 
ignite the backfire, 2 or 3 to ignite strip headfires, and the 
remainder serving as suppression-patrol crew and fire boss. 

FIg. 1. The Cross Timbers (solid black) is the western extension of 
the Ozark Plateaus, (cross-hatched) a portion of the oak-hickory 
ecosystem. 

Author is with the Department of Agronomy, Oklahoma State University, 
Stiliwater, Oklahoma 74078. ThIs is Journal Article No.5247 of the Agricultural 
Experiment Station. Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 
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Tabls 1. Costs pir acr of burning h.rblcld.-tr.at.d 80 acre pu' 
turn In the Cross Tlmb.rs of northcsntral Oklahoma. 

Activity Cost/Acre 

Fireilne preparation and suppression 
MowIng, 1.5 hr@$15.00/hr 
Pumper/sprayer, 3 bra. @ $14.00/hr 

$0.28 
0.53 

Labor, firing crew and fireline patrol' 
20-man hours @ $5.00/hr 1.25 

Equipment depreciation2 
15% per annum on $1400 replacement value. 
spread over 8 pasture bums per year 0.33 

Drip torch fuel, 10 gal @ $1.00/gal 0.13 

TOTAL COST PER ACRE $2.52 

'Does not include travel time to and from burn site. 
2Equlpment includes belt weather kit, drip torches, backpack pumps and 
2-way radios. 

As many as 12 crew members have been used when burning 
under conditions which favor fire escape, such as with vola- 
tile woody fuels and with low humidity and high winds. Pas- 
tures larger than 80 acres may require more personnel if 
rough terrain restricts travel for ignition and patrol. On the 
other hand, a 400-acre pasture was burned with three crew 
members in previously untreated Cross Timbers when the 
escape risk was minimal (E.C. Snook, pers. comm.). The 
costs associated with additional standby fire suppression 
and fireline patrol personnel may be iess than the cost asso- 
ciated with risk of escape when spot fires are a danger. The 
major source of firebrands which ignite spot fires in the 
Cross Timbers is the dead and dry leaves of eastern red- 
cedar. 

Dozing or blading firelines to mineral soil creates erosion 
problems on the steep slopes of most rangelands of central 
Oklahoma. Mowing a 6- to 12-foot wide strip around the 
pasture boundary to reduce the height of the fine fuel has 
been a satisfactory alternative method of fireline preparation 
(Figure 2). It is possible to backfire from the mowed line by 
laying a wetline with a pumper unit or other suitable water 
sprayer. 

A sprayer which can negotiate rough terrain is essential for 
wetline placement and for standby suppression. Cattle 
sprayers, including small low-pressure and low-volume slip- 
on and trailer-mounted pumpers, have been successfully 
used. Vehicular travel along firelines is sometimes limited 
because the Cross Timbers soils are often saturated during 
the spring burning season. Fire trucks or 4 X 4 pickups 
carrying pumpers with more than 100 gallons of water can 
become stuck at critical times, which makes them more of a 
liability than an asset. For greater versatility and maneuver- 
ability, all-terrain vehicles including 3- and 4-wheel motor- 
cycles, jeeps, 4 X 4 pickups, and tractors equipped with small 
electronic or gasoline pumps and 10 to 50-gallon water tanks 
are very effective. 

Fireline preparation on well-maintained fence right-of- 
ways which are free of brush is inexpensive and easy to 
accomplish. Clearing the brush along fencelines has the 
additional benefit of Increased access for fence maintenance 
and can facilitate livestock handling. 

Burning equipment and drip torch fuel are minor cost 
items, especially if the cost of burning equipment can be 
spread over other pasture units or the cost shared with other 
operators. Our equipment costs reflect an inventory that 
took several years to accumulate. While burning can be con- 
ducted with less equipment, backup drip torches and back- 
pack pumps are an incalculable advantage to safety and 
convenience. 

We have found that labor costs can be substantially 
reduced for fireline patrol, suppression, and backfiring, by a 
combination of early fall fireline mowing and early turn-in of 
stocker cattle the following spring before burning. Mowing 
in August or September will encourage cool-season annual 
grass growth which is attractive to cattle and also serves as 
an effective firebreak. Burning with cattle in a pasture does 
not disturb the cattle if the cattle can move to natural fuel 
breaks and if they are accustomed to human presence and 
activity. 

Taligrass Prairie 
Burning in the tallgrass prairies of Oklahoma is gaining 

attention because of the positive response of livestock gains 
to burning, and because burning is the lowest cost treatment 
for eastern redcedar control (Figure 3). Labor costs for burn- 
ing tallgrass prairie are generally less than those for burning 
Cross Timbers, mostly because less strip headfiring is 
required (Table 2). Occasionally, a pasture unit is dissected 
by natural fuel breaks (e.g., gulleys and shallow claypans), 
roads or trails so that some strip headflring is required. In 

contrast, a 160-acre pasture rested for several years previous 
to a burn required 80 to 90 man hours of labor. Most of this 
labor was necessary in the backfiring phase of the burn to 
prevent escape to adjacent pastures. Under normal burning 
conditions, other costs of burning tal lgrass prairie are similar 
to that of burning in herbicide-treated Cross Timbers. 

Other Factors Affecting Burning Costs 
On most of the range types in the eastern two-thirds of 

Oklahoma, deferment is not normally necessary to accumu- 
late fuel. A deferment after mid-July may provide a more 
uniform fuelbed, an advantage if weed or brush control are 
objectives of the burn. Intensive early stocking will provide 

FIg. 2. Setting a backfire from a mowed line in the Cross Timbers. 
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Table 2. Costs per acre of burning 160 acre pastures In taligrau 
prairie in northcentral Oklahoma. 

Activity Cost/Acre 
Fireline preparation and suppression 

Mowing, 1 hr @ $15.00/hr 
Pumper/sprayer, 3 hrs. @ $14.00/hr 

$0.09 
0.53 

Labor, firing crew and fireline patrol' 
24-man hours @ $5.00/hr 0.75 

Equipment depreciation2 
15% per annum on $1400 replacement value, 
spread over 4 pasture bums per year 0.33 

Drip torch fuel, 20 gal @ $1.00/gal 0.13 

TOTAL COST PER ACRE $1.83 

'Does not Include travel time to and from burn site. 
2Equlpment includes belt weather kit, drip torches, backpack pumps and 
2-way radios. 

this kind of deferment without any reduction in stocking rate 
for the year. Deferment after a burn is not necessary for 
maintaining range condition (Launchbaugh and Owensby 
1978) nor is it a viable alternative if an objective of the burn is 
to improve livestock performance on the high quality forage 
produced after the burn. 

The risk of fire escape poses a financial risk which should 
be considered as an associated cost but is a difficult estimate 
to include in a cost analysis. Obviously, the costs can be 
substantial when a fire escapes to another pasture, espe- 
cially to land on which the owner is unsympathetic to pres- 
cribed burning or if damages to structures and fences occur. 
Local fire departments in Oklahoma charge as much as $500 
per call on wildfires, even if the dispatched pumper is of no 
benefit in suppressing the fire. For protection, the manager 
should check his insurance liability policy for coverage of 
damages from escaped fires. 

Costs can also increase if inclement weather delays burn- 
ing or completely precludes burning in a particular year. 
Standby time of both personnel and equipment when await- 
ing the prescribed burning window can be quite costly. Burn- 
ing may add to the replacement or maintenance costs of 
fences and other structures. Burning off of roads or trails and 

through fences is a practice that is convenient but also redu- 
ces fence life, a cost that should be attributed to burning. 

Finally, it should be emphasized that there is an economy 
of pasture size and pasture number. As pastures increase in 
size and number of pasture units burned increases, costs per 
acre will generally decrease. The costly backfiring phase is 

relatively less expensive on large regularly shaped pastures 
then on small, narrow or irregularly shaped pastures because 
of the effect of boundary length on the perimeter to area 
ratio. Also, when equipment costs can be spread to more 
pastures and to a larger acreage, burning cost per acre will 
decrease. 
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Prescribed Burning Effects in Central California Chaparral 
Scott R. Florence and Melanie A. Florence 

Dense growth of chaparral shrubs (many with flammable 
compounds In the foliage), accumulation of fuels, and summer 
drought result in inevitable, periodic fires in California chap- 
arral vegetation. Historically, fires were started by lightning 
and occurred In the summer and early fall (the dry or warm 
season) when shrubs are dormant. 

The use of prescribed burning has become a widespread 
management practice in California chaparral vegetation. 
Prescribed burning is defined as "the application of fire to 
wildiand fuels under such conditions of weather, fuels and 
topography that specific objectives are accomplished safely" 
(Green 1981). Prescribed burns (1) create a mosaic of differ- 
ent vegetative age classes in chaparral and build resistance 
to rapid fire spread, (2) decrease fire control costs and the 
damage from wildfires, and (3) facilItate the integration of all 
wildland resources (Biswell 1979). 

An active program of prescribed burning was initiated for 
publlc lands administered by the Bureau of Land Manage- 
ment In central California in 1979. In the Bakersfield Dis- 
trict's Hollister Resource Area, prescribed burns have been 
undertaken for range Improvement, fuel hazard reduction, 
watershed Improvement, and wildlife habitat improvement. 
An Important overall objective has been to re-introduce fire 
as a natural process in chaparral communities and to main- 
tain chaparral species diversity. 

Range Improvement burns are usual'y conducted in the 
warm season and characteristically involve intensive prepa- 
ration such as fireline construction and sometimes pre- 
treatment such as chaining or crushing the brush. These 
burns also require a large commitment of manpower and 
equipment. 

Hazard reduction and watershed improvement burns are 
frequently conducted in the cool season (late fall, winter, or 
early spring) with no fireline construction and a minimum 
number of personnel. These fires burn large acreages of 
south slopes In a mosaic pattern to break up fuel continuity, 
reduce potential for catastrophic wildfires and preserve 
watershed stability. North s'opes are usually too moist and 
shaded to burn in the cool season. 

Wildlife habitat improvement burns are usually conducted 
in the cool season with the objective of creating small mosa- 
ics of many different age c'asses. About 10 percent of the 
area is burned on an average of every two to three years 
instead of burning a larger acreage at one time as would be 
done in other types of burns. Habitat improvement burns 
create increased edge and habitat diversity, which in turn 
enhances wildlife species diversity. 

All burns are conducted in close cooperation with the 
California Department of Forestry and adjacent land owners. 

In addition, wildlife habitat improvement burns are imple- 
mented in coordination with the Department of Fish and 
Game. Most prescribed burns in this area are aàcomplished 
by the use of a helitorch. 

Typical Post-fire Effects In Chaparral Communities 

Vegetation 
Chaparral species growth and development begin imme- 

diately after a fire. In sprouting species, fire destroys the 
apical parts of the plant and the plant sprouts from roots, 
underground stems and lignotubers (Sweeney 1968). The 
season in which the burn occurred, fire intensity, and site 
conditions influence sprouting species survival after fire 
(BisweIl 1979). 

Nonsprouting shrubs (obligate seeders) suffer complete 
mortality after fire. These species and fire-following her- 
baceous plants germinate after a fire from long-lived seeds 
stored in the soil. Seeds germinating after a fire need time to 
develop root systems before the cessation of rains to survive 
the dry summer. Middle to late spring burns could result in 
very high obligate seeder mortality. 

Shrub seedlings often germinate mid-March to mid-April 
depending on the weather. Most seedlings are eliminated in 
the first year due to summer drought and competition with 
annual plants which germinated after the fall rains. Some 
shrub seedlings may germinate the second year after fire but 
usually few new seedlings germinate after the first winter 
(Bisweli 1979). 

Post-fire succession can be described in three stages: (1) a 
high cover of native herbaceous vegetation the first post-tire 
year with subshrub and shrub seedlings and sprouts, (2) a 
high mortality of shrub and subshrub seedlings the second 
post-fire year with decreased native and increased nonnative 
herbaceous plants, and (3) a growth of the remaining sprouts 
and seedlings while herbaceous vegetation gradually de- 
creases as the shrubs become larger. After eight to ten years, 
a relatively mature chaparral cover with little understory has 
developed (Hanes 1977). 

SoIls and Water 
The effects of burning on soils is directly related to the 

duration and intensity of the fire as well as on-site soil char- 
acteristics. High temperatures, such as those induced by 
wildfire, can cause significant changes in surface soil prop- 
erties, particularly organic matter content, water repeliancy 
and microbial populations. Prescribed fires at lower overall 
intensities can, however minimize these effects. 

In chaparrai, burning of the surface organic matter causes 
the formation of a water repellant layer on the soil. The 
thickness and depth of the water repelant layer depends on 
the intensity of the fire, the soil water content and the soil 
texture. if surface temperatures are not not, water repel- 

Authors are with the USD1 BLM, 1800 Marquess St., Las Cruces, NM 88005. 
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lancy may be near the surface. When the soil is heated to 
higher temperatures, water repellancy is present in the 
deeper layers but the surface may be wettable (DeBano et al. 
1979). 

Only a limited amount of information is available on soil 
erosion following prescribed burning (DeBano and Conrad 
1976). Soil erosion after wildfire appears to be a two-phase 
process. First, soil loss occurs immediately after fire on 
chaparral slopes by gravity-activated landslides and dry 
ravel (mass movement of dry soil downslope). The debris 
then accumulates in drainages and at the bottom of steep 
slopes. This soil was previously held in place by the roots of 
woody vegetation. During rainstorms, this debris is. trans- 
ported downstream (DeBano et al 1979). Since prescribed 
burns usually result in mosaics of burned and unburned 
vegetation and are usually of a lower fire intensity than most 
wildfires, soil erosion is expected to be substantially less. 

Water yield may increase on burned chaparral watersheds 
by reducing evapotranspiration. Water yield can be increased 
by clearing shrubs and trees, but only when evapotranspira- 
tion of shrubs and trees exceeds that of herbaceous cover 
(Turner 1986). 

Wildlife 
Vertebrate communities that exist prior to fire in mature to 

decadent chamise chaparral are low in numbers and species 
diversity, Important game species such as blacktail deer and 
valley quail are low in density when compared to those in 
burned brush areas. Biswell et al. (1952) reported the 
number of deer in unburned overmature chamise as 10—30 

per square mile. On controlled brush management burns, 
deer density increased to between 40 and 100 per square 
mile. They also found valley quail populations of less than 40 

per square mile pre-burn increased to 250 per square mile 
after a burn. 

In northern California, Longhurst (1978) found some 55 
species of birds and 25 species of terrestrial mammals inha- 
bited the chaparral ecosystems with varying degrees of 
dependence. Responses of individual species to chaparral 
fire were determined by habitat preferences, movement 
patterns, reproduction, and food habits. Only two species of 
mammals and three species of birds were found to be espe- 
cially adapted to extensive stands of mature chaparral. In 
contrast, 23 mammals and 50 kinds of birds were better 
adapted to younger aged stands of chaparral and chaparral 
interspersed with grassy openings. 

Lawrence (1966) points out that no species is totally elimi- 
nated following fire. There is an increase in predatory birds 
and mammals and an increase in the density of seed-eating 
nesting birds but there is little or no increase in the total 
number of small mammals. Wirtz (1979) mentions that fire 
may temporarily eliminate some avian species in post-fire 
seral stages but most chaparral species can quickly re- 
invade burned areas. Most reptiles survive burns and their 
density in either burned or unburned chaparral is probably 
dependent upon available food supply (Howard et al. 1959). 

Post-fire Observations 
On each prescribed burn site, a post-fire ocular reconnai- 

sance was conducted and photo plots were established. 

Post-fire plant species occurrence, relative abundance, and 
dominance as well as information on wildlife use and soil 
erosion were collected. Burn sites were evaluated for at least 
the first two post-fire years and periodically thereafter. 

Fourteen burns have been evaluated through 1986. All 
burn areas are steep hillsides with an average slope of 50 
percent. Fire intensities varied from low to high. Two sites 
were burned during the summer and were last burned 10 and 
20 years previously. All other areas were burned in the fall, 
winter, and early spring and had not been burned for 35 years 
or more. Six burns were conducted during the warm season 
and eight were conducted during the cool season. 

Vegetation 
South slope vegetation on all sites was a variation of cham- 

ise chaparral, sometimes mixed with soft chaparral species 
such.as California buckwheat and sometimes mixed with 
buck brush. North slope vegetation consisted of mixed 
chaparral containing various shrub species or pine-oak 
woodland containing Coast live and oak and Digger pine. 
Brush height gradually becomes shorter as one goes further 
south or east in the Resource Area, possibly due to climate 
and/or soils. 

Herbaceous species succession generally followed the 

typical post-fire pattern. Even on cool-season burn sites, 
fire-following herbaceous species were present. 

Chamise, the predominant sprouting species on the burn 
areas, was most affected by fire intensity and physiology of 
the plant when burned. High fire intensity and/or burning 
when chamise was growing or flowering resulted in the 
highest mortality. 

The regeneration of obligate seeders (bigberry manzanita 
and buck brush) was more difficult to determine. The 
amount of seed present on each area before the fire was 
unknown. Some areas had little or no living obligate seeders 
in the pre-burn stand. Most south-facing burned sites had 
scattered buck brush seedlings while manzanita seedlings 
were only found on one burn area. 

Buck brush was often found to be concentrated in hot 
spots-under piles of brush or under killed sprouting shrubs. 
Perhaps the remains of the dead shrubs provided a better 
habitat for the seedlings or protected the seedlings. High 
temperature or charate (chemicals released from fire-charred 
shrubs) may have enhanced germination in these spots or 
the hot fire may have caused increased mortality of other 
seeds, eliminating competition. 

Presumably, obligate seeders germinate immediately after 
fire if moisture is sufficient. Therefore, fall and summer burns 
should have the best conditions for obligate seeder survival 
with the wet season still to come. Seeds of nonsprouters 
germinating after winter fire would need sufficient moisture 
to become established before the dry season. If moisture is 
available, obligate seeders would be at a competitive advan- 
tage with no nonnative annual species yet on the site. In fact, 
established buck brush seedlings were found on five cool- 
season burn sites and manzanita seedlings were found on 
one cool season burn site. However, burning in the late 
spring may be detrimental to obligate seeders because soon 
after they germinate, the dry season begins. Clearly, more 
research needs to be done on the response of obligate seed- 
ers to cool-season burning. 
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Soils and Water 
Erosion pin transects were established on four burns to 

record soil movement in different locations and under differ- 
ent burn conditions. All locations exhibited some soil move- 
ment. Soil movement could be characterized by soil moving 
onto the site and covering the erosion pin or soil moving off 
the site and leaving a portion of the pin exposed. This move- 
ment varied from 1/16 of an inch (approximately ten tons per 
acre) to 5/8 of an inch (approximately fifty tons per acre) for 
both types of movement. It must be emphasized, however, 
that the soil movement recorded by the erosion pins is repre- 
sentative Only of the location of each transect. Slope and fire 
intensity within the burn areas are too variable to extend this 
information to entire burn areas. 

In general, most burn sites exhibited very few visib'e signs 
of soil erosion. Those that showed signs had varying amounts 
of nh or gully formation on steeper slopes the first post-fire 
year. 

Increased water yield was observed or reported on at least 
three burn sites. The Increased yield was in the form of 
increased flows in established springs and appearance of 
new springs. 

Wildlife 
Use of burn areas by vertebrate wildlife species was 

observed directly or indirectly (pellet groups or signs of 
browsing) In all areas. Avian use of burn areas was conspic- 
uous and immediate in all areas. Raptors were often seen 
flying or soaring in and out of the smoke on prescribed burns 
in progress. Quail were seen dusting in the ashes on several 
burns within hours or days after the burn. Above-average 
breeding bird diversity was noted during 1986 field observa- 
tions within the wildlife habitat improvement burn areas. 
These observations correlate with the increased habitat 
diversity and amount of edge in these areas. 

No direct mortality was observed in any of the burn areas. 
This contrasts with personal observations on several high 
intensity wildfires In which one deer and a variety of small 
mammals suffered direct mortality from the fire. 

Deer harvest information has been recorded on two of the 
study areas. Deer kill Increased approximately 160 percent in 
one area and 320 percent in the other between 1980 and 
1985. Changes in deer kill were variable from year to year 
but, In general, deer kill increased and has held steady for 
several years after burning. 

Harvest data have been used to give overall estimates of 
deer populations. Smith (1976) estimated that reported deer 
kill represented approximately five percent of the total popu- 
lation. It can be assumed that the harvest data represent 
some increase in deer numbers within the burn areas. This 
Increase is probably due to a combination of increased pro- 
duction, Increased recruitment from adjacent unburned 
areas, and increased hunter success (there has also been a 
corresponding increase in the number of hunter days within 
each area). 

Conclusion 
Since 1979, more than 20,000 acres of chaparral have been 

burned on public lands administered by the Bureau of Land 
Management in central California. The per acre cost of these 
burns has ranged from two or three dollars per acre for large, 
winter hazard reduction burns to about 47 dollars per acre 
forsome wildlife habitat improvement burns requiring mechani- 
cal pretreatment. 

Since chaparral vegetation has been recognized as requir- 
ing fire to rejuvenate itself, fire should function as a natural 
force in order to perpetuate these communities. Currently, 
prescribed burning is necessary to reduce hazardous fuel 
levels to prevent catastrophic wildfires and decrease ero- 
sion. Opening up dense brush fields also improves wildlife 
habitat and increases livestock forage. 

Most chaparral areas should be managed to promote spe- 
cies diversity and regeneration of sprouters and obligate 
seeders in coordination with management goals. Since the 
season of the burn and intensity of fire affects plant species 
response, burns can be timed to maximize the desired 
response. 
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Complexities of the Decision-making Process 
Harold R. Walt 

Permit me to share with you today a few reflections on how 
our society makes decisions about its natual resources. 
What I will say can apply equally to all natural resources, 
including rangelands. Of course, decisions about particular 
resources can have unique characteristics. But I would 
prefer to generalize and, in doing so, will try to make four 
major points: 
First, each of you is an expert in the complexities of decision 
making. You just don't usually think about it in a systematic 
way. 
Second, decisions about natural resources are essentially 
choices about the allocation of wealth. This fact is significant 
because rhetoric surrounding decisions often disguise this 
fact. 
Third, in a complex, information-based society, the process 
of decision making is often as important as the decision 
itself. 
And fourth, we often fail to make the best decisions because 
we cannot see our hidden assumptions that are made about a 
problem or the expectations of a solution. 

To expand on my first point, we all are experts on making 
decisions. The American Heritage Dictionary of the English 
Language defines a decision as "the act of reaching a con- 
clusion or making up one's mind." We make up our minds 
hundreds of times a day. Sometimes we decide something in 
just a split second. Even so, we are first faced with alternative 
choices, collect data about possible outcomes of different 
choices, consider elements of risk, affix probabilities to dif- 
ferent outcomes, and weigh choices against what we want 
for ourselves. Then we take the plunge—we choose! This 
process of deciding is the basis of all decisions, whether 
made in a moment or over months. 

But how often do we think about these specific steps? 
Seldom, if ever. Just take one example—buying kleenex at 
the supermarket. We must know if we need it, for what pur- 
pose, what we usually buy, the performance of our last box of 
kleenex, the color we want, one ply or two ply, the cost, and 
the brand. One factor may overwhelm all the others, like cost 
or color. But you weigh all of these factors, and more, before 
buying. 

This example, and the fact that we all make decisions, may 
seem trivial. But really it is not. Almost all of the so-called 
bigger or more formal resource decisions—like should the 
Board of Forestry regulate hardwoods or should federal 
grazing fees be increased—involve the same decision mak- 
ing process. In fact, one of the tragedies of big business and 
government today is to make so many steps In this simple 
process that it becomes almost mystical. And, I might add, 
very slow. What we really need is a course in demystifying 
Editor's Note: Harold Walt is the Chairman of the State Board of 
Forestry. This paper was presented at the symposium, "Corn plexi- 
ties of Land Use and the Decision-Making Process" at the 1987 SRM 
Summer Meeting, Arcata, California, 13 July 1987. 

the decision making process—a so-called kleenex box 
course. We weigh our wants, needs, alternatives, and con- 
straints. Then we choose. 

In his popular and hard-hitting book, What They Don't 
Teach You at Harvard Business School, Mark H. McCormack 
points out that most of us are overly dependent on old facts, 
on out-moded conventions, or are still making decisions on 
what worked twenty years ago. 

He Illustrates this with the story of the circus that prevents 
a baby elephant from running away by chaining It to a stake. 
When the animal pulls at the chain the cuff chafes Its leg. It 
hurts, and the baby elephant concludes that to avoid pain it 
had best stay put. 

But when the elephant matures to a box-car size, the circus 
still chains it to the same small stake. The adult animal could 
now pull the stake out of the ground like a toothpick. But— 
here's the point—the elephant remembers the pain and is too 
dumb to use the new set of facts. He doesn't consider how 
circumstances have changed. The tiny stake keeps a two-ton 
elephant at bay just as effectively as it did the baby. 

This said, let me become more abstract and philosophical, 
by Introducing my second point. History teaches us that we 
have finite quantities of people, land, and natural resources. 
The wealth of nations comes from their peoples and natural 
resources. Each Society decides how it will allocate its 
wealth—both between segments of society in any given 
generation as well as between generations. Thus we might 
see gold mined and used for wealth today. Or we must see it 
left In the ground for the future. 

Political systems have arisen to carry out and justify the 
acceptable allocation of wealth. Revolutions and represes- 
sion occur when the allocation is not satisfactory. And cer- 
tainly, among the leadership of a society, one will usually 
find those who want to keep the status quo and, as well, those 
who want change. Often, control of wealth, or the power to 
redistribute it, is at the core of resource decisions. 

What I. the debate over hardwoods except a battle between 
those that want to use hardwoods for their various, some- 
times mutually exclusive, purposes? A rancher wants to con- 
vert hardwoods to pasture or cropland. Or a real estate 
developer wants to cut so he can build homes in the oaks. 
Friends of the Green Foothills are primarily concerned with 
the aesthetics. Neither of these may be compatible with pre- 
serving the breeding ground for cavity nesters. What clearer 
example Is there of the gain in wealth today versus the pres- 
ervation of wealth of experiencefor tomorrow. All we have to 
do to see this Is to think that wealth is both money and 
breadth of experience for future generations. 

This ethic has been a driving force in our national parks 
and wilderness areas. Senator Cranston's ill-conceived Senate 
Bill 7, the so-called "California Desert Bill," is a statement 
that wealth should be vested in non-commodity users of 
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today and future generations. Commodity users in both 
cases, today and the future, lose out. And my premise that 
most resource decisions are over allocations of wealth is 
illustrated again. We seriously limit and mislead ourselves if 
we think that it Is any other way. 

This brings me to my third point. in our complex, information 
based society, the process of decision making is often as 
Important as the decision. In part, this stems from our coun- 
try's heritage. The American Revolution, at least in rhetoric, 
came partly because perceived rights and procedures had 
been violated. Thus we have the Bill of Rights and other 
guarantees of the United States Constitution. We have three 
distinct branches of government—legislative, executive, and 
judicial. And one of the key responsibilities of the judicial 
branch Is to protect our rights and procedures. 

Probably every sophomore textbook in business adminis- 
tration has a chapter on decision-making. As a professor of 
management, I can tell you all about our Information models 
and decision support systems, and how our computers are 
programmed to make the correct decision. Like the Edsel. 
Like deregulating the thrift Industry. Like disconnecting the 
odometers from Chrysler demonstration cars. Will high 
technology replace the cerebrating, sensitive, empathetic 
human decision maker? No! 

You may wonder why I point thIs out. Well, In the field of 
forestry regulation on private lands in California, due pro- 
cess clauses of the Constitution have been invoked in a 
definitive way. Courts have held that the public and neigh- 
boring landowners have a right to receive meaningful advance 
notice of timber harvesting operations. The Board of Fores- 
try under both the Brown and Deukmejian Administrations 
has struggled with questions related to public notice. The 
Board has had to consider notice of proposed timber har- 
vesting operations as far as a mile downstream to protect the 
rights of downstream water users. We appear to have 
reached an acceptable system of notice, but we still face 
court challenges on other aspects of constitutional due 
process. 

Three other trends stand out. One is the belief that 
government should function in the open. Secret decisions by 
governmental bodies are no longer tolerated, at least in Cali- 
fornia. Thus we have various open meeting laws that prohibit 
closed meetings for all but the most limited reasons. This 
trend shows no sign of abating. in each of the last five legisla- 
tive sessions, there have been significant bills introduced to 
further tighten open meeting laws. Basically, the only mat- 
ters we can now discuss in closed session are those related 
to personnel, forester licensing, and our legal position when 
we have been sued. 

Stephanie Salter's column in yesterday's (7/12/87) San 
Francisco Examiner speaks to this poignantly in describing 
the trial of Oliver North: 

For tour straIght days It was the best way to pass the time since 
Watergate. No, not because a Republican president Is again in 
hot water, but because we, the American people, were once 
again 'up close and personal' with our government—that 
unwieldy, bloodless, pain-In-the-neck from which we usually 
feel very alienated. 

The second trend, which picked up steam in the 1970s, is 
the belief that the public has a right to know the potential 

effects of decisions involving the environment and to partici- 
pate in these decisions. The National Environmental Policy 
Act and the California Environmental Quality Act are the 
pivotal points here. In California, no resource decision that 
requires a governmental permit and that Involves potentially 
significant adverse effects to the environment escapes the 
procedural requirements of these laws. The pubUc has the 
right to know the outline of a proposed project and to com- 
ment. Agencies must consider all comments and take ap- 
propriate steps towards mitigating concerns. 

I might also add that in the case of forestry and rangeland 
resources, another procedural layer has been added. At the 
national level, planning and decision making must occur 
consistent with the Resources Planning Act, the National 
Forest Management Act, and a host of related laws. For 
somewhat different reasons, mostly to keep In step with the 
information demands of the federal programs, California has 
the Forest and Range Resources Planning Act. 

All of these laws r.iat.d to environmental protection and 
resource pianning cost time and money. Yet they enjoy 
strong popular support and appear to be with us to stay. 

The third trend is the belief that regulatory agencies 
should be constrained. This view arose from the widely held 
perception in many legislatures across the country during 
the late 1970's that regulatory agencies had run amuck. Reg- 
ulations and regulators were blamed for excessive costs of 
business. And indeed there were enough abuses of common 
sense, epitomized by the proposed Dow Chemical Company 
expansion in Solano County, to support legislative action to 
control regulatory agencies. Some legislatures passed laws 
that let them overturn regulations. In California, the Office of 
Administrative Law was created to review the necessity, 
authority, and clarity of regulations. 

This Office has its own independent rule-making author- 
ity. in the past few years, it has established complex proce- 
dures governing how regulations are to be advertised to the 
public and how evidence must be considered by regulatory 
agencies. On the positive side, it has reduced the number of 
regulations and probably improved the quality of delibera- 
tions by agencies. On the negative side, it has Increased the 
time it takes to adopt regulations up to tenfold and has 
created a new bureaucracy in the design and review of 
regulations. 

Why all this complexity, you might ask? I'll offer you a 
theory. At least in California, there is a strong sense that 
governmental decisions must be made without the appear- 
ance of being arbitrary or capricious. The resentment of the 
likes of King George still festers in the American psyche. In 
the simplest terms, probably too simple for the astute histo- 
rian, what else would explain open meeting laws, application 
of due process, creation of elaborate laws to guide environ- 
mental decisions, and legislative constraints on the per- 
ceived excesses of reguiatory agencies. We appear to 
demand procedural safeguards against wanton decision 
making and as a society are willing to pay the price. 

One element of this price is that some interest groups or 
individuals have learned to use the procedures to influence 
the actual decision. It Is common to find challenges to deci- 
sions that take the form of procedural protests in administra- 
tive agencies or in the courts. As you know, this has been a 
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favored weapon of environmental groups. I could say much 
about this, but my point in noting it here is merely to show 
you that procedures, or arguments over procedures, repre- 
sent two things: concerns over fullness or fairness of the 
decision making process or act as weapons to affect the 
decision itself. In this last case. I return to my second point— 
namely we are once again arguing about the allocation of 
wealth. 

Earlier, I suggested that we are all experienced at decision 
making. And I also said that my fourth point was that we often 
fail to make our best decisions because we cannot see our 
hidden assumptions that we make about a problem or our 
expectations of a solution. There is no bigger complexity 
than the fact that we do not know ourselves as decision 
makers. 

I wrote about this in a recent Journal of Forestry. There I 
pointed out that today's world is full of stress and change, 
dominated by global interrelationships, rapid technological 
change, and an exploding availability of information. To- 
day's global society is undergoing fundamental shifts and is 
reassessing the values and meanings of things and events. 
Some futurists believe that we are now in the early stages of a 
change in ourindustrial society, of a transformation perhaps 
as profound as that of between the Middle Ages and modern 
times. 

The effect of all this is that we are being forced into a 
perception of society that is humanistic, intuitive, and holis- 
tic. Decisions can no longer be made solely on efficiency and 
continuing economic growth. Quality-of-life considerations— 
clear air, clean water, endangered species, noise, viewsheds, 
archeological burial grounds, and solitude have become 
much more important. They are the new wealth of an 
advanced, information-based society. 

Wh•n w• thInk about our decIsIon, if we do, we usually 
follow set thought patterns. We get caught in these patterns. 
Roger Van Oech in his two books, A Kick in the Seat of the 
Pants and A Whack on the Side of the Head, observes what 
he calls mental blocks. These imprison our imagination. With 
work, these attitudes can be changed. But, he warns: "the 
human body has two ends to it: one to create with and one to 
sit on. Sometimes people get their ends reversed. When this 
happens they need a kick in the seat of the pants." 

Some of our biggest mental blocks are our attitudes 
toward a complex decision making process. One example is 
that because of the large amount of uncertainty that exists in 
a complex world, we think that we cannot bring about 
change. Often we just drop out in indifference and apathy. 

Or we hold the view that the way we have always done 
business will work in the future. A classic case of this mental 
block is the view that traditional marketing strategies used in 
California will succeed in a global economy. We assume that 
the foreigners will buy what we produce rather than asking 
what they want first. It seems like it is so simple to ask first, 
but our customary thinking habits prevent us from seeing 
this simple shift in approach. 

Still another block is the attitude that things would be 
better if we could only get rid of the complexity—back to the 
simple, good old days, if you will. I find this view especially 
prevalent among businessmen. They bemoan environmental 
permits, governmental regulations, and public involvement 

in the decision making. How nice, they say, to be able to plan 
and simply carry out a project without all this hassle. And 
among some groups, repeal of the California Environmental 
Quality Act is the unwritten political platform. 

ThIs type of thInkIng lImIts one's abIlity to deal with com- 
plex issues. It leads to polarization and to lose/lose posi- 
tions. I can think of several examples where potentially bene- 
ficial projects or laws were lost because of this type of out- 
look. In contrast, I have a close friend who is a powerful 
advocate of embracing the opposition. He has been able to 
locate several very controversial projects by bringing in the 
opposition at the planning stage. He gets agreement that the 
project must be built someplace and then essentially pays 
the opposition to critique and locate the project. My friend is 
prosperous because he has worked hard to see through his 
mental blocks. Or as Van Oech might say, he is using the 
right end for decision making. 

I don't mean to belittle the difficulty of coping with com- 
plexity. Rather I am asserting that we should not let it over- 
whelm us. We can start by recognizing that we are all expe- 
rienced decision makers. We deal with big decisions in the 
same way we treat little ones. 

We can also start from a frame of reference in decisions 
related to natural resources. I have asserted that most such 
decisions relate to the allocation of wealth. This includes the 
new wealth of our society, things like the quality of life and 
the knowledge that we are providing well for our grandchild- 
ren. Perhaps you would want to practice with this frame of 
reference for a few days. Maybe it will simplify things. 

And finally, our decision making process in government 
has grown more complex for many reasons. But I think that 
the most fundamental reason is a reassuring one—we Amer- 
icans don't like arbitrary and capricious decisions by our 
public officials. We were raised in this tradition and it con- 
tinues alive and well. However, simplistic—and even if my 
analysis is wrong—this bodes well for the future. Decision 
and change in a democracy may be slow, but they do take 
place. That alone is reason enough to pay for whatever 
inconvenience complexity may cause. 

Perhaps, to make my point, I have erred in this paper by 
oversimplifying both the function and process of decision 
making. So let me close with a word of emphasis on the 
gut-wrenching act of setting public policy in natural resour- 
ces. It is very difficult, particularly in California. 

What's the toughest decIsIon you have had to make in the 
past four years? Hard to remember? Not for me. The decision 
by the Board of Forestry not to declare hardwoods a com- 
mercial species—and thereby not to regulate the resource— 
was by far my most difficult. 

Which course of action from our array of alternatives was 
truly in the public interest? Which public? What course was 
most enforceable? What of the private property rights gua- 
ranteed by the Fifth Amendment to the American Constitu- 
tion? How do we respond to the campaigning media? To the 
vocal pressure groups? The preservationists? 

After literally years of research, testimony, and debate we 
determined that a non-regulatory approach would best serve 
the State's overall interest. As policy makers, we are attempt- 
ing to solve the problem by placing trust and responsibility 
with the people who control, manage, and who own the 
resource. The long-term solution is theirs. 

Thank you. 
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SRM Image: What is It? 

Thomas E. Bedell 

THIS QUESTION OF IMAGE IS RAISED from time to 
time. The Board of Directors feels this issue is worthy of 
consideration. Image in this context can mean (1) what we 
want others to perceive us to be or (2) what we perceive 
ourselves to be. As a Society, we probably can do more about 
the latter than about the former. 

So, LET'S TAKE A HARD LOOK AT WHAT SRM stands 
for. Rangelands are the land, the terrain upon which precipi- 
tation falls, where streams and rivers and lakes are formed, 
all of the many kinds of vegetation that cover this land. Range 
management is not a use and never has been. We should not 
use the term In that context and should point that out when 
people do. Rangelands have many uses and most people 
recognize and accept these uses. We should not forget that 
the beginnings of range management sprung from condi- 
tions brought about by livestock abuse of rangelands. 
Because rangelands occur in arid situations in much of the 
world, the changes in ecological status brought about by 
livestock abuse take many, many years to be turned around. 
Most of us know and accept that. 

BUT, RANGE MANAGEMENT BY DEFINITION IS NOT 
livestock management; It is not wildlife management; it is not 
recreation management; It is not timber management; it is 
not water management. If we can get rid of our "hang-ups" 
on what range management Is not, we can concentrate and 
focus on what It is. Range management Is to manage, to care 
for, to protect, and to conserve the basic vegetative integrity 
on rangelands. 

The author Is presently First vice-PresIdent of the Society for Range Man- 
agement. 

Current Literature 
This section has the objective of alerting SRM members 

and other readers of Rangelands to the availability of new, 
useful literature being published on applied range manage- 
ment. Readers are requested to suggest literature items— 
and preferably also contribute single copies for review—for 
Including in this section In subsequent issues. Personal 
copies should be requested from the respective publisher or 
senior author (address shown in parentheses for each 
citation). 

Achl.vlng Efflclint Us. of Rang.land Resources; by Richard S. 
White and Robert E. Short (Eds.); 1988; USDA, Agric. Res. Serv., 
Fort Keogh Livestock & Range Res. Sta., Miles City, Mon. 132 p. 
(Fort Keogh Livestock & Range Res. Sta., Route 1, Box 2021, Miles 
City, Mon. 59301; $15) Proceedings of a symposium held Sep- 
tember 1987 at Fort Keogh; contains 22 papers including state-of- 
the-art information, new concepts, and current knowledge relat- 
ing to effIcient rangeland utilization. 

Compllid by John F. Vallentine, Professor of Range Science, Brigham Young 
University, Prove, Utah 84602 

Do WE WANT RANGE MANAGEMENT TO BE some- 
thing else? We do not think so. But, it's not just what the 
Board wants; it is what we all, as SRM members, want. When 
we can agree upon what we want, then we can go about 
describing how we want that to occur. Our "hang-up" so 
much of the time is that we don't agree and counsel with each 
other on how (the methods or the approach) we will get what 
we want. 

So, LET US LOOK CLEARLY AT OURSELVES AS A 
society. We must be the real leaders in the world on what 
rangelands are and should be. Because there may be several 
means to achieve a management end, the approaches to 
management may be controversial. So what if they are? Let 
us be leaders in resolving the controversy. Let us reason 
together, discuss together, have all of the various kinds of 
forums we can manage. The Society is strong because of the 
diversity of interest and involvement. It is because of diver- 
sity in viewpoint that we can resolve problems. But, we must 
be united in what we want rangelands to be, to do, to look 
like. 

RANGELANDS ARE A MAGNIFICENT RENEWABLE 
RESOURCE which have so many different and, yes, compat- 
ible ways in which they can be used. We must use our talents, 
our knowledge, our strength to focus attention on the impor- 
tance of rangelands. We have the ability. We have the 
strength. Do we have the will, the motivation? We trust we do. 
Let us feel comfortable among ourselves on this; then we will 
be really able to go forward in solving the challenges, what- 
ever they are. 

Th. Biology of CanadIan Weeds. 83. Hyp.tlcum p.rlo.if urn L; by C. 
W. Crompton, l.V. Hail, K.I.N. Jensen, and P.D. Hliderbrand; 1988; 
Can. J. Plant Sci. 68(1):149-162. (Biosystematics Res. Centre, 
Agric. Can., Ottawa, Ont. Ki A 0C6) Summarizes forthe poisonous 
plant, St. Johnswort, its description, distribution and importance, 
autocology, reproduction and development, and response to con- 
trol treatment. 

Broom Snakeweed (OufI.rr.zIa uro (hr..) Control with Plcloram 
and Mstsuifuron; by Kirk C. McDaniel and Keith W. Duncan; 1987; 
Weed Sd. 35(6):837-841. (Dept. Anim. & Range Sci., N. Mex. State 
Univ., Las Cruces, N. Mex. 88003) Found lower rates of either 
herbicide were effective in killing broom snakeweed and increas- 
ing forage production in east-central New Mexico. 

Catti. Foraging B.havlorln Leafy Spurge (Euphorbi. .sul.)-lnfs.t.d 
Rangeland; by Rodney G. Lym and Donald R. Kirby; 1987; Weed 
Tech. 1(4):314-318. (Dept. Agron., N. Oak. State Univ., Fargo, N. 
Oak. 58105) Cattle used 20 and 2% of the herbage in zero and low 
density Infestations respectively, but avoided grazing in higher 
densities until the milky latex In leafy spurge disappeared in early 
fall. 
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Cattle Nutrition on Blue Grama Rang.land in New Mexico; by L.J. 

Krysl, M.L. Galyean, J.D. Wallace, F.T. McCollum, et al.; 1987; N. 
Mex. Agric. Expt. Sta. Bul. 727; 35 p. (Bulletin Room, Agric. Expt. 
Sta., N. Mex. State Univ., Las Cruces, N. Mex. 88003) Provides 
information on dietary quality, intake, and rumen fermentation 
during various stages of plant maturity based on esophageal f is- 
tula and rumen cannula techniques. 

Causes of Fire Effects in Taligrass Prairie; by Lloyd C. Hulbert; 1988; 
Ecology 69(1):46-58. (Requests to: Director, Konza Prairie, Div. 
Blol., Kan. State Univ., Manhattan, Kan. 66506) Results of investi- 
gations into the causes of increased production and flowering 
resulting from burning tallgrass prairie. 

Cemparison of Herbag. ProductIon under ContInuous Stocking 
and Intermittent Grazing; by Sheila A. Grant; G.T. Barthram, 
LynneTorvell, J. King, and D.A. Elston; 1988; Grass & Forage Sd. 
43(1):29-39. (Macaulay Land Use Res. Inst., Penicuik, Midlothian 
EH26 OPY, UK.) Concluded that intermittent grazing of Lolium 
perenne swards gave no advantage over continuous grazing, pro- 
vided a flexible stocking rate was used to control sward conditions. 

Economic Analysis of Typical and Lean Be.? Preduction; by Kerry 
Walker and James 0. Wise; 1987; J. Amer. Soc. Farm Mgr. & Rural 
Appr. 51(2):69-74. (Dr. Wise: Dept. Econ., Univ. Ga., Athens, Ga. 
30602) Concluded from their analysis that larger cattle (exotic 
crossbreds) were economically advantageous over smaller cattle 
(domestic breeds) in stocker and finishing phases but not In the 
cow-calf phase. 

The Effect of the Duration of Regrowth on Photosynthesis, Leaf 
Death, and the Average Rate of Growth In a Rotationally Grazed 
Sward; by A.J. Parsons and P.D. Penning; 1988; Grass & Forage 
Sd. 43(1):15-27. (Inst. for Grassland & Anim. Prod., Hurley, Mal- 
denhead, Berks SL6 5LR, UK.) Concluded from grazing sheep on 
Lolium perenne that regrowths of at least 14 days but less than 28 
days most effectively achieved maximum average growth rate of 

highly digestible material and sustained a densely tillered, leafy 
sward. 

Fire Response of Shrubs of Dry For.st Habitat Types In Montana and 
idaho; by Nonan V. Noste and Charles L. Bushey; 1987; USDA, 
For. Sorv. Gen. Tech. Rep. INT-239; 22 p. (lntermtn. Res. Sta., 324 
25th St., Ogden, Utah 84401). Summarizes the characteristics and 
fire response of 20 shrub species that permit modification, either 
enhancement or reduction, of the shrub component of a stand 
with prescribed fire. 

Grasses of Wyoming; by Gregory P. Halisten, Quentin D. Skinner, 
and Alan A. Beetle; 1988 (3rd Ed.); Wyo. Agrlc. Expt. Sta. Res. J. 
202; 440 p. (Bulletin Room, Univ. Wyo., Box 3313, Laramie, Wyo. 
82071; $18) Summarizes the description, distribution, ecology, 
and Importance of 250 WyomIng plants; also provides floral and 
vegetative keys to tribes, genera, and species. 

Grazing on the AmerIcan Rangelands; by Thadis W. Box and John C. 
Malechek; 1987; Amer. Soc. Anim. Sci., West. Sect. Proc. 38:107- 
118. (CoIl. Nat. Resources, Utah State Univ., Logan, Utah 84322) 
Describes the complex interrelationships of grazing history, pres- 
ent range condition, mechanisms, and extent of plant community 
change, grazing animals as environmental tools, and future policy 
needs on U.S. rangelands. 

Herbicide Treatment Effects on Properties of Mountain Big Sage- 
brush Soils after Fourteen Years; by i.C. Burke, W.A. Reinors, D.L. 
Sturges, and PA. Matson; 1987; Soil Sci. Soc. Amer. J. 51 (5):1337- 
1343. (Senior author: Natural Resource Ecol. Lab., Cob. State 
Univ., Fort Collins, Cob. 80512) Concluded that big sagebrush 
control, in the absence of grazing, had no effect on longterm site 
fertility. 

Herded vs. Unh.rd.d Sheep Grazing Systems on an Aipine Range in 
Wyoming; by John F. Thilenius and Gary R. Brown; 1987; USDA, 
For. Serv. Gen. Tech. Rep. RM-147; 8 p. (Rocky Mtn. For. & Range 
Expt. Sta., 240W. Prospect St., Fort Collins, Cob. 80526) Neither 
sheep management system was superior over the other based on 

vegetation response; both either Increased or at least maintained 
total plant coverage and were concluded to be environmentally 
acceptable. 

Pinyon-Juniper Woodiands of New Mexico: A Biological Appraisal; 
by James T. Fisher, John G. Mexal, and Rex D. Pieper (Tech. 
Coord.); 1988; N. Mex. Agric. Expt. Sta. Spec. Rep. 73; 53 p. 
(Bulletin Room, Agric. Expt. Sta., N. Mex. State Univ., Las Crucos, 
N. Mex. 88003) Emphasis given to the ecology of pinyon-juniper 
vegetation, the growth and management of pinyon, the biological 
and economic productivity of pinyon, and pinyon-juniper wood- 
lands as wildlife habitat. 

Plant Response to Defoliation: Morphologlcai Considerations and 
Allocation Priorities; by D.D. Briske; 1986; Proc. intornat. Range- 
land Cong. 2:425-427. (Range Sd. Dep., Texas A&M Univ., College 
Station, Texas 77843) DescrIbes grazing resistance of the grami- 
noid life form in terms of structural and functional organization. 

Plant Response to Grazing: The Role of Photosynthetic Capacity 
and Stored Carbon Reserves; by J.H. Richards; 1986; Proc. Inter- 
nat. Rangoland Cong. 2:428-430. (Dept. Range Sd., Utah State 
Univ., Logan, Utah 84322) Based on a review of literature and his 
own research with two Agropyron bunchgrasses, the author con- 
cluded that "under most Instances of defoliation, phytosynthesis 
during regrowth outweighs stored carbohydrates as a source of 
carbon for shoot regrowth." 

Principles of Grazing Management Systems; by A.D. Wilson; 1986; 
Proc. internat. Rangeland Cong. 2:221-225. (CS1RO, Div. WildI. & 
Rangelands Res., Deniliquin, N.S.W. 2710, Australia) Proposes 15 
principles and/or hypotheses of grazing management and offers 
them as a focal point of future experimentation and debate. (Edi- 
tor's note: this is worthy of required reading status for every range 
scientist!) 

Recreation on R.ngelands Promise, Problems, Projections; by Dale 
Rollins (Ed.); 1988; Soc. for Range Mgt., % Texas Tech. Univ., 
Lubbock, Texas; 81 p. (Obtain from: Lisa Bradley, Dept. Range & 
Wildi. Mgt., Texas Tech. Univ., Lubbock, Texas 79409; $10) The 
proceedings of a symposium comprised of seven papers and heid 
at the 1988 Annual Meeting of SAM at Corpus Christi on Feb. 23, 
1988; emphasis given to the biological and economic potential of 
fee hunting on rangelands. 

Selection of Winter Foraging Sites by Elk and Mule Deer by Carl L. 
Wambolt and Alien F. McNeal; 1987; J. Environ. Mgt. 25(3):285- 
291. (Dept. Anim. & Range Sci., Mon. State Univ., Bozeman, Mon. 
59717) Concluded that elk selected feeding sites on winter range 
whore the relationship of food Intake to energy expenditure was 
optimized, while deer selected feeding sites where forage availa- 
bility, security, and thermal cover were optimized. 

Systems for Reducing Dependency on Harvested Forage for Winter- 
ing Cows; by H.A. Turner and R.F. Angeli; 1987; Amer. Soc. Anim. 
Sd., West. Sect. Proc. 38:197-200. (Eastern Ore. Agric. Res. Cen- 
ter, Burns, Ore. 97720) Compared three methods of overwintering 
on flood meadows: (1) rake-bunched hay and then baled hay, (2) 
rake-bunched hay, and (3) standing hay (uncut) plus supplement 
and emergency feeding. No. 2 proved to be a cost effective stra- 
tegy, but No. 3 was concluded not a viable alternative because of 
reduced performance and costs similar to No. 1. 

Toxic Piants of Oklahoma and the Southern Piains; by George E. 

Burrows, Ronald J. Tyrl, Dale Rollins, Thomas A. Thedford, 
Wilfred McMurphy, and William C. Edwards; 1988; OkIa. Agric. 
Ext. Cir. E-868; 41 p. (Bulletin Room, Agric. Ext. Serv., OkIa. State 
Univ., Stillwater, Okia. 74078; $5) Provides detailed plant taxo- 
nomic and veterinary information for species most commonly 
implicated in livestock poisoning in the area; contains 52 color 
prints of plant species, distribution maps, glossary of terminology, 
and cross index of scientific and common names. 



A Wild Horse and Burro Program shift was announced in 
mid-April by BLM. Director Bob Burford suspended the fee- 
waiver adoption program, but continued individual adop- 
tions (which require a $125 fee). Burford expressed "great 
hopes" for a newly developed concept—privately funded 
wild horse sanctuaries—and promised Increased emphasis 
on the successful prison Inmate wild horse training program. 

The Animal Damage Control Advisory Committee has 
been appointed after some lengthy delays. The committee 
will advise Secretary of Agriculture Richard Lyng on policy, 
program issues and research needed to control depredating 
animals that reduce agricultural production. Lyng says that 
the group will serve as a public forum so that ranchers, 
farmers and "other wildlife interests" may have a voice in 
USDA's animal damage control policies. 

Members appointed to the committee include representa- 
tives of livestock, grain, forestry and aquaculture industries 
and environmental, wildlife conservation, state government, 
academic and humane interests. 

Kenneth A. Glues, assistant secretary of agriculture for 
marketing and Inspection services, will serve as chairman 
and James W. Glosser, acting administrator of USDA's 
Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, will serve as 
vice-chairman. 

Two key changes in SCS top management are of particular 
interest to range workers. Manly Wilder has taken over as 
Associate Chief, succeeding Joe Haas, who retired in Janu- 
ary. Since 1986, Wilder has been SCS Assistant Chief for the 
South. He was State Conservationist for Virginia from 1980 
to 1986. WIlder, who began his SCS career as a student 
trainee in 1986 in Nashville, TN, also served in the SCS 
personnel division in Washington. He earned a BS in agron- 
omy at North Carolina State University, and MS in adminis- 
tration at George Washington University in Washington, DC. 

in a move that brings atop SCS range leadership job back 
to Washington, Harlan DeGarmo has been named National 
Range Conservationist In the Ecological Sciences Division, 
filling the position vacated when Harlan Dietz retired earlier 
this year. DeGarmo, who has been Range Conservationist at 
the Midwest Service Center in Lincoln, NE, also served as 
Area and State Range Conservationist in California as well as 
District Conservationist and other jobs in Nebraska, where 
he began his professional career. DeGarmo is a graduate of 
Ft. Hays (Kansas) State University, and earned an M>S> in 
Range at New Mexico State University. An active SRM 
member, Harlan served both the California and Nebraska 
Sections as President and various other capacities. He is 
currently a member of the Public Affairs Committee and 
Rangeland Cover Type, Committee for SAM. 

The National Research Council Board on Agriculture is 
the newest Institutional Member of SAM. NRC is presently 
considering a range condition classification study, but no 
final decision has been made, pending a determination of 
needs, and of funding availability. 

BLM's final grazing regulations were published at the end 

Washington Representative 

of March after nearly 2,200 comments were considered. Most 
of those comments supported the revised regs, offering sug- 
gestions for the final rules. A principal effect of the revisions 
is to integrate the livestock grazing program into the overall 
multiple use planning and management on the public lands. 

Final rulemaking adopts the term "Livestock Carrying 
Capacity", and provides new flexibility to adjust stocking 
rates as needed. The amended regs don't include the section 
on Cooperative Management Agreements which appeared 
in the draft. Existing rules for appraising the value of forage 
consumed by trespass livestock are retained, and the rules 
incorporate a provision requiring ownership or control of 
base property as a condition of preference transfer. Copies 
of the new regulations are available at BLM offices. 

The President's Budget for Fiscal Year 1989 calls for pilot 
programs in privatization of management of undeveloped 
federal lands. Specific details are scarce, and the issue has 
not attracted attention in hearings on the budget thus far. 

The FY 89 Budget presents slim pickin's for rangelands, 
both public and private, and poor prospects for research and 
extension. In the unlikely event Congress goes along with 
these recommendations, agencies would lose both person- 
nel and funding. Among the many private organizations 
presenting budgeting recommendations to House and Senate 
Appropriations Committees, only SAM made a consistently 
strong case for range appropriations at least at current year 
levels. With one or two notable exceptions, most testimony 
heard by the committees treated range as a 'commodity 
use", or largely ignored it in favor of other priorities. While 
never generous with range, Congress has usually main- 
tained or slightly increased programs rather than reducing 
them; there is optimism this will happen in this election year. 

SAM appropriations recommendations included: 
—BLM: While BLM fared better than most agencies under 
the 0MB marks, we urged $500,000 be added for monitor- 
ing, plus $2 million for additional allotment management 
plans. 
—Cooperative State Research Service: We recommended 
$1,474,000 for Subtitle M range research grants. The 
budget zeroed out this item, which was funded at about 
$1/2 million last year. 
—Agricultural Research Service: We proposed a $9 mil- 
lion total, the same as we asked last year. 
—Extension Service: We joined a number of other organi- 
zations in proposing AREA be funded at $6 million this 
year, and asked that Smith-Lever appropriations be $252 
million, with $7,412,000 for Federal Administration. 
—SCS: We strongly urged that IN ADDITION to financing 
Food Security Act Conservation activities, that the agency 
continue the Great Plains Program at $20.4 million, with 
$475 million for Conservation Operations, Including $1.5 
million to continue the special initiatives in range man- 
agement begun in 1988. 
—ASCS: We suggested restoring the $176.9 million for 
the ACP payments cut from the Administration's budget. 
—Forest Srvlce: Besides asking for a $1 million add-on 
for range research, we proposed increasing the range 
budget nearly $9 million above the President's budget to 
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It's hard to put a loot 
In a shut mouth.—Savvy Sayin's 

capitaI ccrraI • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' ' 

Ken Aistad 
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enable the agency to meet minimum legal and profes- 
sional standards. Most of the increase would go to range 
vegetation management, with some for noxious weeds, 
structrual improvements and forage management. 

President's 
Notes 

NAS and Research 
In April, I had the opportunity to make two trips to 

Washington, D.C. The "official" reason for the first trip was to 
attend a meeting with other presidents of agricultural socie- 
ties called by the Board on Agriculture of the National 
Academy of Sciences. It was an interesting meeting and I 
learned a lot about how NAS operates. The main reason for 
the meeting was to seek support from the agricultural socie- 
ties for a vastly increased competitive grants progam within 
USDA that NAS would then administer. The increased com- 
petitive grants would be great if they included some applied 
research as well as the more basic research that most com- 
petitive grant money is going to fund now. Ray Housley and I 
visited with Richard Wiles, NAS staff member, and alerted 
him to the fact that an SAM and agency study on Range 
Condition is nearing completion. In addition, we explained 
that all of the major Federal agencies are now converging 
somewhat in their thinking about monitoring, inventory, 
range condition, etc.; furthermore, a great many of the ideas 
in the RISC report are now being used and written into 
agency manuals, at least in the F.S. and BLM. 

ON the D.C. Scene 
Incidentally, Ray Housley is doing a marvelous job for 

SRM in Washington. He knows, and is known, by the key 
people not only in the agencies but also the appropriate 
natural resource organizations who have offices or represen- 
tatives in Washington. One word of caution for those who 
want Ray to do something for them or their Section. Ray is 

paid only part time by SRM and he cannot be at the beck and 
call of every individual or Section of SAM. Please funnel any 
requests for Ray to do something through the Denver office. 
Ray also cannot pursue individual requests for action that 
might be counter to SAM policy or operating procedures. 
This does not mean that Ray cannot make the appropriate 
contacts for legitimate requests from Sections. It does mean 
that all of us have to recognize that his time is finite. 

On the first trip to D.C. (April 4-7) I had the chance to go 
with Pete Jackson and Ray to meet with the following: Jack 
Artz, Extension Service; Dale Robertson, Chief of the Forest 
Service; Bob Long, Deputy Assistant Secretary of USDA: 
Larry Jahn, Wildlife Management Institute; Harry Hodgdon, 
The Wildlife Society; John Barber, Society of American 
Foresters; Bob Day, Renewable Natural Resources Founda- 
tion: Jim McMullen, ASCS; Pat Jordan, Director, and Bud 
Rumburg of CSRS; Ernie Shea, NACD; Marjorie Holland, 
Ecological Society of America; Wilson Scaling, Chief and 

Manley Wilding, Assoc. Chief of SCS; and Glen Secrist and 
others at BLM. I also had an opportunity to meet with staff 
members from Senators Wallop and Simpson and Represen- 
tative Cheney's offices. I had a busy 3 days. 

CRP 
The "official" reason for the second visit to D.C. (April 

19-21) was to present a paper on the Conservation Reserve 
Program at Science Days. This is a yearly symposium on 
natural resources subjects presented by the local chapters of 
SAM, Society of American Foresters, Soil and Water Conser- 
vation Society, the Wildlife Society, and the American Fisher- 
ies Society. It was well-attended and I was pleased to have 
the opportunity to present a paper. In addition Ray and I met 
with Jim Newman SCS: John Vance, Extension; Bob Bur- 
ford, Director of BLM and also Billie Templeton; Congress- 
man Dick Cheney; and Senator Malcolm Wallop. We also attended 
the planning committee meeting for the North American 
Wildlife Conference. 

The topics that we talked about to most people in Washing- 
ton were: (1) CAP and how to keep these lands from being 
plowed at the end of the 10-year contracts; (2) The two GAO 
reports due out soon that apparently will be critical of range 
and riparian management on federal rangelands; ani (3) 
Level of on-the-ground range management input, especially 
monitoring, on both BLM and Forest Service lands. 

To elaborate a little on each of these. . . . There is a lot of 
interest in CAP, and SRM has a real head start as a leader in 
the effort to devise ways to keep CRP lands in grassland after 
1995. Harold Goetz is chairman of a task group whose 
responsibility it is to keep on top of developments and to help 
us keep in touch with the right people and organizations. 

GAO Reports 
One of the upcoming GAO reports, now in review, appar- 

ently will be quite critical of the Forest Service and especially 
BLM for the condition and management of riparian areas on 
public lands. The other report apparently wilt also be critical 
of overall range conditions on federal ranges. Even though 
both reports are going to be critical of BLM, Forest Service, 
the Range Management profession, and grazing in general, I 
think we can use these reports as opportunities to point out 
the situations where riparian and general range manage- 
ment has resulted in very good conditions but also to point 
out that declining Range Management budgets in both the 
Forest Service and BLM have contributed to slowing pro- 
gress. We can also point to the need for more and better 
research on restoration and management of riparlan areas. I 
urge all of you to get copies of the GAO reports when they do 
come out. I will be interested in hearing your reactions and 
suggestions after you have read them. 

The last Item—level of rangeland monitoring on both BLM 
and Forest Service lands—is also important and relates to 
the GAO reports. Funding to do on-the-ground work In both 
agencies has been eroded to the point that they do not have 
enough money and manpower to do the job that is neces- 
sary. This reduction in funding is the result of: (1) reduced 
funding by Congress to these agencies and (2) Range Man- 
agement being maybe given too low a priority within each 
agency, resulting in funding and manpower too low to do the 
job properly. These GAO reports will give SAM and the 
profession an opportunity to point these things out—especially 
to a new administration that will take power in Washington in 
January—BIll Laycock, President, SRM 
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Executive 
Vice-president's 
Report 

It's spring and a young man's fancy turns to love. With time 
other priorities seem to work in—like raking lawn, cleaning 
the flower beds, and pulling those first early weeds. I must 
admit that it may be work that some don't find pleasant, but I 
for one enjoy it very much. If nothing else it's a relaxing break 
from desk work. At our Denver headquarters the results are 
most rewarding and pleasing. I just wish every member of 
our Society could be present to enjoy the flowering bushes 
and shrubs and especially the magnificent roses that grow 
along the front of the building. 

This was certainly a great plus that most of us overlooked 
during the careful inspection phase when the building was 
purchased. 

Speaking of the building we still are In bad need of renters 
to fill the beautiful space on our top floor. I certainly wish that 
right person or persons would come and join our headquar- 
ters family; we need the company and we sure could use the 
money. 

Speaking of dedicatIon, can you believe I have inquiries 
already for details on our Summer Board Meeting in Minnea- 
polis. There are people who are arranging their plans for the 
meeting this far in advance. Now that is true devotion to a 
cause. But there is more than simple love of an organization. 
SRM is respected in high places. For example I would like to 
announce that we will be honored by the presence of Deputy 
Secretary of Agriculture Peter Myers, who has graciously 
found time in his hectic schedule to speak to us at the noon 
luncheon on Tuesday, July 19th, in Minneapolis. I have had 
the privilege of knowing Pete since his debut as Chief of the 
Soil Conservation Service and found him to be a most plea- 
sant and practical person. His credentials don't stop there. 
He practices what he preaches in his own farming business 
and has an excellent understanding of the ecological man- 
agement of lands, particularly the rangelands and the impor- 
tance of warm-season grass species. I am looking forward to 
his presentation as well as the opportunity to visit in a relaxed 
atmosphere on the needs and potential of our range and 
pasture lands. I strongly recommend that you make every 
effort to be present and increase your involvement to an even 
greater level in the SRM activities, programs, and projects. 

But there Is a third P word and that is problem. They come 
in all forms, both good and bad. First one of the good ones. 
Since my last report I had the privilege of accompanying 
President Bill Laycock during one of his trips to Washington, 
D.C. When you are in that city, I swear everyohe wants to see 
you or has a need for SAM input. The problem is, I'm short or 
at least middle height and we have a tall, dedicated President 
who likes to get things done on time. Couple that with a 
Washington, D.C., Representative who is equally tall, dedi- 
cated, and a bearcat on being on time, and you have a prob- 

lem. If you're wondering why I seem to be getting shorter, 
first it might be age, but more likely my legs are wearing off 
just trying to keep up. You can rest assured that SRM has 
great leadership and they work and walk fast. 

Second problem, our membership has a short memory— 
perhaps out of sight out of mind. Since the Corpus Christi 
Annual Meeting our book sales have really been slow. For 
example, the copies of the new SAM History sold like hot 
cakes. Since then hardly one has been ordered. Please send 
for your copy right away. Everyone says it Is very interesting 
and a good record. Speaking of books, please remember to 
include an order for the 35-year index. It will be of great 
assistance when you search your Journal for a badly needed 
article. 

Now, Great News. The third printing with a new cover of 
the Trail Boss Cowboy Cookbook has been delivered to the 
Denver office. This has been a very popular addition to our 
list of publications. In our home we use them as gifts, particu- 
larly now as graduation and weddings are in season. Frankly, 
just try to buy a better gift for that price these days I don't 
think it can be done. 

SRM members certainly seem to enjoy each other's com- 
pany and love to work together. That generates lots of meet- 
ings that require my presence, especially the Annual Meet- 
ing Planning Committees. Their efforts have been so produc- 
tive that each new location would rather die then fall behind. 
This inner drive has three Annual Meeting Committees in 
high gear as well as two summer meeting Committees hard 
at work. That keeps me hopping, but its productive and 
definitely a pleasure. 

Keep track of those International Meetings so you don't 
miss out. Plans are rapidly falling into place for exciting ones 
in India, France, and Italy in 1988 and 1989. Call the Denver 
office for details; they are definitely a good investment. 

I hope to see you at many of those summer Section meet- 
ings. My hope is to attend as many as possible. They are not 
just an outing to get away and have fun. That's the spot where 
the action is and an excellent place to expand your profes- 
sional education. Just remember learning didn't stop with 
that sheepskin—it just began. It's just plain depressing to 
realize that the half life of our formal education is seven years 
at the very most. But keep your spirits high—it's going to 
rain. Just wait and see, it always has—Peter V. Jackson, 
Executive Vice-President, SAM 

Texas A&M Welcomes Thurow 
Dr Thomas L. Thurow has been appointed Assistant Pro- 

fessor to the faculty of the Range Science Department, 
Texas A&M. 

Dr. Thurow, received a B.S. in wildlife resource manage- 
ment from the University of Idaho, a MS. in wildlife biology 
range management from Brigham Young University, and a 
Ph.D. in range/watershed management from Texas A&M 
University. His graduate research emphasized the study of 
long-term effects of various livestock grazing systems on 
watershed, soil and vegetation. 

Since completing his graduate work in 1985, Dr. Thurow 
has been working for Louis Berger international, Inc. on a 
50/50 research/teaching position with the Somali National 
Range Agency and the Somali National University, Depart- 
ment of Botany and Range Science. 
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Condensed Minutes, 
Meetings of the SRM Board of Direc- 
tors, February 1988, Corpus Christi, 

Texas 
it has now become possible to incorporate a Public Affairs 

Specialist position into the SRM office. President Miller 
introduced Jerry Schwien as the new SRM Public Affairs 
Specialist and pointed out that he will be working 49% of his 
time for SRM. 

The dates of the 1991 Meeting are somewhat earlier than 
traditional SAM Annual Meetings, being January 20-25, 
1991. 

A theme for the 1990 Annual Meeting in the Sparks-Reno, 
Nevada area is established as: RANGELANDS 2000—"A 
New Focus." 

The Summer Meeting dates are July 15-2OMinneapolis, 
Minnesota. The Committee has established a flat pre-registra- 
tion of $124 for attendees, which includes three lunches, six 
refreshment breaks, a social hour, banquet with entertain- 
ment, an all day bus tour with meals and entertainment, and 
the workshop. A fee of $25 will be charged to spouses and 
children for minimal participation and a separate fee of $50 if 
they wish to attend the tour. 

The theme for the 1989 Annual Meeting will be: "Range 
Management—Progress and Promise." it was also noted the 
dates for the meeting are one week later than is traditional— 
February 19-24, 1989. 

During the last five or six years, there has been a reduction 
in the backlog of JRM articles. in view of this, it is suggested 
the JRM be dropped from a 96-page publication to an 88- 
page publication. The intent is to reduce the pages now and 
then increase the number of pages back up to 96 as 
necessitated. 

it was the direction of the Board of Directors that the 
international Affairs Committee proceed with producing the 
first publication of the international newsletter (international 
Range News) as soon as possible. 

it was agreed that attempts are to be made to recognize 
potential attendees to the Ill international Rangeiands Con- 
gress in New Delhi, India, and to organize an informal recep- 
tion for these attendees to be held during the Congress. 

The Board charged the international Affairs Committee 
with the responsibility of establishing an organizing commit- 
tee, in conjunction with the Board of Directors, should the 
SAM invitation to host the IV IRC be accepted. 

SRM has agreed to be an official cosponsor of the Global 
Natural Resource Monitoring and Assessment: Preparing for 
the 21st Century Conference to be held in September, 1989, 
in Venice, Italy, without financial support. 

The Publications Committee will continue working on the 
project of making Annual Meeting Abstracts citable, as well 
as investigating possible distribution methods to a wider 
audience, in conjunction with the Finance and Annual Meet- 
ing Committees. 

The Board of Directors gave the Membership Committee 
permission to conduct a membership Phone-A-Thon. The 
Committee also recommended a membership goal of 5,050 
should be set for the 1988 year. 

See Advisory Council abbreviated Minutes 
The printing of the SRM Monitoring brochurewas approved. 

Beginning with this year, all nominations for awards are to 
be sent directly to the SRM office (allowing for a complete set 
of files to be maintained in the SAM office), who will, in turn, 
send these out immediately to the Awards Committee 
Chairman. An announcement to this effect will be posted. 

The Board of Directors approved the CertificatIon bro- 
chure as presented, subject to final editing, for printing. 

The Employment Affairs Committee has prepared a letter 
to be sent to international schools inquiring about employ- 
ers. They also will send a letter to U.S. non-traditional 
employers with a questionnaire about how these employers 
go about finding potential employees. 

The Board of Directors supports the Advisory Council's 
(Recommendation 5) interest and efforts in publishing arti- 
cles in Rangelands and these articles will be coordinated on 
an "as submitted" basis through a systematic approach deve- 
loped by the Advisory Council and Ran gelands Editor Gary 
Frasier. 

The Advisory Council recommendation (See Recommen- 
dation 6) was accepted to extend the incentive subscription 
program through 1988. 

The Leadership Development Committee was established 
as a standing committee of the Society. 

The Planning Committee has prepared a questionnaire to 
be used in evaluating the status of the SRM Long Range Plan, 
as well as a format for a report on the planning and tracking 
of committee actions for the Long Range Plan of Work. 

The Student Affairs proposal to present combined awards 
to the contestants of the Plant identification Contest and 
Undergraduate Range Management Exam who fall in the top 
20% is to be brought back to the Board of Directors with more 
details. 

Regarding potential fundraising projects, a draft policy 
was adopted by the Board of Directors and transmitted to the 
Denver office for final refinement and implementation. 

The Denver office was authorized to implement a Master 
Card and Visa program, on a 1-year trial basis, to determine 
the cost effectiveness of using a charge system. 

A policy and procedure for handling new and existing 
small gifts is to be implemented by the Board of Directors. 
The policy on small gifts/donations would include a need to 
establish a designated purpose, with a minimum amount of 
$5,000. For those individuals not making an initial gift of 
$5,000, the initial gift amount will be put into a Five-Year 

Holding Account, where both the principal and interest col- 
lected on the gift will be accrued toward the $5,000 base, 
along with any additional contributions, if, after five years, 
the holding account amount does not meet the $5,000 min- 
imum, the entire amount plus interest earned will be trans- 
ferred into the Endowment Fund. 

The Board accepted a recommendation that SAM not 
pursue the establishment of living endowment or charitable 
remainder trust programs proposed by outside organizations. 

The Board of Governors will be recognized as an individ- 
ual entity responsible directly to the Board of Directors; 
coordinates closely with the Finance Committee, but is not a 
subcommittee of the Finance Committee. 

It was the direction of the board of Directors that the 
Finance Committee be involved, in conjunction with the 
Endowment Fund BOG, in determining the expenditures of 
the Endowment Funds. 

The Endowment Board of Governors recommended, which 
was accepted, to the Finance Committee and the Board (of 
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Directors) that: 
1. All funds raised by the sale of square feet of the new 

building be used to pay off the mortgage of the new building. 
2. The remaining balance of the mortgage should be paid 

by any proceeds that occur from the sale of the old SRM 
building. 

3. Proceeds from the sale of the old SRM building, not 
needed to pay the mortgage of the new building, shall be 
placed in a dedicated fund used only for renovation, mainte- 
nance, or replacement of the new SRM building. 

Tb. NatIonal Rang. Conf•renc. Task Group was assigned 
theworkof following upon theRange Issues Working Group 
assignments, which resulted from the 1985 National Range 
Conference. There were ten items assigned. The Task Group 
consists of the Chairmen of the Advisory Council, Excel- 
lence in Range Management, Information and Education, 
Professional Affairs, Public Affairs, and Technology Trans- 
fer Committees. 

The Regional CoordInators for the Cover Type Project 
have been appointed. The final deadline slated for the pro- 
ject Is set for October 1, 1989. 

The Coordinated Resource Management Advocacy Team 
will be recognized as a Task Group in the 1988 Annual Plan 
of Work. 

The Board accepted the recommendations of the Public 
Affairs Committee to transmit letters emphasIzing the Impor- 
tance of range research. 

The Board approved the recommended "Range Exclosure 
Maintenance" resolution submitted by the California Sec- 
tion, with the attached correspondence, for transmission. 

Executive Vice President Pete Jackson, Public Affairs 
Specialist Jerry Schwien, and Ran gelands Editor Gary Fras- 
ler, be assigned the task temporarily of attempting to accel- 
erate the transfer of articles to other journals. 

The 1988 budget was approved. 

Abbreviated Minutes 
of Advisory Council Meeting 

Corpus Christi, Texas 
February 21—26, 1988 

The Advisory Council met February 21st with chairman 
John Brock presiding. A quorum was established with 17 
Sections beIng represented. 

The minutes of the 1987 Summer Meeting were approved 
as corrected. 

Chairman Brock then brought the Advisory Council up to 
date on the status of past Advisory Council recommendations. 

Upcoming Annual and Summer Meetings were then dis- 
cussed. They are as follows: 

1989 Annual Meeting: Billings, Montana, Feb. 19-24 
1989 Summer Meeting: Kamloops, British Columbia, 

July 14-18 
1990 Annual Meeting: Reno, Nevada, Feb. 12—16 

1990 Summer Meeting: Monterrey, Mexico, July 15-19 
(Tentative) 

1991 Annual Meeting: Washington, D.C., Jan. 19—24 

1991 Summer Meeting: Region Ill (CO. WV, SD, NE and 
Northern Great Plains) 

1992 Annual Meeting: Spokane, Washington, Feb. 8—13 

1992 Summer Meeting: Region IV (CA, NV, UT, AZ 
Sections) 

1993 Annual Meeting: New Mexico 

President Jack Miller addressed the Advisory Council 
emphasizing the need and value of each Section drafting and 
implementing an annual plan of work and the effectiveness 
of networking within the Sections. Executive Vice-President 
Pete Jackson addressed the Advisory Council with informa- 
tion on SRM's financial status as well as the Denver office 
and staff changes. First Vice-President Bill Laycock empha- 
sized that SRM has been successful in membership recruit- 
ment but needs to improve efforts in retention. 

The AdvIsory Council passed seven recommendatIons 
which were presented to the SRM Board of Directors during 
the joint Advisory Council-Board of Directors meeting: 
1. The Advisory Council recommends the 1993 Annual 

Meeting be hosted by the New Mexico Section. 
1A. The Advisory Council recommends the 1990 Summer 

Meeting be hosted by the Mexico Section with the 
selected site being Monterrey, Mexico. 

2. The Advisory Council recommends membership renew- 
al forms solicit information from members regarding 
length of membership and this Information be made 
available for Section utilization. 

3. The Advisory Council recommends the Board of Direc- 
tors designate the appropriate committee or SAM per- 
sonnel to establish longevity of membership information 
which could be recognized through "member since" cer- 
tificate sticker, membership card, and/or pins. 

4. The Advisory Council recommends an effort be made to 
simplify and improve the computer program dealing 
with reimbursement of Section dues. 

5. In an effort to diversify and expand material in Range- 
lands, the Advisory Council recommends that each Sec- 
tion sponsor an article on a systematic basis at a rate of 
one article per year. These articles should focus on 
material of a general interest to all readers. The schedule 
would be coordinated by the Editor of Ran gelands and 
the Section Presidents. Specific authors and articles 
would be assigned by the Sections. 

6. The Advisory Council recommends to the Society Board 
of Directors that the complimentary Ran gelands sub- 
scription project be continued In 1988. 

7. The Advisory Council recommends the Board of Direc- 
tors support the California Resolution regarding Range- 
land Reference Areas. 

ActIon by the Board of DIrectors was as follows: 

#1 - Accepted. 
#2 and #3 Accepted—with feasibility and methodology to be 

worked out with the Advisory Council and an SRM Commit- 
tee the Board of Directors will assign. 

#4 — Accepted. Executive Vice-President Pete Jackson will 
contact CSU for assistance in making program changes. 

#5 - Accepted with recommendation to review this sugges- 
tion with Ran gelands Editor Gary Frasier. 

#6 - Accepted with complete action deferred for further dis- 
cussion with appropriate committees. 

#7 - Accepted with action being deferred until the report of 
the Public Affairs Committee. 

The final agenda item was the election of chairman-elect 
for the 1988 term. Nominees for chairman-elect were Larry 
Allen, Arizona Section; Jim Clawson, California Section; and 
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John Mitchell, Colorado Section. 
Following the vote, Chairman Brock introduced John Mit- 

chell, the 1988 chairman-elect of the Advisory Council. 
There being no further business, it was moved and 

seconded to adjourn. Motion passed at 11:45 a.m., February 
22, 1988. 

Society for Range Management 

RANGELAND REFERENCE AREA 
EXCLOSURE RESOLUTION 

WHEREAS, Rangeland reference area exclosures are pro- 
tected to preseive representative rangeland 
plant communities; and 

WHEREAS, Public agencies are responsible for conserving 
representative ecosystems, and for profession- 
ally evaluating the attributes and dynamics of 
those ecosystems; and, 

WHEREAS, These representative ecosystems are needed to 
maintain diversity, protect genetic variability, 
and assess management treatments; and, 

WHEREAS, These protected, representative ecosystems are 
legally mandated, and provided for in agencies' 
policies and direction; and, 

WHEREAS, Exclosures are being dismantled or allowed to 
decay without determination of their value; and, 

WHEREAS, Dismantled, destroyed, and neglected exclo- 
sures often represent a loss of 30-90 years of 
irreplaceable information; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT a complete 
moratorium on the removal of existing exclosures be imposed; 
and, 

Rangeland reference area exclosures be cataloged and 
maintained until the value of each exclosure can be deter- 
mined; and, 

The Society for Range Management Rangeland Reference 
Area Committee assist in establishing criteria for retention of 
exclosures. 

This resolution was accepted by the Society for Range 
Management Board of Directors at the 1988 Annual Meeting, 
February 25, 1988, in Corpus Christi, Texas. Further informa- 
tion can be obtained by contacting: Society for Range Man- 
agement, 1839 York Street, Denver, CO 80206. 

1988 Student Chapter 
Display Contest 

At Corpus Christi, the topic for the Display Board Contest 
was "Technology Transfer in Range Management." The pur- 
pose was to develop ideas for educating the general popula- 
tion about rangelands, range management, and the impor- 
tance of range resources to our society. The target audience 
was the lay population, youth, and/or politicians. Displays 
were judged on information and idea expressed, art, design 
and lettering, and construction. 

The student chapter from the University of Arizona placed 
first with a display showing the need for range research. Utah 
State University placed second, and Colorado State Univer- 
sity third. First, second, and third places received $75.00, 
$50.00, and $25.00, respectively. 

Tops in Plant Competition 
An impressive victory was posted by the Unlveraldad 

AutonomaAgrarla-"Antonlo Narro" in the Range Plant Iden- 
tification Contest held in conjunction with the Society for 
Range Management's 1988 Annual Meeting in Corpus 
Christi, Texas. Team members from "Antonio Narro" cap- 
tured eight of ten individual placings. Coached by Lucio E. 

Rodriguez, team members included Daniel Ibarra F., Pedro 
Maya G., Dagoberto Lopez P., Gelacio Huerta B., Francisco 
J. Ortiz, lsmael Santana F., Hugo 0. Angeles, Norberto Cor- 
tez M., Manuel de J. Solis, Maria T. Molina, and Jose M. 
Sulub. 

Montana State University had the second place team, fol- 
lowed by New Mexico State University with third, South 
Dakota State University with fourth, and Unlversidad Auto- 
noma de Nuevo Leon with the fifth place team. 

Although "Antonio Narro" dominated the individual stand- 
ings, the first place was captured handily by Carolyn Fey, a 
Texas A&M University junior. Fey turned in a score of 985 of a 
possible 1,000 points, easily outpacing all the other contest- 
ants. Second, third, and fourth places were earned by Gela- 
do Huerta B., Pedro Maya G., and Dagoberto Lopez P., all 
representing Universidad Autonoma Agraria—"Antonio Narro". 
Julie Kent, New Mexico State University, placed fifth in the 
individual standings. 

Nineteen universities were represented in the competition 
with 91 individual contestants. in addition to those schools 
already mentioned, also participating were: Universidad 
Autonoma Chapingo, University of Alberta, Arizona State 
University, Angelo State University, Colorado State Univer- 
sity, Humboldt State University, University of Idaho, Univer- 
sity of Nebraska, Oregon State University, Sul Ross State 
University, Texas Tech University, and Utah State Univer- 
sity. Each contestant is to be commended for the amount of 
eflort put forth to participate in such a competition.— 
Jennifer Pluhar 

See SRM Notes for additional photos. 

First Place team in the Plant Identification Contest came from 
Universidad Antonio Narro. 
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Winners Announced for Graduate Student Papers Competition 
Sixteen presentations by graduate students were evaluated by a panel of judges at the 41st Annual Meeting of SRM at 

Corpus Christi, Texas. Competition was keen, especially in the M.S. category, and a majority of the papers reflected 
considerable preparation. Utah State Unlv.r.Ity students captured 1st place positions in both M.S. and Ph.D. categories, 
continuing the strong showing initiated last year when USU students captured both second place positions. All students who 
participated and their advisors and congratulated by the judges and committee. Refer to announcements in Call for Papers 
and future notices in Rangelands for Information on the 1989 Graduate Student Papers Competition to be held in Billings. 

1988 Winners—Graduate Student Papers Competition 

Ph.D. Level 
lit Place—Will E. Cohen—Utah State University 
B.S. 1982—Texas A&M University in Wildlife Ecology 
M.S. 1985—Texas Tech University in Range Ecology 
Current—Ph.D. candidate in Range Science at Utah State University studying Range and 

Wildlife Economics. 
Title of Paper: 

"Economic Strategies for the Production and Management of White-tailed Deer on Central 
and South Texas Ranches" by Will E. Cohen and John P. Workman. 

2hdPlace_Val J0 Anderson—Texas A&M UniversIty 
B.S. 1982—Utah State University in Range Science 
MS. 1985—Utah State University in Range Science 
Current—Ph.D. candidate in Range Science at Texas A&M University studying Rangeland 
Ecology. 
Title of Paper: 

"Species Replacement in Response to Herbivory: Role of Competitive Interactions" by V.J. 
Anderson and DO. Briske. 

MS. Level 
1St Place—Brian Dick—Utah State University 
B.S. 1982—Humboldt State University in Wildlife Management 
Current—M.S. candidate in Range Science at Utah State University studying Range Wildlife/Live- 

stock Relationships. 
Title of Paper: 

"Digestion—Balance Evaluation of Gambol Oak as Forage for Spanish Goats" by B.L. Dick 
and P.J. Urness. 

2' Place—Hal Gordon—Nw Mexico State University 
B.S. 1986—Utah State University in Range Science 
Current—M.S. candidate in Agricultural Economics at New Mexico State University with minor in 

Statistics. 
Title of Paper: 

"The Economics of Sagebrush Control in the Colorado Plateau" by H.W. Gordon, L.A. 
Turell and K.C. McDaniel. 
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The Latest Sources 
For Wildlife Management 

Now distributed by Academic Press! 
The definitive reference manual for 
range resource... 

Range Development 
and Improvements 
Second Edition 
John F. Vallentine 

Range Development and Improve- 
ments provides a synthesis of the 
research on range science carried out 
in the United States and Canada since 
the 1940s. This informative book pre- 
sents a survey of the principles, prac- 
tices, and results of applied range 
management It features stepwise 
procedures that can be applied to the 
varied problems encountered on 
rangelands, and highlights principles 
to achieve high levels of productivity. 
The chapters on range improvement 
will be of special interest to ranchers, 
public land administrators, and ag- 
ribusiness personnel. 
1980, 545 pages, $39.95 
Order Code: 710002-4 

Weed Control Economics 
B.A. Auld, K.M. Mentz, 
and C.A. Tisdell 
A Volume in the APPLIED BO1ANY 
AND CROP SCIENCE Series 

Weed Control Economics provides 
agricultural scientists, administrators, 
advisors, and students with a greater 
appreciation of the economic impact 
of weeds. It also provides information 
regarding the economic assessment 
of weed control strategies and 
methods. For agricultural econo- 

mists, the book will provide an agro- 
nomic background and an economic 
framework for tackling issues in weed 
control and research. 

1987, 177 pages, $39.50 
ISBN: 0-12-068278-8 

NEW 
An invaluable resource consolidat- 
ing virtually all information avail- 
able on the federal wildlife agencies 
and federal endeavors... 

Audubon Wildlife 
Report 1988/1989 
Featuring the National Marine 
Fisheries Service 
edited by 
William J. Chandler 

Agency programs and controver- 
sial legal issues covered in depth in 
this important publication include: • The North American Waterfowl 

Plan and the decline of the water- 
fowl population • The problem of illegal international 
trade in wildlife • The campaign to restore the 
Florida Everglades • Water projects on the Platte River • Implications of the 1985 Farm Bill • The tide of plastic debris choking 
marine life • The Land and Water Conservation 
Fund • The current federal budgets for 
wildlife programs 

July 1988, c. 848 pages 
$49.95 (tentative) 
ISBN: 0-12-041001 -X 

Audubon Wildlife 
Report 1987 
Featuring the Bureau 
of Land Management 
edited by 
Roger L. Di Silvestro 

The Audubon Wildlife Report 1987 
features the Bureau of Land Manage- 
ment and highlights: • Marine Fisheries 
• Waterfowl management • Endangered species • Federal wetlands protection • Marine mammal protection pro- 

grams 
1987, 690 pages, $39.95 
ISBN: 0-.l2-041000-1 

"...should be required reading for 
all undergraduates and graduate 
students in biology, zoology or ani- 
mal science." 

—QUARTERLY REVIEW OF BIOLOGY 

Wildlife Feeding 
and Nutrition 
Charles 1. Robbins 
A Volume in the ANIMAL FEEDING 
AND NUTRITION Series 

Wildlife Feeding and Nutrition 
covers the fundamental principles of 
nutrition for nondomesticated and 

nonlaboratory animals—and the ap- 
plications of these principles to the 
broader field of wildlife ecology. 
In Paperback: $32.95 
ISBN: 0-12-589381-7 
Casebound: $55.00 
ISBN: 0-12-589380-9 
1986, 464 pages 
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